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ABSTRACT
To clarify the waterfrontconceptand to give a brief explanationof
waterfront,to define the problems in urban waterfrontdevelopment,to
formulatetheplanninganddesigncriteriafor redevelopmentprocessaccording
to its characteristics,to impressthe necessityof urbandesign in waterfront
redevelopmentprojects, to form a general base for how a waterfront
developmentprojecthastobedone arethebasisofthestudy.
The aims listedaboveis achievedby thesubject'sconsiderationin two
approachesincludingthe theoreticaland the pragmaticapproaches.The
sensitiveandan intensiveliteraturesurvey,including detailedexaminationof
theexperiencesof thedevelopedcountriesand the applicationsin Turkey,is
donefor theformationof thetheoreticalbase and thepragmaticapproachis
reflectedas intheformofa casestudyin izmir.The differentapproachesto the
problemsof thewaterfrontsant thestrategiesand policiesdevelopedfor the
revitalizationof theseareasare determinedwitha detailedexaminationof the
evolution,characteristicsofthewaterfrontsandtheappliedprojects.
The regenerationprojectsgivecluesabouthowa waterfrontshouldbe
redeveloped.This studyprovedthatthedeterminationof thecharacteristicsof
the city,functionsand the users, potentialand constraintswithinthe project
area and an efficienturban design study are the factors requiredfor a
successfulregenerationof thewaterfrontareas.
Consequently, a comprehensiveplanning and design approach,
provisionof publicparticipationin predevelopmentstage,good programming,
managementandefficientimplementationdecisionswillmakethe abandoned
waterfrontsliveable, healthy, and enhanced places for the citizens and
economicallyviableforthecityitself.
OZ
Bu tezin olu~umusuyun dogal bir kaynak olu~una,kent ve kentlinin
zenginlikkaynagloimaslinanclmadayanmaktadlr.En c;oktalepalmaslnedeniyle
hlzllbiry'pranmai<;indeolu~u,eskimesurecininonlenmesi,kentselklYlnrntekrar
kente kazandlnlmaslyabalannlnve ba~anll-ba~anslzprojeleringer<;ekle~tiriliyor
olmaslve en onemlisikentlerimizinde Ylpranmasureci i<;inegirmi~olmalan,bu
<;a1l~maYIdahada ilerigoturmemdetkenolmu~tur.
KentselklYllar2. DunyaSava~I'ndansonrageli~mi~ulkelerdeteknolojikve
endustrialanlndakigeli~melersonucundaYlpranml~,terkedilmi~alanlar olarak
ortaya C;lkml~lardlr.Demiryollanve karayollannlnyap,ml ile ula~llabilirligin
artmaslkentinve kly,lannterkedilmesisureciniba~latml~tlr.Otoritelerkentteki
ekonomik<;oku~udurdurmakamaclylaklYI alanlannlnyenidencanlandlnlmasl
karanna vararak , klYllardakisorunlann<;6zumuneyonelik olarak stratejive
politikalargeli~tirmi~,planlamave tasanmkriterleriolu~turmu~lardlr.
Y'pranma surecine giren bu alanlann yeniden kente ve kentliye
kazandlnlmasl<;abalanba~an"l ba~anslz yenilemeprojelerinidogurmu~tur.
DolaYlslyla,klYI kavramlnaa<;lkllkgetirmek,kentselkly,lanngeli~imve degi~im
surecinde etki eden faktorleriortaya koyarak, olu~ansorunlan ve <;6zum
6nerilerini,planlama duzeyinden kentsel tasanm duzeyine kadar uzerinde
durulmasl gerekli politika, strateji ve tasanm kriterlerinibelirleyerek, klYI
b61gelerimizinolu~mu~yada olu~acak problemlerinec;ozum bulmak ve
ara~tlrmaYIdestekleyiciomekbir<;all~may pmakhedefolarakbelirlenmi~tir.Bu
ama<;la,klYI alanlannln geli~imsure<;leri,dogal ozellikleri,geli~mi~ulkelerin
sorunayakla~lmlan,uyguladlklanpolitika,planlamave tasanmyontemleri,klYI
idaresi ve yonetim sistemleri detayll olarak incelenerek, bu alanlarda
ger<;ekle~tirilenprojelerinozellikleriortayakonmu~tur.
Kentin karakteri, kullanrm ve kullanlcllann, alanIn potansiyel ve
slnlrlaYlcllannlnbelirlenmesi,butunculbir yakla~lmile planlama ve tasanm
yapllmaslterkedilmi~klYIalanlannmkazanllmaslic;inger<;ekle~tirilecekprojelerin
ba~ansli<;ingerekli fakt6rleroldugunuortaya koymu~tur.Klymm duzenli ve
sagllkllolarakyaplla~masluzerindeetkisiyogunolanfakatbir<;okprojedegozardl
edilenbu etmenler,kentseltasanmlndetaylt~ekildeuygulanmaYI~lnlnbir boyutu
olarakgundemegelmi~tir.
Olkemizdegozardl edilmesineragmen,kentseltasanmsOreciigerisinde
halkkatlllmJnJnsaglandlgl,projeninprogramlnln,idaresininve tasanmJnJnetkili
olarakgergekle~tirildigiuygulamalar,klYllannkenteve kentliyekazandlnlmasJnI
etkinbir~ekildesaglayacaktlr.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Water has been the most importantfactor in the growth of the first
settlementsand civilizations on bays, along rivers for food produCtionand
defence.The surplus of food required transportationand trade activities in
manysettlements.So, water becamethe first typeof transportationwitha trade
activityand small portson waterfronts.
The increase in watertransportationwith the constructionof steamships
andthe increase in water orientedretailactivitiesimprovedthe water's edge in
manycoastal cities. The waterfrontshas been the hearthof the economy and
socialintegration.
The improvementsin transportationand commercecaused changes and
developmentson the waterfront. The increase in shipping industry and
transportationfacilities affected the developmentand growth of the ports. The
developmentof railroads made the transportationof goods easier and rapid
than water transportation. Also, in proceeding years, the construction of
highwaysand the increase in number of automobiles relocated many people.
Therefore,the intensiveuse of waterfrontsby industrialuses and transportation
facilitiesand easy access to differentparts of the city caused the decline of the
inner-city.Additionally,the constructionof the commercialairports speeded up
thedecline.These functionsthreatenedthe waterfrontsand consumedwhat trle
waterand land produced.The water pollutionbecamethe majorproblem.
Many people relocated causing urban sprawl. Tile movementfrom the
inner-cityto the outer zones cause the recession of the economy. The
technologicalchanges and industrial improvements repositioned the port
activities.Therefore, the waterfrontlands became deterioratedand derelict.The
abandonedwarehouses, ports,wharves, decks and piers becamethe problems
of the local and federal authorities,as ttlere was decrease in populationand
economy.
The post war period has been the time period of the revitalizationof the
obsoletewaterfrontareas. BeginningwithUSA, the coastalcities in Britainand
in Europe,theauthoritiesdevelopedwaterfrontregenerationprojectsin order
toattractpeopleandmadethemreturntotheinner-city.
The rediscoveryof the potentialsof the waterfrontsincreasedthe
liveabilityand enhancementof many inanities.TIle political,economical,
physicaland social structureshave been reflectedin variedredevelopment
projects.Theseprojectshaddifferentcharacteristicsas thecoastalhaddifferent
cultural,architecturalndplanningbackgrounds.
Theregenerationprojects'commonaimwasto increasethequalityof life
by the creationof diversityand variety in the inner-city,on abandoned
waterfrontland with a public authorityin the leadership,also with public
participation.
The reasonof thisstudyis to learnmorefromthedevelopedcountries'
experiencesin planning,designandmanagement,as Turkeyis facingwiththe
sameproblemand will be facing in followingyears. Therefore, a detailed
analysisof regenerationprocessappliedin differentcountriesfromplanningto
implementationperiodis made.It can besaidthatwittlan intensivetheoretical
base,efficienturbandesignshouldberealizedforsuccessfuldevelopments.
1.1.The Methodology
Theclearidentificationof thisthesisis suppliedbytwobasicapproaches:
TheTheoreticalApproachandThe PragmaticApproach.
The theoreticalapproachis formulatedby the limitedwrittenresources
as it is considerablya new issue.The difficultyof definingthe limitsof the
subjectin a manydimensional,broadcontentdirectedthethesisaccordingto
theavailabilityofthetheoreticalknowledge.
The differentapproaches and applicationsto the issue in many
developedcitiesare generallybased on the administrative,managerialand
financialstatusof theproject.The designguidelinesare rarelymentioned.The
unavailabilityof theurbandesignconceptencouragedthis thesisto develop
newstrategiesandmethodsforsuccessfulredevelopmentprojects.
The pragmaticapproachis basedon the theoreticalknowledgegained
fromtheliteraturesurvey.Thedetailedexaminationofthedifferentapproaches
2
to the subject and the experiences gained from the redevelopmentprojects
abroadand the case study in izmir formthe pragmaticbase of the thesis. As a
coastalcity, izmir has developmentalproblemswith the urban waterfront.The
effectsof the changes and the improvements in foreign countries and the
changingdemands and trends in social and economical life affect the urban
waterfront.Various applicationstake place in differentparts.The ecological and
physicalstructureare being diminishedby intense developmentjust along the
water.Increase in pollutionrates, proposals of master plans, the lacking social
benefits,administratiyeproblems in planningpolicies make izmir be in trouble
with itsurbanwaterfront.
Urban waterfront in izmir faces with water pollution, unbearable smell
andthevisualpollution,due to the untreatedwastes thatare directlydischarged
to creeks and to izmir Bay, high density and high rise residential and office
developmentsrather than open green spaces and other public activityareas.
Therefore,in order to reduce the water, air and the visual pollution and to
increasethe visual perceptivity, in order, the treatment plants should be
constructedand greeneryand public facilityareas should be supplied along the
waterfronts.
In Central Business Districts,alongwaterfrontsthe developmentshave to
includeparks and squares for pedestrianswithinthe office and residences and
inadjacentareas to CBD on differentparts of the waterfront where residential
and commercial uses are dominant recreational, cultural or a mixed-use
developments provide healthy, enhanced and liveable environments.
Therefore, the provision of social benefits make the development more
successful. So, the area where social benefitscan and should be supplied in
priorityis being determinedas the projectarea for development.The aim is to
providebotha dailyand a year around used waterfrontsite includingboth social
andculturalvalues in a residentialarea.
Current planningstrategiesare not supportivein waterfrontdevelopment
andmasterplans do not includedetaileddevelopmentalregulationsfor efficient
applications.The lacking urban design studies in urban waterfronts prevent
complementaryand continuousimprovements.
Finally, the theoretical and pragmatic approaches are given in 7
chaptersin total. The first chapter includes the methodologicalbase and the
definitionof the waterfrontand the reasons for waterfrontlocalitiesas to clarify
theconflictin meanings. The following four parts give theoretical information
abouthesubject.
The second chapter gives information about the evolution period of
waterfronts,especiallythe portcities,fromfirst settlementsalong the riverto the
moderncitiesof today.The factors thathad effectson the developmentof ports
were described. North- America was taken as the base, as the first
improvementshas taken place in North-Americancities.
The third chapter defines the characteristicsof the waterfront,both the
landand the waterbody, that should be considered in planning and design
period.
The fourth chapter explains the waterfront phenomenon in developed
countriesand in Turkey. It providesan overviewto coastalzones and an overall
planning process. The different approaches to waterfront planning,
management,regeneration and design. The problems and the factors of
problemsrelatedwith the coastalzones in Turkey is also explainedin detailwith
examples.
The fifth chapter gives informationabout the basis of the regeneration
process.The planning and design issues and criteria are explained. The
requirementsfor a successful regenerationprojectare determined.
The sixthchapter includes a case study in urban design scale which is
developedfor the shipyards' are in Kar§lyaka, izmir. A mixed-use waterfront
projectis proposed within the considerationof the demands and requirements
ofthepublicand the city. It is obviously understoodthat regenerationis urban
designin its base.
The conclusionformsthe last chapterof the thesis, statingthe prons and
consofa redevelopmentprojectand the experiencegained as a result.
1.2.Definitions
Manypeoplecan be confusedwith the termsrelatedwiththe water's
edge.In orderto understandwhatthe problemis, the correctexplanationof
thesetermsmustbegiven.
Waterfronthasdifferentdefinitionsmadebyvariouspeople.Accordingto
ErdenKuntalp,it is "thepartof landthatsurroundseverywaterbodyas sea,
lakeandriver.Waterfrontis the land whichrequireswater".(Kuntalp,1972,
p.76).
Ceva~Gerayhavetoldthatthejeologistsdefineditas theland wherethe
geomorphologicalobjectsandshapesoccurredas a resultof thedepositionand
erosioneffectof wavesor thelandwherethewavescouldreachat maximum
distanceatlanddirection.(Geray,1976,p.67).
Manybooksonwaterfrontsusetheterm"port"insteadofa citywhichhas
mainlyportactivitieson itswaterfront.A portis definedas a townor a citywith
aharbour,especiallyonewherecustomsofficersare stationed.This termwas
developedinfirstperiodsof theportdevelopmentinwaterfrontcities.
In the book "Water's Edge" edited by Botswick H. Ketchum,the
waterfrontis defined as the coastal zone and the definitioncombines
demographic,functionalandgeographicalconsiderations.
"The coastal zone is the band'of dry land and
adjacentoceanspace(waterand submerged land) in
whichland ecologyand use directlyaffectocean space
ecology,andviceversa.Thecoastalzoneis a band of
variablewidthwhich bordersthe continents,the inland
seasand the Great Lakes. Functionally,it is the
broadinterfacebetweenlandandwaterwhereproduction,
consumption and exchangeprocessesoccur at high
ratesof intensity.Ecologically,it is an area of dynamic
biogeochemicalactivity but with limited capacity for
supportingvariouskindsof humanuse. Geographically,
thelandwardboundaryof the coastal zone is
necessarilyvague....the seaward boundaryhas been
definedas the extent to which man's landbased
activitieshavea measurableinfluenceon thechemistryof
the wateror on the ecologyof marinelife". (Ketchum,
1972, p.15).
Figure 1.1 below gives the schematicdiagramof the coastalzone.
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Figure1.1.The SchematicDiagramof The Coastal Zone
(Source:B.H. Ketchum, "The Water's Edge: Critical Problems of The Coastal
Zone", MIT Press, England, 1972,p.15)
According to Ann Breen and Dick Rigby'''thewater's edge in towns and
citiesof all sizes is the waterfront.The water's body may be a river, lake,
ocean,bay,a small creekor canal".(Brenn,Rigby, 1994,p.10)
Douglas Wrenn defines the waterfront as the port areas of large
metropolitanregions and the small resort towns with active harbours. (Wrenn,
1983)
In the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionaryof Current English by A.S.
Hornby,in 1974 the termsare given as following;
Coast: land borderingthe sea; seashore and landnear it.
Shore: Stretchof land borderingon the sea or a largebody of water.
Waterfront: Land at the water's edge. Especially the part of a town
facingthesea, the harbour,a lake etc.
Waterside:Marginof the sea, a river, lake, etc.
Coastline:Shoreline, especiallywith regardto its shape.
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Waterfront is explained as "the part of a town", and the coast has a
generaldefinitionthat it is the whole land thatborders the waterbody.So, the
term"waterfront"will be used to preventthe confusion.
As it is seen, Erden Kuntalp considers only the water's edge as the
meetingpointof water and land. The other ones include both the land and the
waterecosystems.The two ecosystemsand the effect on each other must be
reflectedin the definition, because the water's edge or the waterfront is the
meetingor intersectionareas of the two ecosystems.So, the protectionof the
environmentcan be providedwith tile protectionof these ecosystemsand with
thispropertythe waterfrontappear as the source of natural poverty.Although
theecological dimension is important, waterfront, as defined by Breen and
Rigbyand also in the dictionary, is theedge of water in towns and cities. So, it
mustnotbe a raw land buta developedone.
The schematicdiagram explainsthe meaning of thewaterfront.
As it is mentioned, the term "water's edge" has a broad meaning. It
includessea, lake and river'sedges. These can be both rural and urban. If it is
anurbanone, it is called as the "waterfront".An ul-banwaterfrontmusthave an
active role in the city. So, the terms, coast and the waterfront must be
distinguished.For a coastal zone and a water's edge to be a waterfront,a
planneddevelopmentis requiredon these areas. Developmentprocess makes
acoastalzone or a water'sedge a waterfront.
As it is definedabove,waterfrontis the pointwhere the propertiesof sea
and land unite by development in towns and cities.. Different functions get
advantageof this propertyand attractedby this naturalbeauty.Among these,
residentialand tourismareas take part and also without disturbingthe nature
visuallyand functionallycan be used and benefitedfrom.But also, aftergrowth
of industrialization and the improvement of technology with increasing
transportationfacilities, waterfrontsbecame the place of ports and harbours.
Transportation,residential, tourismand recreationalfacilities, commercialand
tradeactivitiesmake use of tlle waterfront.It was and is a source of activity
withoutany consideration of environmentalpollution, the interaction of two
ecosystems.
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Figure1.2.The Types of Waterfront
1.3.The Reasons for Localities on Waterfronts
Rural
Many uses have localities on waterfronts.They strictlydemand land in
theseareas because of some advantagesof the waterfront.The water caused
tile growth and developmentof many activities. The listed activities below,
haverootedfrom being at tile water'sedge.
1)Mal<inguse of water products.
In early ages, people hunted near water and caught the animals that
carnetowater'sedge.
2)Defense.
While constructingtheir villages the junction points of rivers and hills
lhatwere surroundedby any water body have been chosen. Even being along
river,did not preventt~lernto makedefense and by moatsthey used waler as a
defensiveelementas in Babylon's.
3)Portsand harbours.
Afterhavingpermanentsettlements,the increase in numberof products
requiredand later improvedthe tradeactivity.They have constructedharbours
andportsto have contactwithothers in difrerentcitiesespecially to have trade
andsocial relationship.This was accelerated by'the specialization of villages
andtowns.
. ...;:,. ~
~~~"!
Figure1.3.The Walled Port Of Ostia
(Source:S. Gallion, S., Eisner, " The Urban Pallern, CityPlanning and Design",
VanNostrandReinhold, USA, 1996)
4)Constructionof Shipyards
Growing appreciationof trade and being 1/1 social contact improvedthe
transportationactivity. Therefore, the need for more ships occurred and
Shipyardswere constructed.
5)MarineTransportation.
Industrializationand tile wish of having trade and meeting others
encouragedthedevelopmentof marinetransportation.
6)Locationof Commerceand IndustrialActivities.
Industryand commercehave chosen thewater'sedge as it occupied the
center.
7)Occuranceand Developmentof supportingfunctions.
Taking the advantageof easy access, the increase in the residential
areasandolller urbanfacilitiesoccurredwith thedevelopmentof harbour.
8)Havingthe natural importanceand beauty, the waterfront acted as
recreationalactivitypoint.
These various kinds of functions located at the water's edge. All
locationalchoices point out the importanceof the waterfronts.It is the cause
andthebaseof theoccuranceand locationof the functionsmentionedabove.
Consequently, the edge of the water, whatever the body IS, very
importantand valuable both in sea and land direction. It cannot only be
consideredonlyas a unique line or as our laws say, as an area at a permanent
widlhfromthesea. Also, it changes fromcityto city,even region to region.The
building and population density, specialization of the city affect the
determinationof thewaterfrontarea.
As mentionedabove, it can change from region to region, city to city,
andalso according to the properties of the citie$.it can be more wider or
narrower.The waterfrontusage of iZlTlircannotbe comparedwithAydin's. Izmir
hasitsadministrative,commercialetc. facilities al its edge. But in Aydin which
/lasa beautifulholiday resortas Ku~adasl,tourismmakesthewaterfrontactive
andliveable.So, waterfront is shaped according to facilities, and direct and
samelimitationsfrom top to each differentcity cannot be true and acceptable.
Also,againin thesame cityfor exampleKonak, Kar~lyakaand GOzelbal1gecan
Ilavedifferentwaterfront uses so that the waterfront area must be defined
accordingto the propertiesof the city and cannot be at the same width as our
lawsdescribe.
IZMIR YUKSfK TtKNOlOJi fNSTITUSU
RfKTORlUGU
Kuruphone ve Dokumontasyon Doire B~k.-----'''''' "" ~ -
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Chapter 2
HISTORY OF WATERFRONTS
Water acts an important role; forms our lives and shapes our
settlements.It had changed and affectedthe evaluationof the cities and many
otherthingsall over theworld.
Waterwas the first formof transpor1ationand in most partof the world it
hashad an effective role in growth of the communitieson bays, on rivers
wherenavigationwas possible and at strategicpoints on the ocean and along
rivers.
The earliest commerceactivity,havingrelationwith transportation,was a
waterelatedone. But with the developmentand constructionof railroads in the
19thcentury,the transportationand commerce became easy and expanded
throughthe inner city. The importance has been shifted away from the
waterfrontthathas once been the entrance,commercialand cultural point of
thecity.
As thetransportationnetworkcontinuedto evolve, the highways became
dominantand preferablefor traveland transportation.This improvement,also,
affectedthe urban form, making the residents and other workers locate at the
periphery,causing tile urban sprawl. So, urban waterfronthas been left for the
marinefacilitiesrelatedwith commerceand ports. However, this situationalso.,
changedand recreationaland culturalfacilitiestook place on waterfronts.
2.1.Historical Perspective
Life and activityhave started at water's edge. For many decades, the
waterfrontacted as the heart of the cities and involved differentcultures. So,
theyare really special cultural resources. The ability to provide diversified
opportunitiesfor economic development,public enjoyment,enhancementand
publicidentityalreadymade and again todaymakes it unique in its potential.
The commercial activity mentioned above, have changed a lot with
changingthe use and nature of waterfronts. Rapidly improving technology
causedthe port facilitiesof cities to become obsolete and urban waterfrontwas
deterioratedwithunderutilization,lack of investmentand being ratherold.
So, the developmentof urban waterironts;sites, buildings,piers become
necessaryto supply theeconomicgrowth,recreationaland culturalactivities.
2.1.1.Effect of Water in The Creation of Cities
In the creation and developmentperiod of tile cities, four basic issues
playedan effectiverole. These can be separatedas physical and non-physical
factors.Non-physicalfactors can be examinedin three parts.These are;
• EconomicFactors
• MilitaryFactors
• PersonalWishes (Gurel, 1970)
Physical factors include the geographical and topographical conditions.
Citiespreferredto locate on flat areas, on slopes, on hilly areas, in valleys, on
thewatersides. In geographical factor, we will mention about the waterside
citiesbelow.
GeographicalFactors:
In ancient times, people preferred to live where they could get and
producetheir food easily. Water, forest and other places of visual and aerial
beautywere the effects. To have a location at the edge of sea, river, provided
greatadvantages to the cities in their geographical locations. So, many big
citieswere developed along the rivers. For example, Rome along Tiber, Paris
alongSeine, Rotterdamalong Meuse, Anvers along Esquet, Vienna along Tuna
aresomeof these.
Waterfront cities have an additional characteristics as being on the
water'sedge.Water providesadvantagesto the city. An outlookfor the city, an
additionalcommunicationand transportationpossibility,recreationactivitywith
greenareasand an attractivecity center on the waterfrontare the advantages.
Besidesthese advantages there are disadvantagesalso. It is not an important
onebut affects the form. The development occurs in a semicircular form
towardsland.(Ozde~,1960)
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The enhancementand the relaxationeffect of water attractpeople and
manyroadsopen up to the waterfront.From great cities on oceanfrontto small
ones around lakes all have peaceful, restful and enjoyful properties and
lengUlens lives. The Great Channel in Vienna, the promenade at Rio de
Janeirohas such qualities.
EconomicFactors:
The transportationand surplus of goods and products increased the
importanceof the roads. Intersections of importantcommercial highways and
deltasand estuaries of big rivers are economically attractive potent for the
creationdevelopmentand improvementof the cities.To be near sea or a river
empowersthe cities because waterways connect all waterfront cities and
encouragesthemto have contactwith each other.The ease of communication
andtransportationmadecities to improverapidly.
MilitaryFactors:
It is the geopolitical factor. It is also the defence factor resulting in the
physicalstructure. Settling on high points and near waterbodies, the cities
protectedthemselvesfrom the enemy attacks. They defended themselveswith
moats.
PersonalWishes:
The desires of emperors, kings and sultans created cities in history.
Thesecitiessometimeswere on the waterside. istanbul, izmir etc. are some of
these.
2.1.2.Evolution Period Of Settlements And Impact Of Water
This section is needed to makeeasier to understandthechange in usage
ofwaterfrontsfromearly periods to 20th century.
It is vitalto live in harmonywithwater. It is a source for physical survival
andmentalinspiration.So, in early ages, people did not have the technologyto
cllangethe nature and so, lived in harmonywith it, with minor «hanges. The
developmentof more advanced technology was the beginning of humanity's
influenceon the natural environment and, therefore the start of
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environmentalchanges. This continued up to 19thcentury.Then the impact of
technologybeganto threatenthe environment.
Mesopotamia,Indus Valley, Northern China and Egypt are the earliest
urbanevolutionin the world. The civilizationswere the most successful ones in
theworldadaptingto the environment.These four hydraulic urban civilizations
basedandowedtheirsurvivalto water.
These earliestcivilizationsdeveloped in the great alluvial valleys of the
NearEastand the Far East. They are located:
1)In Egypt(Along the Nile),
2)ln Mesopotamia(Along Tigris and Euprathes)
3)lntheValley of Indus River
4)lnnorthernChina, in the Wei RiverValley. (Morris, 1974)
For example, Ur, an earliest Sumerian city in Mesopotamia was one of
thesecities.Itwas typicalof the Sumerian capitals locatedalong Euphrates. It
wasa walled,oval shaped city. (Figure 2.1). It stood on a place that on the
westernside Euphrates, a wide navigable canal to the north and east. Two
harboursto thenorthand west providedprotectedanchoragesand it is possible
thata minor canal ran through the city area. The river was used for both
transportationand especiallyfor defence.
Like Ur, many earliest and medieval cities located on watersides.
Miletus,originallysituated on the southernside of the River Meander, Cesky
Krumlovin Czechoslovakia,on the northof the riverVltava, Le Havre in France
are some important cities of early and medieval ages' waterfront cities.
(Prienne,1956)
The evolutionof settlementshas been in a sequentialprocess startingat
the river's edge. This evolution includes Nomadism, seminomadism with
seasonalsettlements,Villages of differenttypes, regional activitysites, towns,
citiesand ports, metropolisesand megalopolises. (Golany, 1995). The water's
influencecan be describedas followingat each stage.
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A North Harbour
B: West Harbour
C: The Temenos
0: Housing area of 1900
Figure2.1.Ur, General Layout Plan of the Period 2100- 1900BC.
(Source:A, E., J., Morris, "History of Urban Form, Before the Industrial
Revolutions",John Wiley and Sons Inc., N.Y., !994,p.?)
AAcropolis
B: The Main Harbour
C:The Agora Complex
0: Theatre and other Cultural/Leisure
Activities
Figure2.2.The Plan of Miletus
(Source:A, E., J., Morris, "History of Urban Form, Before the Industrial
Revolutions",John Wiley and Sons Inc., N.Y., !994,p.43)
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A: The Castle and Its
associatedTown
B: The Lower civil town
around its market
square, surrounded
almost on all sides by
theVltava.
C: Later development
acrosstheriver
0: ArtificialMoat
Figure2.3. PlanofCeskyKrumlov
(Source:A., E., J., Morris, "History of Urban Form, Before the Industrial
Revolutions",John WileyandSons Inc.,N.Y., !994,p.152)
Figure2.4.Le Havre,The Mapof 1838
(Source:A., E., J., Morris, "History of Urban Form, Before The Industrial
Revolutions",John WileyandSons Inc.,N.Y., !994,p.?)
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Nomadismis the oldest preseltlernentformof socia-economicand social
management.In Nomadism (Palaeolithic Period (stone Age)), food gathering
andhuntingwere the basic activities to survive. In this period, water edges
,especiallytheriver,has been used as Iluntingsites for food gathering.Hunting
usuallytook place near the valley's river where the anirnals watered. In
advancedPalaeolithic period aHer the domesticationof animals, the water's
edgebecamethecenterof settlements.(Golany, 1995)
The evolutionfrom Nomadismto seminornadismwas encouragedby the
discoveryof agriculture and its possible storage, which led gradually to
semipermanentsettlement and laler to permanentones. In this period, waler
hasbeenonlythehuntingplace and the site for lheir shelters.
Seminomadismis the period between the end of the Palaeolithic and
Ihebeginningof lhe Neolithic era. While nomadismhas three importantparts
as the source of water, the source of food for animals and sheller,
selllinomadismadded agricullural production,storage and marketingsites to
Illeselllement.These all were related lo definile locations.It was the period in
whichthe agricultureand trade have begun. At first, the seltlemenls were
semipermanenlbullater turnedto permanentones. (Golany, 1995)
In lhis period agricultural activily have laken place near waler. The
walerfrontwas again lhe place for hunting bul laler with the developmentof
permanentseltlements became the central activity point. First seasonal
villageswere developed. The evolution of penJl'illlent ones took place in
regionalactivilysite.
Regional Activity Site provided the bridge between seasonal and
permanentsettlements.It developed because the economy of seminomadic
tribewasa combinationof a self-sufficienteconomy, inheritedfrom the purely
nomadicsocietyand an open one relaled to the marketof olhers. The need to
marketwool, milk, cheese and meat or conducl religious or other ceremonial
evenlstoothers,requiredto develop activitysiles. These siles were more than
a lrade cenler but a site for assembly or religious evenls and for cultural
activilies,festivals, dance, display of handicrafts and races and other
celebrations.The rise of services and these activitiesled to the developmentof
permanentsettlements.
1/
Therefore the villages occurred. Mesopolamia is the first place of
civilizationsthat gave rise to the village. In the 18th milleniurnB.C. in north
Mesopotamiavillage and urban developmenttool<place along the Tigris, and
Euphratesriver in the south. Also in Indus valley, village formingcommunities
existedill 3000B.C. (Golany, 1995)
Agricultureaffecled tile rise of tile village. It was the major elementof
development.(It was tile beginning of the Neolilhic era). It Ilad 10 be
consideredlhe long and short termproduction,suitable soil and waler needed
foragriculture.
River valleys were the most suitable places for agriculturalvillages to
evolve.There is suitablesoil with alluvialdeposits locatedalong the rivers. So,
tileriverswere the prirnary secure waleI' resource for tile developmenl of
agriculture.
Duringthis period, among differellt types of villages, there were fishing
villageslocalednear rivers and lal<eswitllin tile valley. They were tile earliest
villages10 develop in llle Neolitllic era. Besides fishing villages, mining and
agriculturalvillageswere the typesof otheractivilysites.
By time villages became productive and needed regional centers for
theircommonactivities. The base of its formation contained the economic
needs,lheneeds for transportationand the interactionof villages developed in
tileregion.
The regional activity centers were permanerlt.The specialization of
villagesin agricultureand handicrarts caused the increase of products and
urgedthe trade activity,so they became permanent. It was geographically
central,easily accessible and comfortableand provided adequate space for
markeling,for ceremonialevents,assembly,worsllipping and for othercommon
activilies.In Illany cases, this regional growth cenler was near the river or a
majoroadwhere active transportationtake place. In this period many small
portshavebeenconslrucled. At first only one ship or a ship like maclline could
havebeenlaunched,laterwith the increasingtransporlationfacilily and contact
betweenlhe people the numberof ships and the area and the quality of the
portsbavechanged. The main function of its inhabilants was nonagricultural
buthecenterparticipatedin theagriculturalactivily.
·ip,.,, .x.
As staled above, the permanent~elllements developed with the
agriculturalproduction and the discovery of storage of goods with the
improvingtransportation,and acted as a catalyst for the occurrence and the
improvementof town.The regionalgrowthcentergenerallyformedits center. It
servedas the trade center for villagers. Therefore, some' people moved to
theseplacesin order to getbenefitfromtheeconomicopportunities.
2.1.2.1.The Growth of Port Cities
In his Valley' Theory, Gideon, S. Golany say that nomadism
serninomadism,fishing village, wood villages, miningvillages, regional activity
siles,towns,cities and ports follows a sequenlial period as stated above.
(Golany,1995)
The river plays an important, activator role in the development of
settlements.Especially, in fishing villages food gathering and hunting were
basedon water and, river also was used for transportationand for drinking
water.Later on, with the development of permanent settlements few huts
occupiedplacealong thewaterfronL
Afterthe developmentof fishing villages, In a sequence, tile kinds of
seltlementsli tedand explainedabove evolved.
"Afterthe development of the city, when the region as a whole was
economicallyand administratively mature, and surplus of goods were
occurred."(Golany, 1995, p.65). At this stage, to import and export this
surplus,portsand portcities began to function.
Up to this point, tile evolution of sell/ements has tal<enplace along
rivers,valleys and the river's watershed but the expansion through the
estuariesof the rivers, meetingpoint of the river with the sea, introducedsea
astilenewfrontier.So, cities began to develop at the estuaries and deltas, to
serveasa portforexportingand importinggoods and culture.
Thedevelopmentof ports and their effects in citieswill be mentionedin
followingsubjectsin detail.
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Figure2.5. Evolulionof I-IumanSelt/ernenlsalong The River in a Valley
(Golany, Gideon,S.,"Etl7icl7sand Urban Design", Wiley, Canada, 1995,p.60)
2.2.Role Of WaterfrontIII UrbanDevelopment
Early settlemenlstightlydepended upon the water. The movementsof
materials,productsand people have all been supplied with the help of water
transportationa d protectiveharbours thathave been constructedaccordingto
climaticfactors. Harbours on rivers and on sea provided security and
accessibility.They served as the contact point both for social and economic
aims.The waterrronlwas essential to urban growth and development in all
ways.
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It is necessary to mentionabout the Atlantic Coastal Seaports, in order
tounderstandtherole of waterfrontsin a city'sdevelopmentperiod,as they are
thefirstexamples.
The importanceand the incentivepower of water occurs first in Atlantic
coast.It can be seen that water gives life to cities and people. Along the
Atlanticoastfive seaportshad been established in 18thcentury.They became
thelinkagepoint with Europe and each had been the metropolis of their
regions.Ports affectedtheir lives and improv0ment.(Tunbridge,1988)
In the beginning of 18th century, in USA coastal seaport development
spreadedalong the Atlantic Coast. Ports affected the small cities and made
lhemthemetropolisof their regions. So, small cities can get bigger with the
waterfrontdevelopment. They had developed a commercial activity, urban
amenitiesand a civic spirit. They only differed from each other in graphic
sellingand the nature of their hinterlands. They all had sheltered harbours
whichallof themadoptedto the ocean going vessels. (Colquhoun, 1994)
The locational choice depended on one thing in these cities; safe
harbours.As they were tile focal points of activity,having safe harbour meant
manypeopleand ships visiting the harbour for differentpurposes. "It was the
placewherenecessary provisions were received and distributedand outgoing
cargopackagedand loaded."(Wrenn, 1983,p.45)
Besides this transport facility and being a market place, the waterfront
hadbeena performanceplace. It served as the sQcial interactionpoint and
ideaswere exchanged at these places. II In every colonial port the waterfront
wasan importantmeetingplace and a symbolof communitystrength."(Wrenn,
1983,p.49)People gather, participate in events and make the water's edge
liveable.
NorthAmerica has both coastal and inland ports thataffectedthe urban
development.So, the changes on waterfronts will be handed beginningwith
Ihecoastalseaportsand laterthe inlandports.
Coastal seaports involve Boston, Newport, New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore,Charleston and Savannah in Atlantic Ocean, and Vancouver ,
Seattle,San Francisco and San Diego in Pacific Ocean.
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The AtlanticCoastal Seaports had been built in 17thcentury.They had
directlinkswith Europe which is 3000 miles away. They were different from
eachotheras mentionedthat the geography and the natureof the hinterland
affectthecharacteristicsof thewaterfront.Ports and Ilarbours were the hearth
of thesecitiesas can be said in cornman.Transportationof materialsand good
wasthemainactivity.On tile other hand the waterfrontwas the meetingpoint
ofallcultures.(Geddes, 1973)
Boston is on the east of North America and was connected with the
mainlandonly by a narrow neck washed by tides at high water and during
storms.Havinga saFeharbour, the developmentof shipbuildingand seafaring
tradeformedthe economical growth of Boston. Also, it was the distribution
centerof merchandisefor the whole region and trade activitieswith Europe,
especiallywithNew England was throughBoston and thisactivityon waterfront
promotedtheeconomyand the accumulationof resources made the city more
richer.As a result,this richness reflecteditself throughshops, warehouses and
officesalongthe waterfront,thoughthe other coastal cities have suffered from
BasIon'sincreasingtradeactivity.(Savitch,1995)
NewPortwas one of the cities suffered. It stood an Rhode Island and
hada fertilelad in its hinterland,so, agriculturalproductswere the subject of
commerce.New England had hard and infertile land in hinterland and
demandedthese agriculturalproducts.The demand was supplied by Newport
merchantsand also extendedtheirtradeactivity. <
At thispoint,it can be clearly understoodthatNew England was in trade
withtheAtlanticcoastal seaports and had docking,storageand cargo handling
facilities.. Therefore, they had secure, independentand viable transportation
activities.So, the water and waterfronts were the base of their life and
economy.
New York ( previous name was New Amsterdam),Manhattan, had a
differentdevelopmentperiod. It had a naturaland safe harbour in additionwith
fertilelandand an access by the Hudson River through inland. It had direct
importfrom London and Bristol and also had relation with the settlements
locatedalongtheriver.Tl1erewas an expansionalong the river for economical
fertilily.In thiscase, thewaterfrontwas the means for supportingurban growth
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anddevelopment.Cllarleston shared the sallle evolutionperiod as New York.
Ithada directtradewith English or SouthernEuropean ports. (Stearns,1993)
Pili/adelphiabecamethe second importantcity followingBoston. It had a
remarkablecommercialand cultural activityowing to its waterfront,as it was
Ille catalystfor economic prosperity. Tile main reason of this economical
growthwastheaccessibilityintotheback countryby constructionof roads. The
lIlalkelillgof goods impOltedfrom allIer countries became 1Il0reavailable by
tllisway.(Wrenn,1983)
We Ilave found out one other role of waterfronts at this point; the
illlprovementof the overland accessibilityof tile waterfronts.This makes tile
cityadvantageousin bOtlleconomyand urban growth.If the lifebloodof 1I1ecity
wastilecommerce,tile waterfrontwas its heart The locationand thequality of
IIIe portwasdirectlyrelatedwitll tile emergenceof tile city.
As regards,tile Gulf and Pacific Coasts, tile locationand protective,safe
harbourswere also important.Tile patternof urban developmentalong coasts
especiallythe early developmentof major cities as San Francisco and San
Diegoareverysignificant.The importantthing is 1Ilefundamentalrelationship
betweena suitable Ilarbour and UIban expansion. Tile cities developed more
slowerthan the Atlantic Costal cities, moreover 1Ilere was not an urban
developmentuntilalmost1700s.The reasons were,
first;
_ tile longerdistance and hard to ship by tile Sf?-ato Europe,
second;
_ the exploration facilities lal(en place In North- Soulll and Central
Americabutnotin West.(Wrenn, 1983)
San Diego was the first to be explored In 1542. Later in 1700s the
Spallisllvessels sailed to San Diego to supply missions established there. It
wasmanyyearslaterthe tradeactivityhad tal(enplace.
San Franciscowas explored in 1579 but the city was not developedfor
manyearstill 1776.It was a potentialportcity. Later on a harbourand landing
facilitieswerebuiltby Spanish explorers.
Tile search for safe, protectiveand deep water harbours and access to
navigablewaters influenced the location of all developments. Seattle was
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foundedin 1850 in this context.The deepest and desirable port of Sealtle
supporledthedevelopment of lhe city.
The gold rush in Weslern America aFFectedthese cities. Commercial
wharves,piersand regularservices betweenparIs becameinevitable.
Besidescoaslal parIs, it was mentionedthaI therewere inlandports that
aFFectedthe urban growth and developmentin America. These parIs occurred
withthedevelopment of railroads, higllways. People when migratedto west
forgoldover highways, the inland waterways were chosen as transportation
roulefromcenter to porI cities. So, the cities along the rivers becamethe point
ofcommerce,and tradebecamemoreeFFective.
The migrationof settlers increasedthe populationof the riverFrontcities.
The riverportsbecame attractiveas the result of shipping facility. In these
cities,taverns,wharves, slorage buildings locatedalong the riverfront.
The introduction of the sleamboat let the urban growlh either. The
steamboatofFeredtremendoussavings in time,risk and cost. The trips became
shorterandlhe exportbecamedominantin riverFrontcities.
In the Great Lakes lhe conslruction of canals provided the use of
steamboats.A network of canals were built to develop all the towns.
(Lawrence,1997).So, lhe rivers, canals and steamboatssupportedthe urban
developmentin portcities.
2.3. Impactof the Railroad in Waterfront Developli1el1t
II is slaled above 1I1althe railroads had an impacton the developmentof
inlandriverFrontcities and of course parIs. The impact on the role of
waterfrontscan be explained in two parts. firsl one was the competition
betweenthe firstport cities and the increase in the importanceof manyurban
waterfrontsand the second was that "it opened up areas commercially
unapproachableby water, thus diminishing a city's need for water access",
(Wrenn,1983,p.43), and also "it handicapped some portcities that could not
accommodatehe spatial requirementsof the railroads along theirwaterFronts".
(Wrenn,1983,p.75)
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Althoughmany cities had a thrivingport that caused the urban growth,
therailroadbecame impressive because " tile railroads were usable at all
seasonsof the year, the speed of delivery offset the relative cheapness of
shippingby boat, and most irnportantof all, land routes could reach areas
cOllllnerciallyunapproachableby water".(Wrenn, 1983,pAO)
However,the railroad developmentresulted in loss·of importanceof port
activities.When the railroad was unable to approach to the waterfrontsthe
warehouseswere constructed away from ports and newer industrial and
warehousefacilitiesoccurred.So, theuse of waterfrontsbecamelesser.
2.4.Evolution of Urban Waterfronts in Portal Base
Urbanwaterfrontsobviously have affected the settlementand growth of
someciUes. Also, have been affected with the dynamic economical and
lechnologicalchanges. In this situation the political changes and the loosely
relatedideas and actions of politicians and other entrepreneurs made
walerfrontdevelopmentalso disjointedand incremental.
Manyt/lings affected the formationof ports. "The developmentof a port
wastheresultof many technologicalimprovements,growing sophisticationin
landand especially water transportation,continued population growth, the
productionof a surplus of goods, improvement in political management
advancesin trade activities,and the readiness to niove from a regional self
sufficienteconomy10 an inlerregionaleconomy."(Golany, 1995,p. 125) With
themagnificienteconomic growtll of the ports and cities natural environment
wasrelatively sacrificed and open waters and waterfronts meant only
lransportationand, the equilibriumbelween nature and man, diminished.The
unlimiledelllands of humansspoilllhe sea and land ecosyslems.
As mentionedin topics above, poris were the base of the waterfront
cilies.To understandthe changes in urban waterfronts,the port development
periodwillbe mentionedbelow.
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2.4.1.Port DevelopmeJlt Pallern
Underthis topic,thedevelopmentof portsare explainedin eightperiods.
Eachperiod has different characteristics according to the evaluation of the
walerfronts.
FirstPeriod:
The existence of a safe harbour suitable from passenger and cargo
shipsencourages Ihe establishmentof a porl. Wilhin the harbour, a place
wheretile construclion of wooden jetties was possible has been founded.
ShipsIhenanchoredoffshoreand cargo was transportedto tile jelly by smaller
boals.This is all at walerfrontand" it was nothingmore than where primitive
inlandIrailsconvergedat tile locationof thejelly". (Wrenn, 1983,p.43) Later,a
slreelpatternwas needed to supporl the access to tile port. Throughout this
period,peopleIlad directcontactwith thenaturalshoreline.The walerfrontwas
easilyaccessiblewith naturalbeauty.
...' .
Figure2.6.First Period of Port Development
(Source:D., WRENN, " Urban ~atetfrol7tDevelopment', Urban Land Institute,
".:~. ,.
USA, 1983, p.10)
SecondPeriod:
In this period, rapid growthand developmenlof the settlementaffect the
walerfrontand the physical change can be seen in significance. Instead of
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woodenjellies of the first period, a largerpier was built to allow ships to deck.
TilegridslreetpatLernbegan to be feltwith the filling in of lhe buildings in the
streelgrid.To stabilize the shoreline and to improvethe anchorage facilities,
seawallsandbulkheadswere constructedat thewaterfront.
At tllis period, tile rapid growlll and expansion of the settlementdidnot
arrecttilemainaccess to the waterfront.The selllement had a direct relation
willlwalerfrontwith a shoreline road providing primary access as in the
previousperiod.
Figure2.7.Second Period of Port Development
(Source:D., Wrenn, II Urban Wale/front Development', Urban Land Institute,
USA,1983, p.10)
ThirdPeriod:
Withthegreatexpansion in populationand facilities,the settlementwas
intilewayof becominga cityand its waterfrontbegan to serve as a porL The
developrnentof the port was the result of the increase of the maritime
commerce.Also, it affected the urban developmentboth in size and activities.
Theexistingshoreline road became a busy streetprovidingservices, supplies
andofficespaceformerchanlsand the shipping trade.
Themainaccess towaterfrontsincreasedto twoor threewith thegrowth
insize.Warehousesbegan to be buill along the waterfrontand shoreline road
blockingthevisualaccess frominlands.
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Figure2.8.Third Period of Port Development
(Source:D., Wrenn, " Urban WalelflOnt Development', Urban Land Institute,
USA,1983, p.1D)
FourthPeriod:
The use of steamsllips increased the commercialactivity.The wooden
piersgraduallylen theirplaces to bigger docks made of stone and fill material.
By fillingout into the water to expand docking and storage facilities, the
distancebetweenthecity'scenterand its shorelinewas significantlyincreased.
The rapid expansion of the water1rontand its growth as a port facility
precipitatedtheformationof a governing body to manageshorelineactivities.
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Figure2.9.FourthPeriod of Port Development
(Source:D., Wrenn, " Urban Walelfront Development', Urban Land Institute,
USA,1983, p.'ID)
FiflhPeriod:
Porlshad great importanceand continuedto grow up. More warehouses
werebuiltto supply the needs of cornmerceand other port facilities.Railroads
andrailwayswere introducedfor transportationof goods. They requireda great
amountof space at the waterfronl 10 service docks and install tracks, so more
landwascreatedwith fill material.This fillingoperationand increasedtrafficat
shorelinepreventedthecitizens to reach 10 lhe waterfrontand to makeuse il.
At this period the natural beauty and the direct contact of inhabitants
withwater disappeared/were limited. The city center have been severely
affectedwithIhe increasingdistance fromthewaterfronl.
SixthPeriod:
Theexpansionof lile cily affectedthe original shoreline road. It became
functionallyess useful as thedistance towaler increased.
Figure2.10.FifthPeriod of Port Development
(Source:D., Wrenn, II UIban WalelflOnl Developmenf', Urban Land Institute,
USA,1983, p.10)
At thisperiod,
_ tilecentralcitydetachedfrolll theshoreline,
_ tilewaterfrontwas congestedand difficultto manoeuvrelhrougll.
To getover the congestiona new elevated highwaywas built near the
shorelinewith limited access to the city. Offices and stores along the old
shorelineroadwere consequentlyconvertedtowarehouses.
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Figure2.'11.SixthPeriod of Port Development
(Source:D., Wrenn, II Ulban WatelflOntDevelopment, Urban Land Institute,
USA,1983, p.10)
SeventhPeriod:
This period involves the consideration of two paths from which was
choseninthedevelopmentperiod of thewaterfronts.
1-The case of Declinationof Shipping
In thissitualionthe slloreline remainedunchangedand the old buildings
alongthe old shoreline road were demolished for the sake and widening
processof theexpressway.
Figure2.'12.SeventhPeriod of Port Development
(inCaseof Declinationof Shippirig)
(Source:D., Wrenn, II Urban WatelflOntDevelopment, Urban Land Institute,
USA,1983, p.11)
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2- Increasein Shipping Facilities
As the shipping has been the importantactivity in the city, the port
aClivilybecamewider and more industriesenteredto thecity. So on, thewider
pierswereneededand constructedbsupply the needs of these new industries
andportactivities.So, shipping, ports,wider piersjust had the same meaning
willlthewaterfront.
Figure2.13. Seventh Period of Port Development
(inCaseof Increase in Shipping)
(Source:D., Wrenn, II Urban Waleliront Developmenf', Urban Land Institute,
USA,1983, p.11)
EightPeriod:
In this period, the direct effects of industrializationcan be seen clearly.
Tile elementsof industrialization like trains, cranes and ships and their
requiredspaces caused incrementalc11angesin the waterfront.The size of
theseelementsincreased the scale of the waterfront and its character too
much.
This kind of development process of waterfronts was economically
preferablebut the ugliness and the loss of the visual attractivenessmade
peopleleavetheseareas as theywere for industriesand not liveableas in the
firstperiods.The accessibility, human activity areas and recreational facilities
hadgreatrolein the humanuse of waterfronts.
Industrializationalso changed the cargo loading in ports. Containers
werebeingused to carry cargo. TIley are the metal boxes, in size of a small
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truck body. Containerizalion speeds ship loading so, tile traditional cargo
handling,knownas breakbulk (loadingof the individualsmall packages on and
offtileships)was stopped.
Figure2.14. Eight Period of Pori Developf'1ent
(Source:D., WRENN, II Urban WaterfrontDevelopment', Urban Land Institute,
USA, 1983, p.11)
Container ships to serve efficientlyrequireacres of land and more bacl<
upspaceis needed. Also the storage of lhe containerscaused the expansion
ofthewaterfrontland. So, many of the break bulk piers that had been used
beforebecameunusable and fell inlo disrepair. Some manufacturersbegan to
leavelhe cityand tile railroads were less used and sufferedby the decline of
manufacluringplants. Railroad yards on the walerfront were allowed to
deteliarateas tile result of old age, neglect and disinvestment.They becamea
ghostarea-a deserted,inaccessibleplace havinga depressingeffect.
This change in old port area, governments and private developers
decidedthai lhis area could be used for public. As the ports had a commercial
lailure,lhe walerfronl area can be opened to public use for recrealional,
residentialndcO/llmercialaclivities.
Laler on, a new containerport was developed oul of tile city witll more
spacewas available.So, withoutdisturbingthe shipping activitythe waterfront
added10 llle cityas a liveablespace.
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Figure2.15. Port DevelopmentAs Public Space
(Source:D., WRENN, If Urban WalelfrontOevelopmenf', Urban Land Institute,
USA,1983, p.11)
2.5.Metamorphosis of Waterfronts
In every individualcity, the waterfrontshave differentevolutionperiods.
Tilec11angesin waterfrontsvary from one to another as the city's age, size,
location,climate and the diversity of water related uses and forms of
governrnentalinterventions are different. So, the metamorphosis of urban
waterfrontscan be qualified as follows. The first two will be explained below
and theothertwowill be given later.
• PhysicalAlterations
• Cllangesin EnvironmentalQuality
• TheDirrerentFunctions
• JurisdictionalResponsibility
2.5.1.Physical Alterations
The need for physical alterationof urban waterfrontswas rooted from
thetechnologicalinnovationsaffectingthe transportationalong thewaterfronts.
Itwasan endless process of change -filling operations.( Ketchum, 1972) For
example,at the early stages of waterfrontdevelopment,the riverfrontcities
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extendedtheir port facilities to the filled parts an built warehouses on these
extendedparts of waterfronts.The need for new locations for new waterfront
facililiescaused the creation of new land for these facilities by filling in the
harbour.
The change and expansion in maritimeactivitiescaused the waterfront
areqSgotlargerthroughthe seE! in order to meetthe'demands.
This situationreached to enormousdimensionsthattheyhave expanded
theshorelinefartherand fartherinto the harbour, thatthe sea deepened much
theybuilta protectivebreakwateroffshore.These alterationswere the result of
landfill.
Besidesbreakwaters,seawalls were construcledto controlmudslippage
and 10 allow filling in the mud flals and to improvemoorageconditions along
thewaterfront.(Kelchum, '1972)
These kinds of alterationat waterfrontswere the result of demands at
theseurban areas. Change in technology and social life caused different
acliviliesto occur. The waterfronl confieuration, so have been altered in
responseto lhe social and technologicalfactors. If could not adopt to change it
lostitseconomicpower in thecily.
2.5.2.Environmental Quality
The environmenlalquality of lhe waterfronthas been directly affected
andworsenedwilh the rapid induslrializationand the expansion of walerfront
tolocalecompetingactivities.This densely developed areas caused pollution
inthesea and lhe delerioration of lhe environment.Nolhing about pollution
control has been emphasized. The pollulanls and lhe waste generated by
shippingand commercialfishingoperationspumpedand discardeddirectlyinto
Ihe sea.
The industrializationwas the base and lhe cause of delerioration.The
elemenlsof induslrializalion like ships, railroads, grain elevalors, processing
plantsetc.caused delrimentalenects. These were dense air pollulion, grealer
noiseandcongestion,deslructionof waterfronlecosyslem -both land and sea,
deslructionof fish habitats-,and improperwaste disposal. Also, lhe intensively
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utilizedwalerfronts were visually unpleasanl and physically uninviting. The
surfaceof waler frequentlywas covered with thick oil discharged frolll ships
andtheshorelinewas full wilh trashand solid wasles.
Besides, the absence of modernsanilary systemresulted in unpleasant
silualionsand environments.The waterways were open and directlywent to
Illesea and the bad scent spread 10 tile whole city. The unbearabililyof the
walerfrontmade people to escape from the sea and destroyedthe water-land
ecosystems.( Alyanak, 1994)
Furtherlllore, the rapid urbanization accelerated the erosion and
sedimentationbecause of not having any precautions. So, it was resulled in
floodingand drainageproblems.
Not only industrializationand technologicalcllanges but the location of
Ille city also affecls tile quality of waleI'. The effect of pollution and the
deleriorationof waler quality are differenl in different cilies when their
locationalchoices were considered. llie seaporls if theyare open to sea have
lessdeteriorationproblem as the tidal action helps pollutanls become less
elfecliveby dilutionand distributethe open sea. If lhe lidal action is considered
fortheriverportsit can be seen that the riverportsare exlremelyunlucky that
Illetidalaclion cannot reach to rivers. The agriculturalpollutants,nutrientsand
domeslicwastes cause problems.The rapid deteriorationof the water quality
becomesinevitable.
The decrease in water qualitycan bJ in threeways. These are:
• Deoxygenationof waler by organic malleI's originating from untreated
sewage. Tile "dividedresidL!es,either suspension or coating the lake, the
river or sea bed, become so densely clothed with bacteria, fungi, and
predatoryprolaoza, Ihat these absorb most of tile oxygen from the water,
causingan aerobic conditions in which only a few specialized organisms
can exisl" (Dogan, 1994, p. 357) So, much of the worst- qualitywater is
associaledwith urbanareas.
• "Greatly enhanced nulrient levels, especially inorganic forms of
phosphorus and nitrogen. Waler entering towns may already carry a
considerableburdenof nutrientsoriginatingfromagriculturalland, but large
exIraamounts are added by sewage trealmentplants most of which are
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onlydesignedto removeorganic matterand other suspended solids." (Dooan,
1994,p. 358) So, as a result, algal growthoccurs which causes the water to be
green,whichcovers the entiresurfaceof the river, lake etc.When the algae die,
theirdecay can produce deoxygenation,and the water becomes brown. The
reasonof this result is rarely the rain water drainage and mostly fertilizers,
animaldroppingsand vegetationin agriculture.
The third form of pollution is the content of suspended solids. Toxins
(industrialcontaminantsas lead, zinc, copper, nickel etc., untreatedsaline
mine water from coal mining areas, and mothproofing agents in textile
works, un-ionized ammonia from coking plants are the main factors of
pollutionin waterbodies,mainlythe rivers.(Simonds, 1994)
Bays are much more luckier than rivers but pollution is again the
problem.The unfilteredindustrialand residentialdisposals are directlygiven to
seaandcreateunliveableand scentyareas. The inner bay, also the middle bay
inizmir,have beenextremelypollutedby thisway.
2.5.3.The Functional Changes On Waterfront
The characteristicsand requirementsof a citydeterminethe functionson
waterfront.The urban waterfronts served commercial, shipbuilding,
transportationand defense functions in the earlyperiods of urban development.
Later,withthe growth of small towns to big cities the commerce, shipping and
industryhave chosen location on waterfronts. The railroads served these
functions.The water transportationbegan losing its importancewith alternative
transportationmethods. The decreased need for water transportationareas
encouragedthe location of recreational and residential units on these
abandonedareas. So, as mentionedin previoussubjects,the functionalchange
occurredwiththe developmentof railroads.
In addition, the specialization of waterfront cities occurred. Many
waterfrontareas transformedto depots, industrial uses and warehouses. The
easyaccess,technologicalimprovementswere the cause of this situation.So,
thedemandfor accessibility resulted in the constructionof the highways. The
commerceand recreation have chosen place along these highways.So,
pedestrianswere disabled in reachingto thewaterfront.
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Against this industrial growth on waterfronts with the City Beautiful
Movementmany parks, plazas, walkways along the waterfront have been
designed providing beautiful and liveable public spaces in the city.
(Breen,Rigby, 1994) The basis of this movementwas the beautificationof the
cityand the increase in environmental :lnd public quality in an intensively
developedcity.
The increase in the number of automobiles in 1950s has caused great
parkingareas on waterfront land. Following the World War II, the functional
changeoccurred with the construction of airports. (Figure 2.16) The urban
shorelineserved for the great land requirementof this function. However, the
unbearable noise and other related services resulted in environmental
problemsand conflictbetweenthe uses. Additionally,trafficcongestion caused
byairportsmade other uses locate on other parts of the city, but later, the
demandfor this functionhas been decreased.
So, ports and transportation facilities serving these areas became
obsolete.In manycities,waterfrontsbecamethe places of parks, green spaces,
residentialdistricts and recreational areas with the repositioning of the
industrialuses and the relatedfunctionsthatservedthem.
2.5.4.The Renewal of Jurisdictional Responsibility
The different and changing waterfront uses in different time periods
requiredchanges in laws and the responsibilitieson these areas. So, many
publicorganizations,agencies, governmental institutionsfor the development,
managementand the protection of the natural and historical resources have
beenestablished.
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Chapter 3
CHARACTERISTICS OF URBAN WATERFRONTS
The development and redevelopment of urban waterfronts require a
reliableknowledgeof the characteristicsof the area. Different characteristic
formdifferentkindsof urbanwaterfronts.
Urban waterfront is the interface between land and water, and this
name,as defined in previous sections, is applied to the port areas of large
metropolitanregions and also refers to small resort towns with active harbours,
commercialfishing villages and many medium- sized industrial cities located
alongnavigablewaters and manycities locatedon lakes. They completelyvary
intype,size,age and character.
The uniquectlaracteristicsspecific to each waterfrontshould be known
for a successful development process. This procedure involves the data
collectionrelatedwith the area. The geograpllical location, urban contextand
governmentjurisdictions must be considered. The dynamics of each factor
mustbecarefullyhandled.
Therefore,the characteristicsof waterfrontswill be examined under the
maintitles;geographic location, urban context and government jurisdictions.
(Wrenn,1983)
3.1.GeographicLocation and Physical Characteristics of Waterfronts
Waterfrontsare the natural resources and have different and unique
characteristicsa they vary according to the waterbody that they locate along.
So,eachwaterfronthas a uniquegeographic locationand it affects the physical
formandculturalheritageof an urban waterfrontthat many cities first settled
alongtherivers,on the estuaries of the rivers and had a very long tlistorical
pastand cultural and physical values. Geographical location involves the
environmentalcharacteristicsof the area related to water, land and climate. In
orderto get a detailed information about the geograptlical location, it is
necessaryto learn more about waterbodyand land resources of the area and
theclimaticfactors.
3.1.1.The Properties of The Waterbody
Waterbodyis an importantfactor in determiningthe developmenttype
onwaterfronts.Waterfrontsare generallychosen locationon differenttypes of
waterbodies,on coasts, along rivers, alongside bays, coastal inlets and at the
terminusof shipping channels. Tile dimensions and configuration of the
waterbody,the water resource dynamics and quality of water affect the
waterfrontuse in additionwith the design and developmentof thearea.
Ir a waterbody has larger dimensions, the range of potential water-
relateduseswill be greater too. A coastal bay provides manyalternativeuses
altllouglla riverfrontcannot, because it is more narrow and shallow. The
greaterange of water-related uses also have the probability of having
competitioni between.(Simonds, 1994)
Besides the dimension of the waterbody, the waleI' resource dynamics
havealsogreatsignificancein developmentperiod. The fluctuationsand wave
actions,tides are especially seen in :oastal seaports and affect the
development.In such a case breakwalers and other elementsare required to
prolecttilewalerfrontfromdirecteffectof waves. (Lewis, 1988»
In inlandwaterways,thewater levelfluctuationsplay an importantrole in
development.The melling snow and l1eavyrains change the waler level and if .
theyarein severe limits, it is clear tl1atthe developmentshould be limitedfor
sareriverfronts.
Tile problemscaused by high water levels and floods can be controlled
by somedesignelements.The development can be in elevationsor seawalls,
withlandfilledin bel1indcan be built to lessen theeffectsof fluctuations.
Tile cllaracterof urban waterfrontsis also affectedby tile water quality
as mentionedabove. The type and concentration of chemical pollutants,
dissolvedoxygen,temperatureand salinity of water have to be found out for
cOnlpleteinspection. The cleanness of water provides the innovative and
. . - ..
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appendingdevelopmentprojectson waterfrontsand attractsmanypeople. The
clearerthewaleI'themostsignificantwaterfrontuses enhancedpeople.
3.1.2.Propertiesof The Waterfront Land
The land as a resource and its characteristics are important in the
devlopmentperiod.The ownership, the amountof walerfrontland, its condition
anditsconfigurationform its characteristicsand have to be examinedin detail
fordevelopment.
Theamountof walerfront land affect the contingencyof the uses that
willlocateon lhis land. The over demand on these areas resulted in filling in
lhewalerand by this way more waterfront land was supplied for new uses.
However,crealion of additional land caused environmenlal problems and
influencedIhewaleI'and land ecosystems.So that,in some sensitivecountries
ilwasstoppedfillingout into water. On the other hand, the extensionto water
isfixedbutthewidth of the waterfront land depends on differentfactors, and
changesfrom city to city. These inland boundaries can be determined
generallyby,
1-Topographicalunits(hills elc.)
2- PhysicalBarriers(Railroads, highways,etc.)
3-Jurisdictions/Legislations
These three fealures help the configuration of waterfront land, as
mentionedabove,and delermine the type and size of the uses. In addilion to
thesellle configurationalso affecls tile pattern of urban development and
causeschangesin urbanformin these areas. The city formfigures outwitll tile
characteristicsof waterfronlland ."Coastal seaports generally follow an urban
formwhereeitherparl of the cities perimeteris bounded by the shoreline and
growthoccursfartherinland, or the body of the waleI' penelrates in land and
Ihecitygraduallyenvelopsit."(Wrenn, 1983,p.25).
SanFranciscoas seen in the figure 3.1. has great areas of waterfronts
andwalerfronldevelopmentis linear and has a convex configuration. This
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providesthe city to have more shoreline areas and rnlnllnurndistance to
water'sedge.
Baltirnore,again in figure 3.1. has a limitedshoreline as comparedwith
SanFrancisco. The city is located along the waterways and the city's linear
growthis limitedwith and depend on the channel's or harbour's sizes. So, the
U1banformdevelopsaccordingto thewaterbodies.
Figure3.1. ShorelineConfigurationof Baltimoreand San Francisco
(Source:D.,Wrenn,"Urban Waterfront Deve/opmenf', Urban Land Institute,
USA 1983, p.25)
In additionto the coastal cities, thereare inlandwaterwaysand cities as
mentionedinprevioussubjects.These inland ports includeboth riverfrontcities
andcitieson lal~es. .. ,
The city can be on both banks of the river or be located on the
intersectionpoint of two or more rivers. The first one conrigures the linear
expansion,the second one provides more shoreline. The cities located on
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lakesgenerally have inland growth and limited shoreline areas. These are
figuredoutin 3.2.
Figure3.2.Growthof Cities along Rivers, Lakes and Cities
(Source:D.,Wrenn,"Urban Waterfront Developmenf', Urban Land Institute,
USA 1983, p.25)
aile olher important effects of tile issue that will influence the
developmenton waterfrontis the condition of this land. The availabilityof the
landfornewor additionaldevelopmentrequires knowledge of the conditionof
Ihearea.The bearingcapacity and the erosion problemsare the basic issues
Ihalhaveto be considered.Tilere can be alluvial deposits and poor materials
Ihatareunsuitablefor developments. In these waterfront lands the bearing
capacityshould be heightened with some construction materials or the
foundationsand bulkheadsleftfromprevioususes mustbe empoweredfor new
uses.
Additionally,thereare also dunes on manyundeveloped,naturalcoastal
zonesthatrequire great care and preservation. Winds form the dunes and
manygrasseslive on them. "Dunes are only litlle salldhills, formed by waves
andwind and, where unstabilized, extremelyvulnerable to these selfsame
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forces.Yet thereare grasses, sedges in Europe and nlarramin tile USA, w/licl1
arethepioneersof these environment.They are astonishinglytolerantto higl1
salinity,extremeglare, soil's lacking humus, and uncertain and oscillating
supplyof water':Q<etchum,1972,6~Jhe formation of dunes can be seen in
ligures3.3.and 3.4.
Tilewindcarries the sand towards inland providingmanygrasses grow on the
olherside.The sand deposition increases dS the wind continues to carry the
sandinwardsformingthe dune as a hill. The dune grass changes character
withtheprotectionfrom the wind and grows. The sand is deposited in frontof
llleduneprovidesagain the grass growlh in this part, causing the formationof
Ihesecondarydune. The plants begin invading the bacl<part of the first dune
providingland for developemntand new dune grasses cover the front part of
lllesecondarydune. Grasses stabilize the dunes as they tightlyhold the sand
willltheirroots.
For a sensitive development,the tolerance and the intolerance of the
landinvariousparts should be supplied. The first part is the beach which is
mostlytoleranto humanuse such as fishing, sunbathing,etc. The second part
is theprimarydune and intolerant to any kind of movement as walldng,
becauseitpreventsfloodingand huge storms.The zone aFlerthe primarydune
islhetroughand it is tolerant.The developmentcan take place but the groud
walershouldbe considered. The groundwater is importantfor dunes for the
growthofthegrasses.lf the fresh water level decreases the salty water causes
lhedeathof the plants. So, infrastructureshould be considered carefully in
caseofdevelopment.The inland dune takes place later and is also important
fordefence.It is intolerant for development. The backdune is the most
availableland for development supplying fresh water and the plantation.
housingunits,recreationalfacilityareas, etc. can be situated.The last part is
thebaywhich is productive and should not be filled any Inore. Many living
organismscan live up to 200 m. away from the water's edge. Recreational
uses,withoutany buildingconstruction,provides the enhancementof this part.
(Figure3.5.a-b)
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Unobstructea wind carries sana inland. Pioneer plant communities invade the bay side OT the bar.
Wind de:>osits sand at thick.et line. Dune grassscreacsalong nann·saum line
of sana acc-.;mulatlon.
Figure 3.3. The Formationof Dune- The First and The Second Stages
~
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As sanaaccumulateson (hecuneo'NIno removessanain
front of tne dune.
Theestaoiisneadune-grasscommunity Initiatesorimary
dunejormatlon.
MesicconOltionsallow dune-grasscommunitiesto
Thicket ana \Nooolanoalants lnvaoe the rising
backdunesana unoer the pr~tectlonof the
growingsecondaryQune.
Woodlana is estaolishedbenind the s~aoliizecoune.
Figure 3.4. The Formationof Dune- The Third, The Fourth and The Fifth Stages
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3.1.3.Microclimatic Variations
Anotherbasic issue thataffects the locationof waterfrontdevelopmentis
lheclimate,especiallythe microclimatethathas an effecton uses and formsof
urbanwaterfronts.
The microclimaticchanges vary city to city creating different forms.
Furthermore,the microclimatic eFFects like changes III temperature,
precipitation,wind, including water level fluctuations, erosions and siltation
rales,intensityand durationof stonn, elc., and theirmajorityor minoritycause
relalivevariationson differentwaterfronts. For example,hard wind conditions
andcoldtemperaturerequire the intenseuse of waterfrontwall enclosed lands
orprohibitsome uses during sometimes of the year but if the weather
condilionsarejust the opposite and there are less variations, often the loose
developmenttakes place and Illany uses demand on waterfrontland to benefit
ineconomicalmeans makinguse of the soft weather conditions.As a result, in
allseasons,they can be used intensively.
Thegainand loss of heat both in water and on land also determinethe
developmentpotentialof lhe area. The large lemperalure changes belween
landandwaterbodycause onshore and offshore breezes. The heat gain and
lossofwaterand land in night and daytime /lave significant eHects. The
colderthewaterbodies, the colder the waterfront and vice versa. When the
waterbodyis colder than the land the warm air on land rises and the cold air
replacesitandconsequentlycauses onshore breezes. If the land is colder and
!hewateris warmerthereverse occurs and cause offshorebreezes.
Consequently,in addition to winds, fog and mistcan be seen and these
temperaturedifferenceson both land and water can determine the potential
usesandtheirlocation.
3.2.UrbanContext
Developmentopportunitieson a waterfrontrequires the examinationof
urbancontext,and its dynamics. Urban context means "the unique set of
relalionshipson linkages thatexist betweena city and its waterfront. ,
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urbancontextmeanmore tllan simplytile locationof lIle shorelinewililin a city;
itencompassestile patternof land and water uses, the constituencyfor these
uses,historicaland cultural resources, access and circulation and visual
quality".(Wrenn,1983,p:28)That is to say, tile land and water uses define the
urbancontext.
Twoparametersare used basically.These are;
• Thetypeof use
• Thewaterdependency(The Ministryof MunicipalAffairs, 1987)
Typeof use: Involves the classification of traditionalurban wateriront
developmenl.Awaterfrontcan be an industrialized,a resort or a commercial
arebutoftenis composed of a mixtureof commercial, industrial, residential,
recreational,and transportationuses. The type of tllese unique uses or this
compositiondelerminethe urban context.
WaterDependency: On the other hand as a second parameler,water
dependencyacts an importantrole in defining the basic distinctionsbetween
Ihewalerfronts.Water dependency can be examined in three categories.
Theseare:
1-Waterdependentuses .
Theseuses mustbe locatedon water.Their life and continuityare based
on having location on waterfront. Ferry, port terminals for commerce,
passengersservices,tile marineconstructionand repair facilities, the marinas,
cargoterminalsare some uses tllat dependon water"
2- Waterrelateduses
These uses can live away from waler but the walerfront location
providessupportin many ways. Thal is , " if real coast savings or revenue
advantagescan be attributedto a waterfrontlocation (Unrelatedto land rents
andcosts), the use is considered water relaled." (Wrenn, 1983, p:28). This
lypeof uses include single user terminals, seafood processing plants,
pelroleumhandling and processing plants, parks, public resorts, aquariums
andrestauranls.
3- Usesthatare neitherdependentnor have any relationshipwith the
walerresource.
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These uses have the location at a suitable and considerable distance
lromtile shoreline. This category includes hotels, apartments, private
residences,warehouses (notforwalerborne commerce)and relail sales.
The first two parametersthat define the urban context require eFficient
urbaninfrastructure.In order to determinethe type of use on the traditionalor
previouswaterfrontuses infrastructuremay not be sufficientfor the new ones.
As understood,according to types and water dependency unique use or the
combinationf uses vary in differentwaterfronts.
Figure3.6 Waterdependenl Use - A Marina
(Source:TheMinistry of Financial Affairs, "U,ban Waterfronts,Planningand
Developl17ent", 4, Canada, 1987)
3.2.1.TheUser Groups
Waler conslituency gives information about the urban context. The
characteristicsof user groups, theirhabitatsand tlle;r demandson waterfronts
determinethecharacleristicof the area. In this respect,we can mentionabout
twoconstituenciesin a waterfront city. These are primary and secondary
groupslhathaverelationwith thewaterfront.(Colquhoun,1994)
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Primary Groups have direcl relation wilh lhe waler and use the
walerfronlas residentialarea, workingplace, recreationresource.
Secondary Groups are indirectly related with water and also
occasionallygo to the waterfront.However, they consider the waler's edge as
lhepublicplaceand are sensitiveto it.
In additionto these constituencies,sometimes a special constituency
occursfor specific features of the walerfront. It is a small and a communily
group.
The major waterfront uses determine the profile of this group on
residentialwaterfrontareas the residents emphasizethe need for public safety
andqualityof life issues and influence the developmentin basis of property
valuesand urban amenities. When recreation is in subject environmental
conditionswill be important.Water quality, traffic congestion, public access
andmainlenanceof open space are some examplesthatare given importance
byprimaryconstituency.
Althoughprimary constituency prohibits unhealthy·developments on
walerfronlfor a unique use, the user group, on their behalves prevents other
bulsimilarusesto locate on waterfronts.This is obviouslyan opposing altitude
onalimiledwaterfrontarea.
TIle secondaryconstituency has an indirect relation with water, but it
canbe effective in determining the waterfront policy. Socia-economic
..
characleristicsof an urban population,national differences etc. determinethe
profileoflhisgroup and as each cityhas differentcharacteristicstheyalso
vary.(Colquhoun,1994)
Inadditionto its effectivenesson policies, this group becomes moreand
moreactivewhen vacantwaterfrontlands and viabilityof existinguses are in
question.Itcaneitherchange the projector delay it.
Thereis anotherbul local, special and small group of people affecting
Ihewalerfronldevelopmentprocess. There aim is to prolect the physical and
culturalpropertiesof waterfront land and shoreline in case of a harmful
developmentproject.
In consequence, all these constituencies help the waterfronl to be
developedhealthilyand can change the urbancontexteasily.
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3.2.2.Historical Preservation on Waterfronts
Waterfrontsare historicallyand culturallyunique and significantplaces.
Thesehistoricaland cullural features, resources are dinerent in each city
dependingon the age and the location of the city, and they flave great impact
indeterminingthe urban context of the urban waterfront . The resources
include;militaryinstallations, fishing facilities, markets and trade centers,
shippingterminals,warehouses and municir-31 buildings. (Ge'zim,Kiper, 1991)
Thesefeaturesmaybe reused or not, in a redevelopmentproject taking the
historicalimportance,condition and ownership into consideration. If they are
soundold buildings, adaptive-reuse takes place for uses that will be
economicallyviable in the area. This process also may be supported with
restoration.(Gordon, 1996). For example, a historical warehouse can be
redevelopedfor a uniqueuse for mixed-usecontainingoffices, residentialunits
andcommercialspace. The interiors are adopted to new use/s and the
exteriorsmaybe restoratedto revitalizethehistoricalheritageof thewaterfront.
forexample,in Boston, Union Wharf which was built in 1840, a granite
warehousehas been convertedto residentialand officecondominiums.
(Figure3.7)
These adaplive use of historical and cultural features enhances the
waterfrontandgives informationabout theold physical environmentin the city.
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Figure3.7.Union Wharf, A HistoricalWaterfrontin Boston
(Source:D., Wrenn, "Urban wate/front OevelopmenC, Urban Land Institute,
USA,1983, p.31)
3.2.3.Access to Waterfront
The liveability of a city depends on the transportation system.
Accessibilityfrom one point to another is an importantfactor that determines
Ihelocationof uses and rents. So, waterfrontsbeing a public place, should be
easilyaccessiblefor both land and water transportation.Here, we have to
explainwhat the accessibility is. Accessibility is a~functionof travel time,
distanceand comfort.Physical, institutionaland psychological barriers affect
theaccessibility.(Robert,Wagner, 1980)
Threebarriers cause problems and slow down the access and even
preventit.
Bridges, tunnels, highway systems across waterways and along
shorelinesand railroads are kinds of physical barriers. (The Ministry of Urban
Affairs,1987).They prevent or make harder the access to waterfront and
reachingto the water's edge becomes impossible. The constructionof these
featuresi encouraged by the availability and the underutilization of the
waterfronts.In the end, this situation reached to dramatic and unbelievable
levelsill manyof our waterfrontcities. Bridges and tunnels affected the water
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Iransportationand the street patterns that serve it. They became completely
obsoleteand new roadways were needed to support the tunnels and bridges.
So,watertransportationlost importanceand becameunfeasiblebecause of the
greatdemandon bridgesand tunnelsand new highwaysystems.
Railroads that have been serving shipping and industrial facilities, for
manyyears,are one of the physical barriers. They separate the compatible
functionsfromeach otherand block tile waterfront.(Ketchum,1972)
Inadditionto previousphysical barriers,waste water treatmentfacilities,
utilitystructuresalong the shorelines and electricgenerating'plants restrictthe
accesstowaterfront.
Institutionalbarriers are second kind of barriers that affect the
accessibility.These are the military installations and government researcll
facilities.Although, if it is possible to reach to water's edge in physical
meanings,it is forbidden because of governmentaland military reasons. As
understood,thebase is the economical, legal and politicalconditionsand also
dependon the special use. For example, in our country the militaryservices
alongwaterfrontspreventsthedirectaccess to waterfronts.
Psychological barriers are generally tile results of the two types of
barriersmentionedabove. Also, thesafetyof the area and the activitiescan be
psychologicalbarriers. The removal of the physical or institutional barriers
cannotaUractpeople to waterfrontas people adjustedto theirbeing tilere. This
isa psychologicalbarrier and can be removed only~bychanging the public's
imageofthewaterfrontas an inaccessiblezone.
3.2.4.VisualProperties of The Waterfronts
Waterfrontshave visually impressive characteristics and provide
relaxationi the chaos of the city. Visual character is a function of its visual
resourcesand the viewer response to these features. (Gordon, 1996) Four
mainissuesdeterminethevisual characterof a waterfront.
• Form
• Texture
• Vegetation
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• Specialfeaturesspecific towaler's edge (Wrenn, 1983)
The form, texture and special features usually make waterfront
allractive.The compositionof thewaterfrontfeaturesgive a visual characler to
thewaterfront.The verticalelementsthat sit on slloreline or sometimesframe
it,aHecttheview.The configurativecontrastbetween land and water influence
theperceptionand in a way, changes tile imageof thewaterfront.
Texture,thevisual textureis thepartof tile visual character.The kinds of
surfacemalerialsused in the area SUCllas brick,granite,wood, steel and glass
haverespectiveperceptionaleffecton people. Also, the moveinentof flags and
boalsonwatermakepeople to enjoy Lhevisual LexLure.(The MinisLryof Urban
Affairs,1987)
Vegetation,by softening the lIard appearance of the physical struclures
onwaterfront,enhances the visual character.Waterfront parks are rarely the
naluralshorelinevegetationgive relievedcharacleristicto the area.
Thespecial features found along water's edge may be marinas, ship
repairfacilities,ferrybuildings etc. As they are differentfrom other uses, they
lake1I10reallentionalong waterfrontsand affecl thevisual character.
The physical characteristics, form, texture, vegetation and special
features,arenot the only determinanlsof the visual characler. They form the
physicalbasebut the perception of public and the viewer response La these
physicalcomponentsare more importanlfor its liveabilily.
Viewerresponse is a function of two variables consisling of viewer
exposureandviewersensitivity.They are both dependentto thevisual stilTlulii.
Viewerexposurechanges Witl"lLhepositionof Lheobserver in relalion to
acity'swaterfront.Distance, elevation and movementof the viewer make the
visualcharaclerchangeable.The range of vision increases with the increase in
the heightof tile poinl of observation.The distance lo waterfrontincreases or
decreasestheabilityto see details of an object. While moving,for an observer
thesmallerthedistance,thegreatertheabilityto see thedetails.(Lynch, 1967)
Viewersensitivityrefers to the perceptivityof differentviewer groups to
the visualenvironment.People perceptualizetile visual environmentaccording
10theiropinions,values, preconceptionsand experiences and of course, they
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arenotidentical.All of them influence their impressionof a waterfront'svisual
resources.
3.3.Jurisdictional Character
Governmentjurisdictions are needed for the ease of managementand
developmentof the waterfronts and these jurisdictions are again part of the
characteristicsof waterfronts.The jurisdictionalresponsibilityshould be clearly
identifiednot to cause gaps and problems in implementationperiod. Many
agencies,governmental organizations and institutions, special purpose
governmentgroups give the waterfronta jurisdictional structure.These groups
varyaccordingto thejurisdictionalcharacterof each country.(The jurisdictional
characterof differentcountries on developmentwill be mentionedin following
parts.)
Inthisrespect.
• FederalAuthorities
• LocalAuthorities
• CoastalZoneAuthorities
takepartin theadministrationof thewaterfrontareas. (Colquhoun, 1994)
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Chapter 4
URBAN WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT PHENOMENON
IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES AND IN TURKEY
4.1.CoastalPlanning and Management in Developed Countries
Coasts are natural resources that both have renewable and non-
renewableresources. In many countries legislations and some other
regulationsare done for the protection of the coastal zones in both physical
andaestheticalmeanings.
Therefore,under this topic, the experiences of developed countries will
bementionedbeginningwith USA which is the pioneer of the coastal planning
andregeneration.
4.1.2.Plallllingand Coastal Zone Management in USA
Urbanization, industrialization and technological changes cause
problemsin manycities and in waterbodies. The increase in pollution level,
habitatlosses both in land and water, the intensively developed cities
increasedthe public attention on these areas. The environmentalsevsitivity
reflectedtheemergenceof the issue and many laws were prepared for the
protectionof theecological balance.
In differentlevels, tile development process IS handed by different
agenciesin USA. They have different characteristics and responsibilities.
Theseareexplainedin following subjects.
4.1.2.1.FederalAgencies
Federal agencies get on the administration of the programs on
walerfronts.In USA, these agencies listed below administer programs, but
somehavedirectregulatoryresponsibility.
1·111eOfficeOf The Coastal Zone Management
2·1heEconomicDevelopment Administration
3·1heNationalParl~Service
4·TheEnvironmentalProtectionAgency
5·TheDepartmentOf Housing And Urban Development
6·TheDepartmentOf Transportation
7·111eUS Fish And Wildlife Service
B·TheUS ArmyCorps Of Engineers (Krieger, 1979)
Themostimportantones are the fourth,seventhand the eightones.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible for the
protectionf water qualityof the water bodies and determillationof the quality
ordredgespoilsand the side intowhich theyare to be placed.
To maintainand enhance the fish and wildlife resources and to protect
therightsof the public to use navigable waters, The US Fish and Wildlife
Servicetakesresponsibility.A developer's aim must be to reduce potential
disturbancesproviding mitigating measures, ill order to get permission for
development
The last and the most important agency is the US Army Corps of
Engineers.The agency's duty is to build and maintain jetties, channels and
olherpublicworks and administertwo regulatorypermitprograms.One of them
IS aboutlheactivitiesaffectingnavigable waters and tile other is sallie witll tile
E.PA toregulatedredge and fill activities and all these are authorisedunder
dirrerentlaws. The agency permits development only in case of the
conlinuationof thepublic interestill the area. So, the developer SllOUldprotect
!he nvironmentand fish and wildlife resources and consider the benefits -
coslsoftheproject,flood protection,recreationand other influencingfeatures.
Theotheragencies' involvemenlin the waterfrontdevelopmentdepends
onIhetypeand the funding commitmentsin a particular city. They do not
funclioninall typesof developments. Generally, in this concern, The National
vironrnentalpolicyAct (NEPA) and The Office of Coaslal Zone Management
'veresponsibilityto each federal agency in different conditions. (Lawrence,
997)
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4.1.2.2.State Agencies
State agencies in USA are directly involved in managing urban
waterfrontshowever, federal agencies hand it in a broad framework. The
implementation,administrationand guidance of environmentalprotectionand
controlf criticalland areas are done by state agencies with state waterfront
managementprograms.
State,while preparingprogral1l)hasto
"_ identifypermissible land and water uses
_ identifycoastal zone boundaries
_ designategeographic areas of particularconcern
_ detailorganizationalarrangements
_ determineimplementingauthority."
(Wrenn,1983,p.36)
Aseachstatehas differentcharacteristics,and unique waterfrontareas,
theprogramsmadeby th~states include individualpriorities.
"Eachcoastalzone managementprogram deals with urban waterfronts
inaway thatreflectsthe major issues facing the state. It is importantto know
thatdistinctionsexist in terms of use priorities, boundaries, permitting
requirements,andthe implementationprocess."(Wrenn,1983,p.37)
4.1.2.3.Local Agencies
Localagencies include county and city offices. They are responsible for
administrationof land use regulations, healtll, safety and fire protection and
provisionsforpublicservices such as roads, water, sewer and utilities.
1.2.4.PortAuthorities
"Portauthoritiesare an established managementstructure common in
commercialh rboursttlroughoutthe nation. In most cases, these are public
agenciesspeciallycreated to manage local port operations. Port authorities
oormallyhavebroad legal powers, including bonding authority and eminent
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domainandortenfunctionas entitiesseparatefromlocal government They are
createdeitherby state legislationas state-leveldepartmentsor as independent
specialuthorities.
A port authority serves as an overall management structure, with
responsibilityfor publicly owned .port terminals,as well as regulatorycontrol
overprivatelyowned operations. In addition,a portwill have land use planning
authorityforpropertieswithin its jurisdiction."(Wrenn, 1983,P.37)
4.1.2.5.CoastalZone Management
In 1972 , in order to creale livable coaslal areas and to overcome
problemscreatedby the intensedevelopmentpressures and poor plans on the
wateilronts,resulting with habitat loss, erosion, unregulaled development,
decreasein accessibilityand increase in lhe conflictbelween tile user groups,
TheFederalCoaslal Zone ManagementAct (CZMA) was enacted.This showed
theincreasedinlerest in control of uses on the walerfront and developmenlof
resourcesill orderto restore and enhance for presentpublic use and for fulure
generations.(Bealleyet aI., 1994,Owens, 1992)
Theresponsibilityof CZMA is on the federal agency and stales are not
i'lVolvedin the program, as there is no requirement for their parlicipation.
However,manyof themdeveloped programsbefore. Federal government
Iorlllulalesaims and objectives and a method for the preservation of t~le
ooaslalzones and provides technical and fiscal assistance to the slates and
makesuggestionsrelatedwith thedevelopment policies.
Stales request funds ttlrough CZMA and get grant from federal
fJvenllnenl200000 dollars per year, and can only get for two years. The
lIeCondyearsgrantdepends on the progress achieved in the program.The
Iliing aulhority and a sufficient organization willlin the jurisdiction, the
eraIapprovalof funding can not be granted.Also, the slate has to identify
mapllle resourcesand make a delailed site analysis for the /Tlanagement
ram.Ater the approval of the states program finacial and tecllnical
islanceare providedin accordance with the stale's efficient administration
Ule program.(Brower,·1991)
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Tile federal government provided 46.8 million dollars for this aim in
1990-1991.The managerial assistance was 35 million dollars. Also, for the
publicuse of waterfronts, the acquisition of land is done by the federal
government.(Eke, 1995)
In addition, many other organizations and institutions having local
members,participatein the managementprogram.
Tile developmentissues are formed by the public participationand the
piecemealsolutions of each state. There are differentmanagementprograms
arepreparedfor each and great importal,ce is given to the preservation
process.
4.1.3.Planning and DevelopmentProcess in England
In England,neither a law nor a drawn plan exist. The plans are written
andtheydetermine the regional policies and objectives, but nothing is
mentionedabouturban design scale. The local authoritiesprepare local plans
lorlheiregionsand these plans include detailed land use. However, the local
authorities'resposibilityon administrativecontrolcauses problems.
"....The emeging cascade of planning policy for the coast of England
demonstrates,particularly, that coastal issues are receiving greater
developmentplans than they did in the past and that planning
authoritiesare developing more integrated approaches to the coast. ...The
planningauthoritieshave a 'land by the sea' rather than a truly 'coastal
approach,and1I1athis stems fromtile limitsof local authorities'administrative
conlJol."(Taussik,1996,p. 397)
Tilecoastsas a whole possessed by the kingdomand 1/3 of the coastal
landisunderpreservation.
Federalgovernmentprovides assistance for preservation.The Ministry
oIEnvironmentis in charge of local authorities.The local authoritiesonly have
Iespollsibilityon land . The in-water studies and developmentsare done by
"erentorganizations.
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4.1.4.Planning and Development Process in France
In France, the coastal zone problem is handled in three stages. These
stagesarenational,regionaland local scales of planningand development.
Planning, Preservation and DevelopmentLaw enacted in 1986. Before,
thepreservationwas made available with permitting development only just
neartheexistingsettlement.The law proposed a 100m. shoreline. Only public
useareaswere permittedon this zone. In additionthe law declares that;
1)Constructionof roads is available2 km.away from thewater'sedge.
2)Provincialauthorityhas the rightto give permissionfor construction.
3)Diggingis notpermittedon the coasts and dunes. (Eke, 1995)
There is also an institution that buys the coastal lands to increase
preservation,transfer this land to local authorities and gets finance from the
nationalbudget.
The detailedplans are the basic equipmentto solve the problems of the
cityandthecoasts but the affectof inevitabletechnologicalchanges made both
thecoastalands and the plans obsolete.
4.1.5.Planning and Development Process in Spain
As in Turkey, the increasingeffects of tourismsector in Spain ,in last 35
yearscause the destruction of coastal areas, in both natural and physical
structure.The forests, natural dunes and wetlands etc., were sacrificed to
tourismforhoteland resort housing developmentswith speculativeaims. Water
pollution,erosionof the sandy beaches destroyedthe ecologyof bothwater and
land.
In order to protectthe coasts, The National Coast Law was enacted in
1988 andproposes a 100 m. of public use zone on coasts. According to the
specialfeaturesof the zone it can be increasedto 200 m. in addition.
However,the gaps in laws and the lacking co-operationand oppositions
betweenthe central and local authoritiesprovided a base for the private and
individualdevelopmentson waterfrontswithoutan approval.
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4.1.6.Planning and Development Process in Italy
Italy, as Spain, sacrificed her natural coasts to tourism sector. The
potentialsof Mediterraneancountries are the main reason for this result.
There are two types of authoritiesin the planning process. The regional
authorityis being giventhe responsibilityof preparingthe regionalplans and the
localauthorities are to prepare the local plans to protect the natural
environment.Local plans are deficient for the preservation because of the
absenceof adequatedata relatedwith the characteristicsof the coasts needed
intheplanningperiod. Central authorityprepares special plan for some parts of
thecoast,especially, for tourism activity such as marinas. Although some
interventionsare made, no construction is permitted within 300 m.
Consequently,it is clear that no detailed studies are done for effective
managementand developmentof the coastal areas.
4.1.7.Planning and Development Process in Denmark
Denmarl~has water pollutiongenerallywith theeffectof industrialfactors.
Inadditionithas floodingproblemon coasts.
The problems and plans are handled in national, regional and local
scales.Nationalscale plans are pertained to the Ministry of Environment, in
regional scale regional councils and in local scale local authorities are
responsiblewithplanningand management
The regionaland local plans are renewed in every four years, so, that
theycandeterminethe changes.
Until1994,therewas no coastal law in Denmark,but the work has been
successfuldone by the Physical Planning Institutionwhich is under the
authorityof the Ministry of Environment.The prohibitionof the constructionof
secondaryhousing units has been done to prevent the transformationof the
coastalareas to urban areas and tourist area has been stopped. The
preservationf the 3km. of shoreline, on which only recreationalfacilities can
takeplace,and 100m. (increased 300m. in 1994) of sea fromthe water's edge
isprohibitedforany construction. Also, the maximum heightof the buildings
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whichwill be constructed on a shoreline is determined as 8.5 m. This
applicationsare for the undeveloped part of the coasts, but in urban centers
urbandesign projects are done within the characteristicsof the city. The most
importantfactor in successful development is the Denmark's being a small
country.It providesgatheringdetailed informationabout the whole, therefore,a
rationalplancan be made. (Eke, 1995)
4.2.The Waterfront Phenomenon in Turkey
Urban waterfrontphenomenon in Turkey has begun in 1950's with the
increasingchanges in newly developing country. New trends in coastal
planning,the increase in tourismsector, the approaches and implementationin
planningaffectedthe development of waterfrontsin Turkey.
4.2.1.Planning, Design and Regeneration Process on Urban Waterfronts
inTurkey
Turkeyis a developingcountryand every thingon every subject is newly
beinglearntby experimentation.The importanceof waterbodies, sea, riverand
lake,isjustbeingunderstoodin 1990's.
Urbanwaterfrontis a natural,economical and culturalresource thathas
tobepreservedand cared with great importance.Turkey has an undefinable
potentialin demandon waterfronts.The waterbodies has been being used for
about80 years; in previous years for agriculture but after 1960's for only
tourism.
Thewaterfrontusage has begun in city centers with the developmentof
harbours,ports,warehouses and silos in these areas. The increase in industrial
uses,easyaccessibilityfrom other regions and transportationopportunity,the
attractionof water in psychological meaning, increase in populationas
theresult of improving industry and the water's provisions (waste
dischargeplace, so, no treatmentplantsno expenditures)to theall otheruses
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withindustrymade these areas more attractingand also moreexpensive to live
innextyears (pollutionproblemsof waterb;dies, high population,densely used
urbanwaterfrontlands, absence of places to take breath in, open spaces and
recreationalareas for public use, constructionof buildings as a rocky wall as a
barrierall around the water's edge). In addition to these improvements,in late
1960'sthe development of the tourism policy for the improvementof the
tourismsector related with the coastal areas injected a new approach to the
coastalcities. The policy supported the development of hotels, motels and
othertourism related activities and the resort houses. The change in
economicalbase and this policy speeded up the development of the coastal
areasand also, spoilt the nature. Nothing is mentioned in the tourism policy
abouthepublicrightsand public use on these areas.
The cities have notbeen finished theirdevelopmentperiod yetand some
functions,althoughare very dangerous for the health of the waterbody do not
leavetheirplaces, as being near water provides manyopportunities.Therefore,
notmuchinformationcan be given about regeneration,as it Ilas the meaningof
givingor injecting life to the obsolete, abandoned, vacant land (Oxford Uni.
Press,1979). However, although the development period is continuing and
manypeople and functions are directed to waterbodies, there are some
waterfrontareas that are tightlywedged and squeezed with residentialareas,
somefunctionsthathave to be replaced because of the problems they caused
inthehearthof, especially, the big city, such as shipyards, harbours, industrial
functions.These areas require more open spaces, entertainment,recreation
and culturalfacility areas for relaxationand enjoyment in the crowded city.
Additionally,the historical cores of the waterfrontcities again being squeezed
withhighdense developmentneed to be considered with great care. So, tile
historicalcores and the narrow land between tl'le high buildings and the
waterbody,the vacant and obsolete lands that occur with replacements need
regeneration.As it is required in the cores of the big and overdevelopedcities,
themunicipalitieshas the authoritativerole on the developmentof these areas
withouta totalitarian approach to the whole waterfront but with partial,
unintegrateddesigns made by various architectsand urban planners.The filling
processis beingdone with the aimof serving to publicalong thewater'sedge.
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The planning process has a very short past but there is not much thing
canbesaidaboutregenerationprocess.
4.2.2.Coastal Zone Management in Turkey
The coastal laws, regulations and constitution mention about the
importanceof the coastal developmentbut plans can not be efficientlyapplied
andalso,the two dimensional approach to coastal planningand design causes
thedeteriorationof these areas. The waterfrontsas natural resources are leftto
disappearance.
Many institutionshave responsibiltiy and right to make policies or the
coastalareas. The lack of knowledgeof what each organizationhas about the
propertiesof the uncertaintyof the boundaryof theirresponsibilityzones and its
characteristicsause problems.
Local Governments (municipalitiesand provincial authority),Ministry of
Tourism,Ministryof Forestry, General Directorateof Highways, The Ministryof
PublicWorks and Development are some governmental institutionsthat can
developoliciesand make plans for the sector which profitablein their cities.
Theyhavedifferentapproaches to planning and developmentof the coastal
zones.
The local governmentswith the approval of the DevelopmentLaw code
3194has been given the authorities . In addition to the municipalities, the
provincesand the authority on other zones of t~lecity (on especially rural
areas).Their plans made to develop their regions caused the determinationof
thecoastalzones. The insufficiency in knowledge and the lack of economical
supportesultedin the intensivedevelopmentfor tourismfacilities.
Thedevelopmentdemandon resorthousing unitsand holidayresorts put
pressureon the local governments.The lack of developmentplans and the
implementationa d the approval of piecemeal plans on coastal land caused
difficultiesin followingyears in the integrationof these plans as a masterplan.
Theurbanfabricconceptwas not even mentionedabout.
The Ministryof Tourism had many implementationson coastal zones
relyingon the Tourism Encouragement Law, code no:2634 which has been
approvedin 1982. It stated that the ministry had authority in planning,
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programing,managing and budgetingthe coastal land which was declared as
tourismdevelopmentarea. This land was rented to the privatedevelopers for
manyyears with low rents. This was the result of the populist tourism
improvementpolicies. The grants and other financial supports for the
developmenthas been suppliedfor improvementof the nationaleconomy.
Ministryof Culture has the authorityon the preservationof the natural,
historicaland archaeological heritage areas with The Cultural and Natural
ResourcesPreservation Law Code no: 2863. The intensivepressures on the
naturaland historical sites on waterfronts for tourism functions make these
areasharderto preserve.
Ministryof Environmenthas an authoritativerole on coasts and in water.
Thepreservationof the naturallifewithinthe preservationof water pollutionis in
responsibilityof the Ministry. It has to force industrial plans and intensively
developedresidential districts, etc. for the construction of waste treatment
plants.
TheMinistryof Agriculture: The regulationapproved in 1989 relatedwith
theuseof agriculturallands for differentfunctions than agricultureencourages
lhetourismactivities on this land on coastal zones, although there is an
agriculturalproductionon these productiveareas.
The General Directorate of Highways and the General Directorate Of
Harboursand Airports have the authorityto search for localities for harbours
andairportson coastal zones. The approved decisions of these directorates
affecttheplanningand encourage the functions to have localities in adjacent
areas.Theharboursand airportscreate great potentialsfor the developmentof
coastalzones.
In additionto these governmentalorganizations,except the coastal law
someotherlawshas explanationsrelatedwith the coastal areas. These are:
• 618 HarbourAct
• 2863The Preservationof Culturaland NaturalResources Act
• 2510 HousingAct
• 3194DevelopmentAct
• 2872EnvironmentAct
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2873NationalParks Act
• 2960B09azi9iAct
• 2634TourismEncouragementAct
Besides these laws and organizations there are some international
projectssupporting the Coastal Laws for the success of coastal zone
management.These are:
1)MediterraneanAction Plans
Itwassigned in 1975by the countriesthathave coasts on Mediterranean
Sea.Theaimsare:
• Todeterminethe pollutantsand to observe and search for the changes in
pollutionlevel,
• Tomakelegalcontracts,
• Todevelopan integrationplan for the improvementof social and economical
structurewithenvironmentalprotectionin harmony.
2)METAP Coastal Zone Management
Itstudieson south-westMediterraneancoastalzone. It aims
1)To improvesewer and sold waste systems
2) To proposea new policy and organizationand structurefor the health
managementof coastal zones.
3)BlackseaCo-operation Project
Theaimis the preservationof both the natural environmentof Blacl<sea
andthecoastalzones. It was signed by 6 countries in 1992which have coasts
alongBlacksea.World Bank other institutionssupport its studies.
4)The NationalCommitteof Coastal Zone Management
Itsaimsare;
• tosupporthe studies on preservationof the coastal zones and to increase
co-operationbetween universities, governmentaland public organizations
farthisaim.
• ta supportand to participate scientific studies and to make publications
abouthestudy.
tacreatea center for gathering of data and informationthat will improve
eZM.
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to determine, analyse, make studies on the problems caused by the
functionson coasts.
to make the public conscIous about the preservation and usage of the
coastalzones and to carry out and supporteducationalprograms.
5)TourismManagementProject in Mediterraneanand Agean Seas
(ATAK)
It first began in 1989, with the name Southern Anatolia Environmental
Project,and financed with unrequitedtechnical assistance by World Bank, for
thedeterminationof the deficiency of the infrastructurethat cause/can cause
environmentaland water pollution.(Eke, 1995)
6) The Blue Flag
The Blue Flag is giventhe mostclear waterfront.
4.2.3.legislations Related with The Coastal Areas
Turkeyas a developing countryhas very short historicalpast in coastal
planning.The rapid developmentprocess began in 1960's and the coastal law
whichaimedto create livable and orderlydeveloped urban waterfrontshas not
beendevelopedsince 1972.
Thereare two main principles of coastal planning that were absolutely
basedon.These are;
1)Thelandownership,
2)Thelimitationson the usage of the coastal land.
Duringthe Ottoman period, the coasts had been possessed by the
governmentand this was later first in Arazi-i Kanunname-i Humayun (1858), in
Mecelle,in Medeni Kanun (1926 and in Constitution of 1961 directly or
indirectlyhad been accepted that the seafronts, lake and the riverfrontsall
belongedto the public. (Guner, Kiper, 1991) On the other hand all this
legislationtrialshave meant nothing in developing capitalism period because
the conomicsystempreventedall.
Inall laws it is based on that the coasts are for public use, it is a public
propertyandhas to be developedwithin the public rightsand interest.In these
laws thecoastalland are always limited in length in land direction. For better
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In all laws it is based on lhal lhe coasls are for public use, it is a public
properlyand has to be developedwilhin the public righls and interest.In these
lawsIhecoastal land are always limiled in lenglh in land direction.For beller
understandingof the evaluation of lhe legislation process and its eHects on
coaslalreaswill be given in order.
1858Arazi-iKanullname-iHumayun
Everyonehas rightto benefitfromcoast and its propertyis owned by the
government.It has permittedlhe filling operation for gaining private land on
coasts.
1876MecelleLaw, 1234-1237-1264
II slatesthat the coasts are for public use and the governmentowns its
properly.
1926CivilLawcode no 643
This law also expresses that the coastal propertyis possessed by the
government.It has been given the first legal definiton and the preservation
conceploncoasts.
DeedLawcodeno 2644
Part8 permits land fill through the sea with the aim of gaining private
land.Infollowingyears, the landownershipwas prollibitedon filled areas.
1933Buildingand Road Law (Yapr ve Yollar Kanunu) Code 2290
II statesthatthe shoreland, of land 10m. in width fromthe water'sedge,
onseafronlsandlakefronls is for public use.
1957 DevelopmentRegulations (lmarNizamnamesi)Code 40
Theland 30 m. in lengthfrom lhe waterbody(any waterbody)has to be
savedforpublic.
1966NationalCoasts Law (Milli KrYllar~<anunu)
It has not been legalized. It stated that the band rmnlmum10m. In
lengthhastobe declaredas the nationalwaterfront.
1972DevelopmentLawCode 6785 and Parts 7 and 8
Thelaw statesthat the determinationof the distance of construction to
Q1asllinewillbe done with developmentregulations. If no detailed plans exisls
ha seltlemenl,the width of 30m. of land from the coastline has to be
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separatedfor the public use. In 1970the centralgovernmentannounced that in
seaand lakefrontswhere no detailed plans exist, the historical and tourism
potentialreas had to be preserved, not soled, rented or given the rights to
governmentalinstitutions.
Althoughit was legalized in 1972. It has not been applied since 1975
becauseof the absence of development regulations. According to this
regulation,nothing has been permitted in 30 m. for the provision of the
continuityof thenaturalcoast for publicuse.
1982 Constitution,Parts 34-43
In the constitution, it has been declared that the coastal land was in
responsibilityof the central governmentand public rights was more important,
thanthepersonalrightsin these areas.
1984 DevelopmentLaw code no 3194 and Coastal Law code no 3086.
The DevelopmentLaw provided municipalitiesto make and implement
plans.The central government gave authority to local governments, to
municipalitiesand to provinces. Th authoritychange effectedthe coastal cities.
Theinsufficiencyof definitionsand of public rights concept caused the law to
becancelledin 1986.
ThecoastalLaw stated thateveryonehas rightto benefitfromcoasts but
lhereweresome exceptions. The law also permittedthe constructionof some
plantshathad to locate on coasts, such as industrialfunctions relatedwith the
waterproduct,tourism,educational and sport areas and some other functions
thatrequiredcoastal locations.The secondary public use areas on coasts were
transformedto private developments. Also, the filling process were made
possibleandtheMinistryof Public Works and Development has been given the
authorityfor giving permission and approval of the plans. It stated that the
preservationareaon the shorelandhad to be minimum10m. in width in a region
wherea detailedplan existed,and in other areas this distancewas increasedto
30 m'lbutnothingmentionedabout this preservationband in places where no
settlementexisted.All private buildings wh,ch were constructed before 1972
haveprovidedamnestyand the coastal functions,such as harbour,marinaetc.,
andeconomicallyeffective industrial and tourism facilities, developed before
1983weredecidedto be preserved.
This law has had negative effects on coasts. The permissionwas given
forsomeuses thatcan deterioratethese lands.
In 1986, it was declared that some of the sections had to be cancelled.
Thecancellationwould cause deformationsin the whole law and the law itself
cancelledas a result.
In order not to create gaps in implementation,Notice Code no 110 was
approved.
1987Noticecode n0110
It aimedto work with mal<inguse of the previous laws and regulations,
soitcombined3086 and the Parts 7 and 8. It limited the functions which
wouldbe located on shoreland ( tourism facility areas, harbours piers,
infrastructurewhich are requiredby the publicand useful for the preservationof
theselands)and on land filled areas (parks, playgrounds,roads, parkingareas
etc.).Consequently, compared with other laws, it limited the functions on
coastline,on shore and on filled areas. It also made arrangements on
administrationa d approval of the plans related with the determinationof the
coastlineandfillingprocess and increasedthepenaltyvalues.
It was cancelled in 1989 and the last coastal law code no. 3621 was
approved.
1990CoastalLow Code No:3621
The law preserves all waterfrontsand shorelands of seas and lakes and
publicopengreen spaces on coasts. It states that the preservationof the first
partoftheshorelandabout minimum20 m. in width in where a detailedplan will
bedonein a short time period, min. 50 m. where no detailed plan exists and
min100m.whereno settlementexist.
The coastal land is in public property and the government protect its
characteristicsand everyonehave rightto make use of it . It also mentionsand
givesdetailedinformationabout the daily use and facilities on coasts and the
piecemealdevelopment.
It providedonly the individuals or small groups to benefit from the
coasts,andtherefore,public rightswas not considered. However, in the time
periodbetweenthe two laws, the absence of a law created speculative and
intensived velopments,especiallyagainst the public rights.The local detailed
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planswere applied and included assistance to the private sector for tourism
investmenton coastal lands to get moreprofitfromtourismsector in economical
meanings.
This law, although aimed to preserve public rights on coasts, the
misinterpretationsof the law caused inevitablyugly results. The "public rights"
conceptwere handled in economic sense and many naturalzones were rented
10 privatesector with this aim, but the result was the disappearance of the
naturalgreenpublic zones as parks, picnic areas, beaches etc, for the sal<eof
holelsandothertourismfacilityareas.
It was cancelled in 1992 and the Coastal Law code no:3830 was
approvedin 1992.
1992CoastalLaw Code No:3830.
It is the law which is in force. Many coastal development and
managementin various countrieswas examinedfor the preparationof this law.
Theresultof theexaminationsshows that in manydeveloped countries there is
aclearlydeterminedcoastal band. For specific natural and cultural coastal
zonesarepreservedas a hole, but the width and the usage of the shoreland in
theregionwherethe developmentis proposed are determinedby the planner ,
consideringthe physical and social structures of the region or city. This is
rationalnda totalitarian approach in planning.
The coastal law should be flexible as all coastal land in Turkey has not
involvethe same characteristics. They require different planning approaches
becauseof geographical, developmental and social differentiation.Also, the
rationalp anningrequires detailed informationabout coasts. The lack of base
mapsandother maps in different scales make it impossible. So, the lack of
knowledgecauses deteriorationof our coasts.
Withthis law the width of 20m. in previous law was increased to 100m.
andthe50m.where no detailed plan exists was also increased to 100m.This
wastheresultof the examinationof the developed countries, but the lacking
issuespreventedsuccess on our coastal developments. The shoreland to
bepreservedis accepted as 100m. in width. Nothing can be made on the first
50 m.exceptwalkwaysand recreationfacility.
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In filled areas, the law permits the constructionof infrastructurerelated
withwater and land transportation and recreation area including parks,
playgrounds,open sport areas, restaurants, cafes, administrativebuildings,
picnicandentertainmentfacilityareas.
This law can be said as the most embraced law thatwidens the concept
ofpreservationof natural and historical values of waterfrontsand gives clear
definitionsrelatedwith planningand implementation.The sensitivityto the issue
ismostlyperformedwith this law and it is based on the public rightsand use on
waterfronts.
The analysis of these laws showed that the public rights have to be
consideredas the base pointof developmentsand planning.In laws very limited
areaof coastal land through land direction has been declared as the
preservationzone, but the success in coastal zone planning, is directlyrelated
withthewidthof the band on shoreland.
4.2.4.Problems and Reasons of Problem~ of Urban Waterfronts
Therapidincrease in industrializationand urbanization with the increase
intechnologycaused problems on urban waterfronts.The problems and their
reasonscanclassifiedas following:
• Thegreatprioritygiven to tourismsector,
• thepoliciesand deficienciesin legislationsrelatedwithcoastal areas,
• changeinstructureof, holidayhabitsof and the movementsin the society,
• naturalandhistoricalpreservationon historicalwaterfronts
• theproblemsrelated with the local governmentsand other ministerialand
organizationalproblems on developmental and managerial authority on
waterfrontland,
• theprivateland ownership and its causalities formed with the economic
system,
• Lackof public interest and organizations and the absence of social and
culturalaccumulation which support the application of precautionary
measureson waterfrontsfor the sake of public,
• theeconomicsystem
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arethebases of the problemson waterfronts.Also, they have inevitableeffects
onplanningand design.
4.2.4.1.The Problems Caused As The Result Of The Priority of
Development
The historicalplaces and natural beauty of Turkey attractmany people
fromabroadand inside. Foreign touristsmake use of most beautifulnaturaland
historicalfeaturesof waterfrontcities. So, nle uniquecharacteristicsbelonging
toTurkeyexciteand attract manytourists increasingthe usage of waterfronts.
The tourismwas seen as one of the most importantsector in Turkey's
economicaldevelopment.(The other is industry).As the situationis like this, all
investmentswere made on coastal areas for nationaland internationaltourism
activities.Generally, hotels, holiday resorts, marinas etc. which prevent public
useof and access to waterfronts and public right on these areas were
constructedalong waterfrontsfor only specific social group,as shown in figures
4.1. ,4.2.
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Figure4.'1.Holels in Anlalya
(Source:$, Vanll, "Tatil Yap1fan ve Bir Olkenin Mlmarllk Ya§aml" Ege Mimarlll~,
24, MimarlarOdasl izmir $ubesi, izmir, 1997, p.29)
Figure4.2. Marina in Marrnaris
(Source:"TIle Guide': Real YaYlnclllk,Apa Orsel 8aslmevi, ISlanbul,'1992,p.20)
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4.2.4.2.The Problems Related With The Change In Social Structure And
The MovementsFromWinterLocationTo SummerLocation
The change in social structure,the movements in summer from winter
locationsto water's edge, change in holiday habits were resulted in the
transformationf natural waterfrontresources to a high densitydevelopmentin
waterfrontcities.The increasing levels of income, education,culturalvalues of
lhecommunitycause an increase in demandfor waterfrontlocation.The people
livinginthechaos of the congested city need relaxation.The water's power to
enjoypeopleis the main factor for waterfrontchoice. The result is the rush to
thesebeautifulresources.
4.2.4.3.TheProblems caused by PrivateLand Ownership and Speculative
AimsOn Waterfronts
The privateownership and speculativeaims on waterfrontsalso caused
problemsand increased the value of land. In order to get maximumprofit from
thisvaluableproperties, the profit making functions were constructed without
consideringpublicrightson these areas.
4.2.4.4.TheProblemsCreatedby Resort Housing Development
Theresort housing (summerhouses) problemis the resultof the change
inholidayhabits.The people to have a cheaper and a longer holiday prefer to
owna housein waterfrontcities. It has a historyof about 80 years but showed
itselfin thesecond half of 1950's. The transformationof agriculturalland and
smallhousingunits to secondary houses :lave taken place in 1970's.(Toplu
KonutIdaresiBa~kanllgl,1996).
Fromthattimeto today, it had a rapid increase and all resorts is full with
secondaryhousing units. They occupy a great land without offering green
areasandopen spaces for public and have a disturbingand annoyingview in
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someofourcities. Figure 4.3. shows tile developmentof secondaryhousing in
somewaterfrontcities.
Figure4.3. The Secondary I-IousingDevelopment
Source:C., Arkon, "KlyJlanr11lzll1GVl1ul11VzdekiGorVniVsV," Ege Mil1larllk,24,
MimarlarOdaSfizmir $ubesi, Izmir, 1997,p.37)
4.2.4.5. The Problems Related with The Policies, Legislations,
Organizationsand Governmenlallnstitutiolls
Thepolicies, legislations and the conflictbetween organizations,local
governmentsand central government are one of the factors that cause
problems.The lacl<of cO/ll/flunication,responsibilities, lacl<of knowledge of
eachothermake the problem harder to solve. There is nol a totalitarian
approachin policies and the waterfronts all over the country are handed
seperately.The different planningand developrnentpolicies at differentscales
andIheapplicationof legislations considering the whole coastal areas, both
alandurban,samecan not solve the problembut mal<emorecomplex.
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4,2.4.6.Environmental Problems of Waterfronts
Cities have been mostly developed on waterbodies. So, the
environmentalnd historicalheritage require preservation.Water provides the
continuityof life and also used in industry, agriculture,production of energy,
fishing,transportationetc. It can also be supportive in esthetical, cultural,
recreationalfacilities. It has to be kept clean in order to benefitfrom water and
itsproducts,else, it can be very dangerous for human health and in aesthetical
meanings.
As known,waterfrontsare natural resources and involve renewable and
non-renewableresources. The living things and the products of waterbodies
needspecialcare in the planning,design and developmentprocess and later.
The environmentalproblems of waterfronts are the results of some basic
issues.These are rapid urbanization, increase in population, secondary
housing,lack of infrastructure deficiencies, tecllnological changes and
improvements,industrialization, the increase in number and quality of the
vehicles,marinetransportationand the private land ownership on waterfront
land.These factors have direct effects such as air pollution,water pollution,
crowdedand dirty places, and indirect effects as the loss of biological
resourcesbothon landand in water.
The environmentalpollution has different characteristics in developed
andunderdeveloped/developingcountries. Rapid technological and industrial
improvementscause pollution in developed, industrialized countries, but in
developingand underdeveloped countries the haphazard development,
incoherenteconomies, inadequateplanningpolicies etc. affect environment.In
ordertoovercomethe problems,the subject should be discussed and handled
ineconomical,politicaland ideologicalbase.(Kele$, 1993)
The intensivedevelopmenton coasts destroys the ecological balance in
bothin water and on land. The most important part of the sea for living
organismis the first 100 m. from the coastline. This land in water is being
diminishedby the functions on coasts. The increase and decreases in the
degreeof ph, CaC03, the percentage of total salt, CI, S04, Na, organic
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structuresin soil cause ecological death. Also, the plants on sanddunes that
tightlyholdthe soil disappear. In additionto the problemsin soil, the increase in
turbidity(mg/lt)and ph values can be seen. (ERDEM, et aI., 1994)
4.2.4.7.The Problems caused by The Economic System
The economic system of a country determines the usage of all the
resourcesin that country. (Kartal, 1979). As mentioned in previous subjects,
thewaterfrontsare also the importantresources that a country has. Therefore,
theeffectof the economical systemcan be stronglyfelt on these areas as well
astheotherurbanland in bothsocial and physicalstructureof the cities.
The improving tourism activities affected the economy and it IS the
importantfactorof the economicalchanges since 1970's.The transformationof
thesocialstructureto capitalist society with the change of economical base
hadchangedthe use of all urban land and the waterfronts.The developing
capitalistperiodin Turkey had a direct affect on the propertyvalues on urban
waterfronts,and the changing social demands, social structure and holiday
habits.(Kartal,1979)All the legislationtrials on the urban waterfronts,to protect
fromdisaster,have meant nothing in this economical system period because
theywereblockedoff.
Now, it will be betterto explain what the capitalismis. Capitalism is the
economicsystemin which the productiontools belong to privateownership and
thereis thefreedomand right to an agreementbetween two or more owners
forthatproductiontool.(Oxford Uni. Press, 1979). In this system, the owner of
theproductiontools has only the aimof gettingmaximumprofit.By this way, the
landownerhas the right and wish to maximize his profitform his land. So, the
waterfrontlandsbecamea trade good in spiteof the regulationson these areas.
Thisistheresultof the economicsystem.
Nevertheless,it also determinesthe social groups in the community.The
clarityof thedifferentincome groups is also the result of capitalism.The hig!l
incomegroupis one of themand has an accumulationof capital and changing
habitsaccordingto what they own. The change in their leisuretimeand holiday
habitsand preferences affected the waterfronts. There occurred a great
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demandon these areas. The change caused by the economical system in
socialstructuredeterminesthe new formand change in physicalstructure.
That is to say, capitalism is/was and will be the base and cause of our
deterioratingwaterfrontsand can not be preventedwith legislativeefforts.
In addition to the inFormationgiven above about the effect of the
economicsystem, it is necessary to mention about other countries for a clear
understandingof the situation.
Capitalismis effective in western countries, mainly developed countries
asEnglandSweden etc. and it reached to its matureperiod in these countries.
When they are compared with Turkey, it can be clearly seen that the
maximizationf the profit gained from the real property is the main aim but
nothingunpleasant about waterfronts can be met because nobody (an
individualperson)has speculativeaims on waterfronts,as they get much profit
fromproductioninsteadof less from speculation.So, they investtheir capitals in
productionemphasizingthepropertiesof the maturecapitalism.(Kartal, 1979)
InTurkeyon the contrary,the system can not be described as a mature
one,Thereare speculative aims on land and higher profits are gained with
speculation waterfronts as Turkey has great tourism potential, but only in
summer.So, these areas are generally used for not production but for
consumption.As a result, the national capital which is required for new
investmentsfor public intereston waterfrontland or in other parts is not used
eflectively.
Therefore,capitalismdifferenciatedthe incomegroups and changed their
habits.Thepersonalbenefits became more importantthan the public rights on
waterfrontareas and legislations could not solve the problems occurred.
However,eventhe public organizations became effective on any decision on
theseareasandget positivesolutions,so thatthe ownership rightson land can
notimpressthepublicrights.
Theeffectof the economic system is seen in both social and physical
structurewhich also includes the environmental protection. Under these
circumstances,the disability of the protection of the waterfronts occurs.
Thenaturalenvironmentis also a profit making tool as the aim is profit
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maximization.Unless thepublic rightson environmentis objectivelyhandedthe
aimof the preservation of the environment can not be achieved. The
dischargeof industrialwastes to rivers, seas or to lakes cause water pollution
andcandamagenon-renewableresources and life in water. This mustbe the
problemof the whole city or country and the whole public, but the aim of
personalprofitmaximizationpreventsthis.
4.2.5.Suggestions on the Development and Planning of Coasts
1) Alotalilarianand rationalapproach Sllouldbe improved.
2) Organizationalstruclure SllOUld be re developed. There should be
cooperalionratherthanany conflictsand disagreementsin between.
3) Thepreservalionof the ecology, historicalplaces and public use and rights
shouldbebasicaim.
4) Inlegrationtotheurban fabricshould be supplied in designs.
5) Makinguse of developed countries experimentationsin coastal planning,
managementa d budging.
6) Thelocalgovernmentsthathas t/"Ieauthorityin planningand managementof
coasls(waterfronts)have to corne to an agreementand develop their coasts in
Kllegralionwitheach others.
7)Adelailedanalysisof the existingsituationand characteristicsof the coasts,
fromArtvinto Hatay should be made for gathering more and correct
inforlllation,witha morerealisticapproachto planning.
8)Publicinterest,public participationand other public institutionsshould be
I1volvedindecisionand planning period.
9)Allstrategies,policies and design guidelinesshould include; land ownership
palterns,thepropertiesof the coastal line and the hinterlandzone and the
qualilyandquantityof thepublic areas in these areas.
4.2.6.Functionaluse of Urban Waterfronts in TurJ<ey
Turkey has a great seafront area which is about 8259 krn. in length.
Thisvalueincludes the lengtlls of the coastal lines of The Agean, The
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Mediterranean,The Black and The Marmara Seas and the islands. 27 cities
makeuse of being near sea.
The Aegean Sea Coastal Length:2805km.
The Aegean Sea Coastal Length:1557km.
The Aegean Sea Coastal Length:1190km.
The Aegean Sea Coastal Length:1634km.
The Aegean Sea Coastal Length:1064 km.
In addition to these, there are also 50 natural and artificial lakes, and
about30greatriversflowingthroughmanycities.
Therefore, there is a great potential in Turkey for waterfrontuses. This
potentialnd the great demand on this land have already been and today,
againare the subject of development period of urbanization and
industrialization.The ease of accessibility, increase in tourism and trade,
changein social and economical structureforced the waterfronts to develop,
andlaterto redevelopwith obsolescence of these areas in order to satisfy the
needsofbothpublicand the city itself.
The waterfrontsare basely used for many activities.Ports and marinas,
beaches,military service areas, shipyards, fishing and trade activities,
warehousesand storages, industrial functions and their service areas
(supportingfunctions,such as residentialareas, commercialareas, educational
facilities,etc.)and recreationfacilityareas are of some kinds of uses thatprefer
localitieson waterfronts.However, many other uses occurred for this locality
withthetourism policies developed in 1960's. The secondary housing areas
filledtheagriculturallands along the sea transformingthe green view to a
concretescene, of course without a sufficient infrastructure.The development
ofbighotels,motels and the holiday resorts on the natural waterfronts is the
otherresultof tourism.From the cities on south coast to the ones on the west
havemanygreathotelsdevelopedjust near thesea.
These functions vary according to the characteristicsof the cities. For
bellerunderstandingof the localitiesof functionson coastal areas, figure 4.24.
willbehelpful.
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Coastal cities on MediterraneanSea can be listed as following from
easllowestdirection:
*Hatay,Adana, 'gel,AntalyaAnd Mugla.
TheAgean Coastal zone involves:
"Aydin,Izrnir,Balll<esir,<;anal<l<aleAnd Edirne.
TheMarmarainvolves:
"Istanbul,Tel<irdag,<;anal<l<ale,Bahl<esir,Bursa and Kocaeli.
TheBlack Sea coastal region involves:
"Klrklareli,istanbul, I-<ocaeli,Sal<arya,Bolu, Zonguldal<,Bartln,
Kastamonu,Sinop, Samsun, Ordu, Giresun, Trabzon, Rize and Artvin.
TIle examinationof the tourism facility map shows that the tourism
polentialhas limilless in southern coast. The density of the functions is very
high.10 of tile 13 marinas exist in this region. Tourism mostly affects the
soulherncoastal zone. 9 camping, 9 caravan camping, 2 harbours, great
numberofhotels,recreationaland 'listoricalplaces, naturalbeaches, holiday
resorls,econdaryhousing developments, agricultural land in some parts,
serviceandcampingareas of some governmentalinstitutionshave localities.
TheAgean Sea has the longestcoastal area but a littleweaker than the
soulllel'llcoast as the sea water is a little bit colder. 3 marinas, 4 caravan
campingand 9 camping areas, 2 great national parks, other tourism activity
areas,agriculturallandand also secondaryhousingareas formthe functions.
Tile Marmaracoasts are not varied in functior.ls.It acts as a transition
poinlbetweentheBlack sea and Tile Agean sea, which makes ;e pollutedthan
Iheolhers.It occupies the 6 harbours. Shipyards, MaritimeMilitaryzones are
otherfunctionsand on the soulh coast there are also caravan camping(2) and
campingareas(4).
TheBlackSea is coldest of all seas and the physical of the coast (lining
themountainsparallel to sea) and rnicroclimaticpropertiesmake this region
ssusedbytbetourists.Not lhe sea, but otherfeatureson land encourage
Iepolential.Nalural siles, historical places are of some. Transportation
tivityJIIostlytakesplace, so that8 harboursserve for this aim. It is interesting
t nomarinasexiston the Blacl<Sea coasts.
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The rivers in urbanized, industrialized and more populated cities are
pollutedbywastes. The industry,settlementsand agriculturalland lies along the
rivers.The industrial disposals, domestic wastes, agricultural wastes, etc.
destroythe rivers' natural environment and quality of water. However the
situationis like this in many cities in west, the river in many other regions are
usedwith recreative aims. (Rafting, fishing, etc). Adana, Antalya, Karaman,
Giresun,Erzurum and Muola have water recreation in the rivers flowing
throught eirboundaries.
Generally, industrialfunctions choose location on rivers in order to get
waterandto discharge theirwastes.
Manydams were built on rivers to supply the needs of agriculturalland
and rinkingwaterfor the city.
In Turkey we have 50 lakes. They are generally away from the urban
centers.Thereare two types; the naturaland artificialones (lakes formedby the
dams).Some of the natural lakes recreational functions around and house
manybirds as in Manyas. Some have dense salinity and salt production
industrieslocate near these lakes. As many of them are away from dense
developmentthey are not polluted as well. Fresh water provides many
opportunitiesfor the people. The artificialones are generallyused for watering
theagriculturallandaround.
4.2.7.WaterfrontDevelopment in Various Cities in Turkey
Thecities on western and southerncoasts have greattourismpotentials
havingnaturaland historicalvalues. In many cities, the waterfrontshas never
beendevelopedtaking the preservation regulations into consideration. The
populistpoliciesof that time, the economic system, the lack of coastal zone
managementprogram,and the absence of an authorityon coastal zones left
theseareastotheirfaith.
The tourism policies (in 1960's) and investments to increase the
internationaltourism are on the contraryof the other urban planning policies
onurbanwaterfronts.The blanks and insufficiencyof the coastal legislations
causedthedeteriorationof these areas. The imageof the cities, the aesthetical
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values,views obtained from the sea and the physical structure have been
changedwith the construction of marinas, secondary houses, high-rise
buildingsas a wall and the highways as a barrier along the waterfront.The
increasedproperty values also increased the construction of the 8 storey
buildingsand the gardens were destroyedfor the service areas of the industrial
usesand building construction co-operations. The high dense development
causea monotonousand an annoyingscene on these areas.
After all, the developments took place without integration to the
neighbouringsites and became isolated places. The lack of a totalitarian
planningapproachand the lack of importancegiven to the basic urban design
issuessonwaterfrontsand the conflictsbetweenpublic and personal rightsand
againtheconflict between the governmental institutions(municipalityagainst
olherinstitutionsor vice versa) caused the formation of irregular, unplanned
seltlementsand cities. This situationalso affected and minimizedthe area of
publicandopenspaces in the city,on water'sedge for the whole community.
The figures 4.LI, 4.5 show the inevitable situation of this kind of
development.
Figure4.4. Hotelsin Belek- Antalya
ISource:"Hoter, Turistikatelier BirlioiYaYlnl, 2, istanbul,1996)
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FigureIf. 5.Waterfront-iskenderun
Source:"Hatay Turizm Envateri", Hatay Vallilioi il Turizm MOdOrIOOO,139,
Hatay,1994)
Unplanned/planned rapid growth within the knowledge of local
governmentsis completely the result of the populist policies as mentioned
above.Infrastructureand the other services requiredfor the rapid growth are
tinparallelwiththe developments.Consequently, all resources belongingto
tenrontarebeingconsumed in these cities.
.3.Regenerationin Developed Countries
The cities in developed countries have some physical and social
oblemsthat occurred with the industrializationperiod with the increase in
essibility,with easy access by motor vehicles and increase in public
nsportation1920'sand 1930's. During 1960s and 1970s, the city centerwas
adedbytheindustrialplantsand commercialactivitiesand many middleand
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highincomegroups left the city, preferring to live in the suburbs where no
congestionexisted.They leftgreat areas of urban dereliction,vacant buildings,
unemploymentand poverty.Many people were left in the city center with no
jobsavailable,especiallythe poor.
Decentralizationto the suburbs and the losses in the inner-citypopulation
createdabandoned and obsolete areas. In order to stop tile movementto the
suburbsthat cause recessions of economy, governments decided to make
interventionsby regeneratingthe deterioratedparts of the inner-city.Upper and
middleclass. population relocated in the inner-city where a satisfactory
conditionsand a liveable environment we'e available after the regeneration
process.
Regenerationbecame an importantissue for many developed countries
inUSA, Englandand in Europe. There are differenttypes of organizationsthat
haverolesin regeneration.These can be "Top-down Corporations,established
by thecentralor local government,and Bottom-uplocal neighbourhoodgroup.
Forsuccessful projects there has to be bottom-up organizations but a
leadershipat the level of the central government is needed to provide co-
operationbetween the organizations that have roles in the regeneration
process.(Colquhoun,1994)
Waterfrontin one of the places that required regeneration with the
changesin technology, industry and commerce activities. The abandoned
warehousesand derelict ports and docks have been the part of regeneration
processin big cities which wanted to increase its economic life. So, the
waterfrontsbecamethe savers of some cities as many tourists were attracted
totheinner-cities.
4.3.1.Thefactors of Regeneration
Regenerationis an importantprocess for a city to revivethe economy in
theinner-city.The problems and factors of problems should be supplied for a
goodand a realistic regeneration process. "Successful urban regeneration
cannottherefore,be achieved in a vacuum. It requires cities to produce a
comprehensivestrategybased on local needs and opportunities.It also needs
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cOllllllitmentand flexibilityof approach to respond to new opportunitiesand
changingcircumstancesas they arise. It also requires the uneven economic
growlhbetweenthe innercilyand the outer areas to be controlledby planning
atmelropolitan/regionallevel".(Colquhoun, 1994)
The factors in many developed countries, in mostly industrializedcities
thataflect the physical structure are the facts, that show regeneration is
neededinvariouspartsof thecity.These can be listedas following;
• Economicaland social background (The decline in the innercityeconomy
andreturnto thecitycenterfromsuburbs)
• Povertyand unemploYlnentin the innercity, (The need for worl<ingplaces
lorthepoorand the immigrants)
• I-lousing(The need for social hosing for the poor, the unemployees,the
elhnicand minoritygorups, young people who want 10 eslablish their own
home,etc.)
• HOnlelessness( The need for pleasant housing and environments for the
homelessyoungpeople)
• Education( The need for educationalservices for differenlethnic groups in
Iheinnercilyin order not to mal<ethe educationharder for the teachersand
lorthestudentswllo spoke severaldifferentlanguages.)
• Heallh(The need for healthyenvironmentsfor thepeople living in deprived
areasin order to get rid of the diseases and to increase the physical and
menIalheaIlh.)
• Lawandorder (The need for IlulTJanizedand safe environmentscreated
againstthecrimeand vandalism.)
• Transport(The impact of highways, raised highways and the need for
undergroundtransportationfora safe and healthierlife.)
Dispersalof retailing(Tthe need for pedestrianized shopping areas in the
cenlralcilywhichare accessible by public transportwilh the removalof the
lalgedepartmentsores to the suburbs.)
Re-useof old buildings (The possibility of using old, vacant buildings for
dilferentuses,conservation)
Leisureandculture(The need for recrealional, sport and cultural areas in
lheinnercilyfora good qualityof life to attractinwardinvestment.)
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• Land use and ownersllip (The need for acquisition of land for new
developmentand for effectiveuse of land.)
• Greenissues (Tile need for ecological and sustainablecities.) (Colquhoun,
1994).
4.3.2.The Issues That Help Regeneration Process
Thefactorsthatllave politicalbases can help the regeneration.
• Planningat metropolitanand regional level can control uneven economic
growth.
• Theregenerationof housing requires investmentin the inner city. Tl1ere
has to be well developed housing districts for rent and sale which are
affordableby tile local community.
• Anewconceptforwork for unemployedpeople.
• Arealisticapproacl1to tile land ownersllip and land values.
• Thepriority in government policies shouldbe given to the regeneration
projects.
• Gooddesignwith effectiveplanrlingand urban design for the imageof ttle
city.
• Abalancebetweenthe publiccare and privateenterprise.
• An enlightened leadership wllicll must start at the level of central
government.
In additionto these, creative thinkingand responsible commitmentsby
lhepeoplewho have the authority, create achievements in pleasan~
successfuldevelopments.
4.3.3.OrganizationalFrameworl<in Urban Regeneration
Many organizations tal~eplace in regeneration process and many
approachesxist to tile organization of urban regeneration.Below, there are
somesuggestionsrelatedwith the' organizations.
lMIR YUKSfK TEKNOlOJi fNSTirusO
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to prevent impractible,
"1)Tllat which perceives the problem in terms of the efficiency of
service delivery by government agencies and free enterprize.
Solutions are seen to depend on increasing the efficiency of
bureaucracyand free enterprizeby the use of managerialexpertize.
2) That one of the self-help anarchist who is also cocerned with
sevices, but argues that they should be locally rather than centrally
administered.The quality of the service in terms of the recipents is
seen as more important than the actual goods delivered. It also
arguedby some that centralized systems are in any case incapable
of delivering services toa diversified market. The solution is to
encouragesmall-scale self-buildprojets.
3) The marksist approach which is insists that there can be no
solutionuntilgovernment gains control over the free flows of capital
in the privatesector. Solutions depend on the politicalmobilizationof
theworkingclasses.
4) The approach of the pragmatistsand realists who consider that a
timid piecemeal solution is inevitable, and who are primarily
concernedto work out prciselywhat is and what is not feasible within
the existing political framework. Some people in theis camp even
insiststhatthe problem is not politicalat all.
5)The view put forward mainlyby people working on the ground that
the solution lies in encouraging local grass-roots activity, because
existing central and local government are incapable of , and/or
uninterestedin , coping with the needs of poor and deprived. The
mostimportantthing is to desire of local people to control their own
lives and work, and the need for them to 'discover their own
humanity'.Policies should aim to achieve people's aspirations rather
thentheotherway round.
6) The view of those who reject the bureaucratic encumbrances of
governmentcontrols, and believe in the encouragement of small
scale free enterprise activities , both community and capitalist
inspired.
7) The view of the 'one-off fixers', who want Lo put in consultants,
decideon priorities,timingand budget, and then send a task force in
Lo do thejob."
(Pahl,1977, p. 297-298)
Fora goodorganizationsome factors should be supplied. These are;
• Aninitiator,
An assessment fa the economIc potential
nonfundableand impossiblesolutions.
• A strategythat has mostly two or three parts and has a clearly defined
targets.
• Aproperlegaland financial frameworkthat prevents conflicts between the
developersand theplanningauthorities.
• A sensitiveapproach to local people. Their hopes should be learnt.
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Anaimof raisingpeople's livingstandards,widen theirclloice, improve~lousing,
environmentaland economic conditions providing public participation.
(Colquhoun,1994)
4.3.4.Tlte Effect of Urban Design in Regeneration
Regeneration is a process that has to be considered in urban design
scale.Urbandesign forms the hearthof the regenerationand a survivaltool for
tliecity(Barnett,1984).The importanceof urban design can be explainedwith
thedefinitionsgiven below.
"Urban design is a part of a visionary building process, a focus for
communityaction, and an affirmationof confidence in the potentialof a place
whichisattractiveto business investment".(Maccormac, 1993,p.3).
The integrationto the urban fabric, creation of livable places and the
increasein public quality can be provided with only urban design with three
dimensionalsolutions. The local characteristicsand the requirementsof local
communityshouldalso be determinedwitha realisticdesign.
Urbandesign is an effectivetool in improvingthe characteristicsof cities.
Infourways,urbandesign can help the cities.These are:
1)Quality(Improvequalityof life in city)
2)Transport(Efficient public transport in the city, adequate car parking
indowntownand good links to the nationalhighwaysystem).
3) Open Space (The good relation between the parks, plazas and open
andclosedgreenspace)
4)Townscape(The good designedand efficienttownscapeelements)
The design quality should be considered at first and given more
important.The qualitativeapproach to design and to regenerationmake people
moreenhanced with the development. For a better quality, the design
guidelinesforregenerationshould be as following:
"1) In relation to buildings , landscape and public places, a
soundmechanismfor maintenance is crucial to preserve both
amenityand investment.
2)Shotgunmarriagesbetween architectsand developers are a
recipefor disaster.Developer/architect competitionsshould be
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encouragedwllere tllere viable. Good arcllitectsneed to seek it
outup-and- coming developersand activelysell tlleir skills.
3) There should be a considerable diversity in architectural
approach,butwithina strongurbandesign framework.
4) Landscape should be a key ingredientin early preparationof
a designframeworkfor a development.
5) Defensibilityshould be high on any design check list. It's no
use producing a good-looking building in or landscape if it has
pocketsof indefensible space wtlich are an invitationto crime
andvandalism.
6) Effectivemec!lanismto maintainwell-designedbuildingsand
environment are a good investment, but are too seldom
adopted. In landscape at least, this is best achieved by
includingprovisionfor the first five years' maintenance in the
capitalbudget.
7) Conservation should be regarded as an integral part of tile
planningprocess, on a par with, for instance,density- not as II
thecreamon the top"
8) Continuing public involvement is a prerequisite for good
appearance and amenity, especially in housing. Poor
communicationis a recipe for disaster in urban regeneration
projects."(Aldous, 1988,p.14-17)
4.3.5.RegenerationProcess in USA
The redevelopmentand regenerationprojects are handled by the local
governmentsa mentioned in previous parts. Federal government provides
financefor technical assistance and the state governments have the
responsibilityto find a developer for the design and implementation.For this
aim,itestablishesa developmentauthority thatwill manage and redevelopthe
derelictareasin success.
Tile regenerationin USA has two branches.
1)Revitalizationof the downtownareas,
2)Neighbourhoodrenewal and housing. (Gordon, 1996)
Housingactivityis more significant in developed cities than the others
andis handed to a more wider extent and many housing regeneration
ojectshavebeendone.
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4.3.5.1.Waterfront Revitalization
Many downtowns are located on waterfronts. Therefore, downtown
revitalizationincludesthe developmentof thewaterfronts.The portcitiesof the
pasthaveobsoletewaterfrontstoday.The migration of shipping industry to
deepwaters to function better, the loss of smaller, locally based institutions
andthegrowthof large shippingorganizationscaused decaying and declineof
tilewaterfrontareas in 1950s. Generally, festival marketplaces were designed
fortheincreasein economy.(Breen, Rigby, 1994)
The private/public partnership is chosen for the investment in
regeneration.The ratio is generally 1 to 4.5 or 1 to 6.5. This partnership
betweenthe local governmentand the private sector is a very importantand
efficientfactorin revitalization.This was explainedas following:
''Themagicrecipe for urban revitalization...seemed to consist of
a new kind of creative partnership... between the city
governmentand the privatesector...relativelyfew strings were
attached.It also seemed to consist in a frank realization that
thedays of the urban manufacturingeconomy were over, and
thesuccess is consisted in finding and creating a new service
sectorrole for the centralcity. Bored suburbaniteswould come
in droves to a restored city that offp-redthem a quality of life
theycould not find in the shopping mall. Yuppies -or young
urbanprofessionals- would gentrify the blighted residential
areasclose to downtown, and inject their dollars into restored
boutiques,bars and restaurants. Finally, )he restored city
wouldactuallybecome a major attractionto tourists, providing
a neweconomicbase to the city.11
(Hall,1994,p. 47)
Consequently, revitalization of waterfronts brought new life and
employmentto the city centers. Also, the developmentsencouraged tourism
facilitiesonthewaterfronts.
4.3.6.Regenerationin England
Theneedfor regeneration In England was first occurred in 1972 with
the obsolescenceof the innercityareas. The governmentalinterventionsto the
ISsuehasbeendirectlyrelatedwith the encouragementof privatesector to be
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involved in the regeneration process. Many agencies and a large number of
rundingmeasures have been established for this aim. These agencies were
semiautonomousand centrallyaccountableinstitutions.These arrectedtherole
ortilelocal authorities.In addition to the agencies mentionedabove, National
UrbanRegenerationAgency (NURA), for tile provision of greaterfunds to the
agenciesto solve tile innercity problems, and The Urban Development
Corporations(UDC) for upliftingthe derelict industrialareas on the waterfront,
inlilecenter,have been established.(Taussil<,1996)
UDC's reponsibility zone included water related features as derelict
docks,rivers, sea, estuaries and canals.The development control and the
compulsorypurchasepowers made the UDC owner of inuch of the land in their
lesponsibilityareas.
UDC got funds from the governmentfor the acquision, purchase and
reclaimationof land and to improvethe environmentand the developmenton
lheseareas. The local governments were disabled in their works as they
couldnotget more grants for other municipalityservices. It was said thatUDC
wasnOll-democraticas it was not in relation with the local governmentsand
lhelocalcOlllmunityfor tlleir requirements.(Savitch, 1995)
4.3.6.1.Waterfront Revilalization
Tile waterfrontdeveloprnentgives clues about theregenerationpolicies.
Therearemainlyriverside and docl<sidedevelopments.UDC is in charge of
manyUI ball waterfrontregeneration projects. The mixed-use developments
lakeplaceincluding housing, offices, workshops, hotels, small wharehouse
unils,leisurebuildings as cinemas, cafes, restaurants,etc. The quality varies
allhougllthereis no shortage of finance. The reason of t!lis is the prioritiesof
developersand financiers being more importantthan the design qualities,and
publicneeds.
Tilereis a market-ledapproach to the regenerationprocess. "Funding
lrompublicresources is largely only available to support private sector
developmenta d a small amountby housing associations. The social tasks are
Ilcenledwithbringing derelict land bacl< into use and in this way to
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slrenghtenthe urban economy as a whole. Few of the projecLshave had any
objectiveswhich involve a local community.
4.3.7.Regenerationin Europe
Tile industrialization and technological changes also aFFecLedthe
Europeancountriesand cities. The replacementof old industrialplantscaused
derelictlands.Same problemsoccured but thesolutionswere differentthanthe
USA'sand England's. In Europe, there is a strategic planning and greater
publicinvestmenton the regeneration areas. On the contrary, in USA and
Englandtllereare marl<et-IedaIJproaclles and marketForceson theseareas.
111 Europeancountries,"the politiciansand planners perceivetlleir cities
assillgleentities.National and City governmentshave made public funding
avilableto stimulate investmentfor the reFurbislHllentof the existing built
environlllentand for the provision of new infrastructureat all levels- roads,
railways,public transport, public buildings and spaces, housing and
eJlvilollInent".(Colquhoun, '1994,p.115).
Centraland Local governmentsprovide funds Forregeneration. There
isaEuropeanUnion that provides European Regional DevelopmentFund for
Ihereductionof imbalance in lhe communityand European Social Fund for
promotingjobs. The criteria for funding is the income level per head in the
region.Itmustbe below 75 per cent of the Communityaverage.
IThompson,1992)
4.3.7.'1.Regenerationin Netherlands
1/1 Netharlandsregeneration has political priority and renewal of older
residentialareas tal<esplace in many large cities. These areas can either be
klcatedonwaterfrontsor in otherparts of tile cities.
Rollerdarnwhere docl<s,ship building and transshippingfacilities were
oncemoreimportant,now is regenerating this sites. The policy is radical and
kllUlislic.Thestrategiesare based on thecreationof commercialand business
opportunitiesinthecitycenterand also meetingall social needs.
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The regenerationplan is suppotedby the effectivelymanaged planning
system,so that the strategiesbecomecomplementary.There is a strongsocial
orientationin regeneralion that is rooted from the salTle belief that the
politiciansand the local communityhave abouttile city's image.
In Amsterdam,regenerationhas been done for the provision of social
housingareas for the low income groups. The old wflarehouses built between
170R and 1829 have converted into social housing in Entrepotdol<.The
haditionalstreetpatternswere preservedand pedestrianwalkways and shops
wereproposedalong Ulese walkwaysalong thewaterfront.(Colquhoun, 1994)
f N~lJ/I1,,,kl
2 Entrcputdok
J Grofe Will'nbl/rg
4 Molhrrs' HUl/I!'
5 (l'l1trill Stillion
FiguretI.6. The UrbanFabric Patternof Amsterdam
ISoUlce:l.,Colquhoun,"U ban Regeneration",M.I.T.Press, USA, 1994,p.125)
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Figure4.7.Wharehousingat Entropotdok
(Source:I., Colquhoun,"Urban Regeneration",M.I.T.Press, USA, 1994,p.125)
4.3.7.2.Regeneration in Italy
Genoa is one most' important ports in both Italy and Mediterranean
coasLTile replacementof the shipping industry created an attractivepublic
placewiththetransformationof theharbourto exhibitioncenter in 1992.
1 rhp niqn
2.Cuvered pr!rfofllliJnCe
illP,l
3eollon w,lrdlOll';p.
t1 AqUiJriull1
igure4.8.TllI~ExhibitionCenter Developmentin Genoa Harbour
oUlce:l.,Colquhoun,"UrbanRegeneration",M.1.T.Press,USA,1994,p.'141)
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Renzo Piano designed Genoa."His schemecombinednew construction
withthe restorationof the existing historic buildings." (Crulcl~shank,1993,
p.38)The 8igo is a performancearea which lIas a tent roof above. The callan
wharehousewas converted into a conference center. Aquarium is a new
buildingin the formof a ship in the area with galleries, bridges and funnels in
i1.
4.3.7.3.Regeneration in France
The relocation of the heavy industry in Paris made regeneration
availablein these abondoned parts. TIle projectsgenerallywere parl~projects
illIIlecitycenter, along the River Seine. The aim of these projects was to
improvetile quality of the derelict lands. The designs preserved the
sheetscapesand involved housing, commerceand public spaces. The plans
encouragedthe private investment and proposed public spaces such as
palks,prornenades,squares, riverfronts,city blocks, passages between them.
(SavitclJ,1995)Pare de Bercy (Fig. 4.9.) and Parc de la Vil/elle (Fig.4.1O.)have
galleunderrevitalization process in some parts. The regenerationprojectsall
havea samecharacteristic that Lhey respecLLa naLureand to the cultural ,
imageandtheheritageof thecity.
igure4. 9. Parc de Bercy- Paris
Source:I.,Colquhoull,"Urban Regeneralion",M.I.T.Press, USA,1994, p.149)
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Figure4.10.Pal c de la Villette-Paris
Source:!.,Colquhoun,l.,"UrlJan Regeneration", M.I.T.Press, USA, 1994, p.154)
4.4.The Types of Urban Regeneration (Redevelopment) Projects
The waterfronts have different characleristics and require 10 be
redevelopedaccording to tlleir properties to supply tile needs of the public. The
walerfrontregeneration process includes many types of projecls that give
varyingcharacleristics.
A walerfront redevelopment projecl should include a sensitive,
qualitativeand a harmonious design within the project area (including tile
walerbody)and the surrounding land. It has to reflect tile environmental values
havinganeducational role in the city.
Thewaterfront development projects can be listed as following:
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• TheCulturalWaterfront
Artistic,cultural, educational installations, including public art, aquariums,
founlains.
• TheEnvironmentalWaterfront
Shorestabilizalion,wetlandpreservation.
• -I hellistoricWaterfront
Maritimepreservation, adaptive re-use, lighthouse and ferry preservation
andwharehouseconversions.'
• TheMixed-useWaterfront
Combinationof housing, retail, office, restaurants,market, and/or cultural
spaces.
• TheRecreationalWaterfront
Parks,walkwaysand boatingfacilities.
• TheResidentialWaterfront
Resorts.
• TheWorkingWaterfront
Commercialfishing,boat repair,heavy industryand portuses.
(Breen,Rigby,1994)
4.4.1.The Cultural Waterfront Development
Urbanwaterfront offers many things for the public happiness. The
calmnessof water,summerbreeze, recreationaland commercialactivitiesare
echoicesthat make public relieved and enjoyed. These public oriented
lelfronlsare the places of relaxalion creating culturally attractive
vironrnenIs.
Anaquarium,a thealre,a fountain,art galleries can be the focal pointof
urbanwalerfront.The National Aquarium in Baltimore(figure4.12) and the
bourfrontinToronto,Canada, (figure4.13).
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Figure4.11. The Nalional Aquariumin Baltimore
(Source: A., Breen, 0, Rigby, "Wa[elflOn[s, Cities Reclaim T!leir Edge,",
Me.GrawHill Inc., N.Y., 1994, P.53 )
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4.4.2.The Environmental Waterfront Development
Environmentalsensitivityin urban waterfrontsincreasedas the result of
increasein water pollution,damage in water and land ecosystemsalongwater.
This situationspeeded up theenvironmentalpreservationeffortsand Witll this
aimwaterfrontsare designed for shore stabilization,against erosion, and for
thepreservationof wetlands, tile water catchmentareas of tile waterbodies.
ManyIdnds of environlllentalwaterfrontdeveloplllent can take place such as
tileredevelopmentof a diminishedsllOrelinebeach to a r'ecreationarea, or a
distulbed wetland to a part of office project along a river. The wetland
restorationcasted about $75.000dollarsfor of land for office, car parkingand
wetlands.
Figure4.13. The Plan of The Forest Parl<Beacll Shoreline
(Source:A, Breen, 0, Rigby, "Waterfronts, Cities Reclaim Their Edge,",
MC.GrawHill Inc., N.Y., 1994,p. 61)
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Figure4.14. The Office Project in Connetlicul
(Source:A., Breen, 0, Rigby, "vVa[etflDl7[s, Cities Reclaim Their Edge,",
MC.GrawHilllnc.,N.Y., 1994,p. 70)
4.4.3.The Historic Waterfront Development
Walerfronlshave special fealureswhich requirespreservalion.Buildings
andolller struclures providing unique characler to the waterfront deserve
belleruse.It includesall kinds of preservationrelatedwith features in sea and
onland.The adaplive reuse of abandoned wharehouse and the induslrial
slruclureson rivers and on walerfronls regenerated the waler's edge.
Generally,social housing and mixed-use (relail, office and condominiums)
allraclionplaces were designed. The Queen's Quay Terminal in Toronto
Harbourfronlis a good example of this kind. (Figures 4.16, 4.17). The
hansformalioncosled $50.5mil/ion in 1983 for a 8.2 ha. area, including 72
condominiumsand 1.4ha. of retailspace.
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Figure4.',g. The Old Abondoned Whare/lOuse in Queen's Quay Terrnina/
(Source:A, Breen, 0, Rigby, "~VateI1ro(/ts,Cities Reclaim Their Edge,",
MC.GrawHill Inc., N.Y., 1994, p. 104)
Figure4.1(;.The New Transformation Proposal of Wllarellouses
(Source:A., Breen, 0, Rigby, "Waterfronts, Cities Reclaim Their Edge,",
MC.GrawIIill Inc., N.Y., 199'1,p.103)
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4.4.4.The Mixed-use Waterfront Development
Waterfronts are the basis of many activities. The mixed-usage of
facilitiesactivateand enhance people and empowerthe area itself.The mixed-
usewaterfrontincludes t/ Ie mix-useof retail,housing, office and culturalplaces
andsoon.
The Granville Island Redevelopment in Canada is a mixed-use
developmentof commercialand culturaluses in old industrial district.The old
craneslen , gives clues about the past. It costed $70 million for aboul 42
acres.Also, Darling harbou in Sydney Australia had the transformationof old
induslrialharbourarea lo a mixed-useof office, retail and cultural facilities. It
castedaboul $ 2.5 billion of which $853 million from public finance and $1.6
billionfromtheprivateinvestmentfor 148.2acres of land.
Figure4."1"1. The Plan of The Mixed-use Waterfronl f~edeveloprnelltin Sydney
(Source:A., Breen, D, Rigby, "Wale/fronts, Cities Reclaim Their Edge,",
c.GrawHill Inc.,N.Y, 1994, p.145)
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Figure4.18. The New Harbourfrontin Sydney
(Source:A., Breen, 0, Rigby, "Wale/fronls, Cities Recfaim Their Edge/',
Mc,GrawHill Inc., N.Y., 1994,p. 147)
4.4.5.TheRecreational Waterfront Development
r~apidurbanizatiollwith the intensiveeffectsof industryin coastal cities
mainlycausedhighrisedevelopmentsSo, waterfrontland being more allraclive
areasfilledwith high rise structures.The need for parks, walkways and ollier
water-relatedfacilitiescause 1I1eredevelopmentof waterfrontsfor recreational
basis.
The CharlestonWaterfront Park Developmentin Charleston, in South
Carolinais one of the most allractive and beller quality development.Public
palticipatianincreasedthe qualityof the environmentand the success of the
project.I casted$ 13.5millionofwhich 80% was public finance for an area of
12acresincludingpishingpier,promenadeand wharfdevelopments.
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Figure4.19.The Charlesloll WalerfrontPark Developmenl
(Source:A, Breen, 0, Rigby, "Waterfronts, Cities Reclaim Their Edge,",
MC.GrawHill Inc., N.Y., '1994,p, 187)
4.4.6.TheResidential Waterfront Development
Waler gives lire to every living thing, from micro organisms to human
beings. Fornlanyyears people lived wilh waler and still need being withwaler.
The allractivityof waterfronts encouraged people to live along walerbodies.
Many residentialunits 'lave been built willI this aim and also, housing took
lacein adaptivere-use of the walerfront areas. Apart from lhe housing in
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urbancenters tile residential areas of resorts formed tile residential
waterfronts.Secondaryhousingdemandsupportedthisuse.
The Harbour Town in SOUl~l Carolina is a sensitive residential
redevelopmentproject. It is sensitive to the shoreline structuresas dunes and
largeamountof open spaces have been providedin the area. Itwas about 100
acresofresidentialland.
Figure4.20.The Residenlial Waterfrontin Harbour Town in South Carolina
ISource:A., Breen, D, Rigby, "Wale/fron(s, Cilies Reclaim Their Edge,",
Mc.GrawHill Inc., N.Y., 1994, p. 263)
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4.4.7.The Worl<ingWaterfwnt Development
Worl<ingplaces on walerfronls are generallyblockedoff the pedestrians
accessto the water's edge alld preventedUIe city view at ground level, and
almostfrom third or fourth levels. The perceptionof the waterbodybecomes
impossible.The redevelopmentof waterlronl lo a workingwaterfronlshould be
designedonly by way of creating commercial fishing, ship building
museumsandolher facilitieson old docks, elc.
The Fishermen's Terminal in Seatlle, Washinglon, IS a commercial
fishingarea which provides both physical and visual access to the waler's
edge.The lolal cosl is $9.4 millionfor the developmenlof 25 acres of land and
50acresof waler, and completedin 1988.
Figure4.2f. The Plan of The Fisher's Terminal
(Source:A., Breen, 0, Rigby, "Waletirollls, Cities Reclaim 7heir Ec/ge,",
MC.Gr8w Hill Inc.,N.Y., '1994, p. 3-'0)
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f-igure4.22_.The Fisher's Terminal
(Source:At Breen, 0, Rigby, IIWaterfronts, Cities Reclaim Their Edge,",
MC.GrawHill Inc., N.Y., 1994, p. 307)
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4.5.The Four Notable Urban Waterfront Redevelopments
Many urban waterfronts have been redeveloped and replanned. The
mostimportant waterfront redevelopments took place; The Battery Park City
Development,in New York, The London Docklands Redevelopment, in London,
TheCilarieston Navy Yard Redevelopment, in Boston and The Harbourfront
Redevelopment,in Toronto. These projects are important as tile results are
interestingand helpful for further applications in different parts of tile waterfront
areas.
4.5.1.The Comperative Analysis of The Four Projects
TIle table below gives the comparative analysis of the projects according
tothedeterminedcriteria for waterfront development projects.
1able4.1. The Comparison of The Four Notable Projects
Properties BatteryParkDocklands CharlestonHarbourfront
City
Project,Project, N vyYProject,
New York
Lond nProject, B stonT ronto
Result
SuccessMixF ilure
Areal
NearWorld2200ha.of 42h .f37 ha. of c ntr l
Information
Tr dC ntervac nt histo icaln valurbwaterfront,
on landfill area,
cklands,s ip r ,n ld waterfront
Rotted Piers
Ab nd nedap ,derelic
Docklands
Sh yw r house ,
Close to CBD
Harbourfront
Corporation
Close to CBD
Boston
Redevelopment
Authority
Close to CBD
Battery Park
City Authority
Close to CBD
London
Docklands
Development
Authority
Mixed-use, Mixed-use, Mixed-use, Mixed-use,
offices and commercial commercial commercial area
high,middle area and area and and housing
incomehousing housing housing
1)To change the image of the waterfront from (silence and death)
obsolete, isolated port-related activity areas abandoned waterfront
buildingsas the resultof technologicalchanges to attractivesites.
2)To change the image of isolation in these areas by increasing the
accessibility to these areas in order to increase the visibility and
meaningof these places.
CommonAims
Development
Type
Development
Authority
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ContinuedfromTable 4.1. The Comparisonof The Four NotableProjects
As waterfront
buildings are less
than 50 years old
some poor
conditioned
warehouses and
grain elevators
were demolished,
some industrial
buildings in good
condition have
gone under
adaptive-reuse for
publicuse.
Built new park
and promenade
close to the city
center.
public spaces are
provided but
human scale is
not considered in
high rise
development at
second period of
development.
Over development
and high profile ,
visible but isolated
places form the
symbolic
structure.
projects as symbols of
A shipyard park
has priorly
provided public
access.
Most isolated of
all and had no
identity at first.
Apartments and
condominiums
for poors and
singles are the
symbols and
had tile image
of silence.
Preservation,
Adaptive re-use
to of old historical
buildings
and open space
Preservation,
Old
warehouses
desirable
residentialuse
had already
esplanades and
parks along
in rivers and no
demand for
public access
areas as no
commercial and
cultural uses
were expected
in docklands.
The area is
decided to be
redeveloped as
a working area.
industrial-
commercial
activity area
close to city
with private
investment on
the site for
development by
LDDC.
Used rehabilitation
redevelopment
New
development on
new land fill
area
(Parks and
access) public
spaces are
firstly provided
by the authority
before private
development
was completed.
Conscious of
public benefits
and public
spaces.
Development of
tangible
esplanade,
parks
residential
areas, winter
garden between
office blocks,
museum and
high school for
more public
use.
Common
Property
Symbolic
Content
Public Access
Development
Method
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ContinuedfromTable 4.1. The Comparison of The Four NotableProjects
Light rapid transit
changed the
image of isolation.
Developed new
Inaccessible
before but light
rail provided
access later.
used
abandoned
railway viaducts
for the
construction of
railway.
All upgraded the infrastructureand added new roads and utilities in
order to attractprivateinvestment.
payments from national grants Funds from funds from
agency and its and subsidies statesubsidies provincialsubsidy
developers for and developer
pedestrian cash for
bridges subway.
All used below elementsfor the controland managementof quality:
*plans and developmentframeworks,
*phasingplans
*provisionof the public spaces
*developerselection
*thedesign review process
*propertymanagementstrategy
management
Investmentsfor
Infrastructure
London Used and improved existing
suffered from infrastructurefor access.
lack of
transportation,
as roads and
railways have
not been
permitted along
the waterfrontin
order to prevent
theftand control
vehicular
movements,
and the new
roads did not
supply the
needs as they
did not reach to
the citycenter.
have great regional transportationinfrastructure.
Railways and highways that were extended inwards to the city center
preventingaccess to thewaterfront.
The Pedestrian Historical structures improved
of bridges and access and the image of the site.
railway (Ferry in Boston)
provided people
to reach the
area.
Using Existing used existing
Facilities transit facilities
Common
Properties
Infrastructure
Changing
Image
Isolation
Improving
Accessibility
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ContinuedfromTable 4.1. The Comparison of The Four NotableProjects
Urban design
applications
and master
plan
developmentat
first
Adopted urban
design
guidelines
Not adopted urban design guidelines and going to
failure undei:;tood tile importance of urban design
but as in Toronto design quality could not been
achieved in most.
4.5.2.Experience Gained from The Projects
Thenegativesof the projectscan give clues about what to be done.
lhenegativeways can be listedas following:
• couldnot provided sufficientpublic access to the waterfrontand agencies
havenotconsidered the uniquecharacteristicsof thesites as microclimate,
lessnoise,views and relaxationeffectof water.
(InLondonand Boston,water'sedge was underprivatecontrol.)
• Applicationof multiplesite projectsand the inefficiencyof the detailedplans
resultedwithno public spaces and social benefitareas created.
• Lessimportancegiven to existinginfrastructureand new roads could not be
financed(in London), but in N.Y. the existing transportationwas used and
successwas the result.
Therefore,The issues that have to be considered In redevelopment
projectscanbe listedas following:
• Urban design is neededfor determining the balance between the
developmentflexibilityand the public needs and demands.
• Urbandesignshould focus on the qualityof public space togetherwith the
designguidelines for buildings and make sure that public spaces will be
andarebeingdeveloped.
• Designingin small parts in detail in integrationwith the designer planners,
architects,landscapeengineers,etc. ( A multidisciplinaryprocess)
• Existinguses in and out of the site, infrastructureand other factorsthatcan
affectthedevelopmentshould be determined.
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• No platformsshould be designedfor direct access fromstreetto the water's
edge.Everythingmustbe on ground level.
• Openspaces should be designed, not the buildings.
• A planningprocess, waterfrontdesign and urban design are needed for a
successfulproject.
• Qualityof public spaces, future land use and political support should be
foreseenbefore the redevelopment.
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Figure4.24.The CharlestonNavy Yard Development
(Source:Gordon,D., L., A., "Planning, Design and Managing Change In Urban
WaterfrontRedevelopment,TPR, 3, USA, 1996,p.277)
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Figure4.25.BatteryPark City Plan
(Source:A.,Breen, D, Rigby, "Waterfronts, Cities Reclaim Their Edge", Mc. Graw Hill
Inc.,NY, 1994,p.281)
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Figure4.26.WaterfrontEsplanade in BatteryPark City
(Source:D. L.A., Gordon, "Planning, Design an Managing Change in
WaterfrontRedevelopment",TPR, 3, USA, 199R, p. 268)
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Chapter 5
WATERFRONT REGENERATION PROCESS
Waterfronts are the necklaces of cities. They require special attention,
soas part of the regeneration process, the design and development period
mustbe kept an eye on and examined. As important as the project, the
implementationproblemshould be solved. Hence , the specialized engineering
and the assessments of economic feasibility must be supplied. The
landowners,private or public and the government I municipality must be
involvedin these affairs, and the public mustbe informed.As a result, in order
toproceedin development an overall plan should be done by the local
authorityas a guide.
5.1.Advantages Of Development Of Waterfronts
The developmentof waterfrontsbring many benefits to the city socially
andeconomically.With the new development,
• tax-baseincreases,
• employmentincreases,
• social well being of a community diversified and enhanced.
(Colquhoun,1994)
"Places for public use and enjoyment can be provided for which
contributeto civic pride, an improved community image and enhanced
economicadvantages" (Breen, Rigby, 1987,p.3)
As defined above there are two types of benefits that the development
provides.These are the economic benefitsand the social benefits.
The economic benefits occur with filling the gap in waterfrontwhich is
underusedor vacant. It acts as a catalyst strengtheningthe economic base of
thearea. Everyone gets a share from the development. For example, the
constructionof new shops, marinas, offices, hotels means new and more tax
revenuesand job opportunities for the municipality but the area was an
undevelopedone, therewill be additionalcosts, and these mustbe considered.
Ifthereis an industryalready located at the waterfront,in addition to the new
development,he benefitsfromthe industryshould be foreseen.
Although the economic benefit is importantthe waterfronts should be
usedforthe sake of people, not just for unique enterprisesand notfor activities
actingas separators (trafficroutes etc.). If a waterfrontprovidescitizens goods
andservices, it will be a liveable place in the city and attractmore people of
bothcityand the country.Besides, some activities prepares a differentscent at
waterfront.Commercial fishing fleet, shipping industryact as an authenticuse
ofwaterfrontand give a magnificent taste and be an attractionpoint in the
communityand for the visitors.
Besides the local citizens, visitors are also involved in the question of
waterfrontuse. As tourism is very important in cities, waterfronts can be
handledmorecarefully. As mentionedabove, creating enhanceable places for
locals,meansprovision of increased tourism potential.So, in order to benefit
fromtourismeconomically,size of the waterfront,type of the waterbodyand the
marketandregionalfactors, one by one mustbe handed in a careful way. They
affectthetourismpotentialin the city.
Also, the development of an urban waterfront can strengthen the
altractivenessof the region as well as the city, so that the number of visitors
andasa result,the incomegained fromthatarea increases too.
Thewaterfronts,if well developed, can improve the image of the city
andeven of the region. Many social benefits can be obtained with
development.To achieve, threeways can be applied.
1) The recreational facilities can be increased with providing some
portunitiesfor boaters, swimmers, cyclists, runners and walkers at water's
e.Waterfrontat Mustafa Kemal Boulevard although lacks of greenery,
ovidessomeof these. People run, ride their bicycles, walk in any timeof day
itis knownthat the sea water is not clear. But, it is obvious that people
dsuchplacesespeciallynear water.
2) Constructionof promenades and improvement of access to the
terfrontby clearing up the vehicular traffic problems and creating safer,
pedestrian areas and routes. The water's edge may also be
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advantageousboth for the administration and community. Greenery and
pedestrianoriented facilities make the waterfront more active and attractive.
Peopleenjoy, relax and share many things at that places. It can be ~ contact
point;a place to see each other, a place to talk.
While creating these kinds of areas the developer must think of
additionaladequate services in that area. Or else, can cause some social
ploblemswhile solving others, and also can increase the density.
Places like waterfronts can becomejoyful and spiritual places as tlley
provideface to face contact. A growth in community spirit and a renewed
senseof identitycan be promotedby providingmore space and opportunityfor
increasedpersonal contactsand for special events.
3) The third one of the social benefits is safety from traffic of all kinds
andfromhazards such as a deteriorated shoreline. These can be achieved
throughdevelopingthe edge.
Safety is important because more people will be on the waterfront in
relationwithothers. If trafficis allowed in the area danger occurs and insteadof
enjoyingthemselves,tlley try to take of themselves and the noise of vehicular
traffic,noisystreetsannoy them.
As a result of developing the waterfront,both the city and the citizens
canbepleasedto have such pedestrianizedand calm, plentifulwaterfront.The
trialsofdevelopmentof waterfront in izmir can not solve the problems. We
havetheseI<indsof areas along the urban waterfrontbut with one difference;
lhetrafficways passing parallel to the waterfrontare so strong that it is very
hardtoreachtile edge (althoughtllere is place for the pedestrians).I\lso, there
arenobarriersbetweenthe streetand the pedestrianizedpart. Relaxation and
calmnessleavetheirplaces to noise and stress.
.2.Planning Process at Waterfronts
Waterfrontregeneration includes three parts; Tile Waterfront Planning,
WaterfrontDesignand Urban Design stages.
Planningprocess depends upon the individual circumstances in eadl
lerfrontcity. Although they have different characteristics the planning
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processshould be the same. As the design of a small unit at waterfrontis the
partof the whole development, the planning process, in short, will be
mentionedbefore the design period.
The waterfrontplanningprocess is schematizedas following;
The Waterfront Planning Process
START (pre-Development Period)
Determinationof Jurisdictions
Definingthe Project Area
Provision of Public Involvement
Developmentof Goals
EXAMINATION OF THE PROJECT AREA(Pre-Development Period)
Identificationof Potential and Constraints
Determinationof Users and Needs
Developmentof Objectives
Preparationand Selection of AlternativeConcept Plans
IMPLEMENTATION(Development Period )and
MANAGEMENT (Post-DevelopmentPeriod)
Programming
.Changing Municipal Policies
Determinationof Initiatives
Operation and Maintenance
Project Development
Project Management
Figure5.1 The Waterfront Planning Process
Source: Ministry of Municipal Affairs, "Urban Waterfronts planning and
Pevelopmenf',4, 1987,p.8)
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given by a
waterfront
5.2.1. Starting a Waterfront Development
A waterfront project begins with the decision especially
municipality.A municipality generally decides to pursue
developmenti below situations:
•adesireto promoteeconomicdevelopmentand tourism.
•demandsfor improved recreational facilities, which may come from local
communitygroups.
• tileneedto respond to a privatesectordevelopmentproposal.
•ahightenedenvironmentalawareness on the partof thegeneral public.
•anexodusof industryfromthewaterfrontleavingvacantor derelictsiles.
•developmentactivityon adjacent lands or changes of land use in adjacent
areas.
(The Ministryof MunicipalAffairs, 1987)
Arterdecidingto develop,determinationof jurisdictionsand thedefinition
ofIheprojectarea must be done in order to develop goals of the community
andgathersome basic informationabout the waterfront area. Providing the
publicinvolvement,the identificationof the specific objectivesfor development
canbedone.
5.2.1.1.Determination of Jurisdictions
Transportationfunction and the location at tile interface between land
walermakewaterfrontsthe most regulatedof lands. In order to place any
inslallationsor revitalize the waterfrontapprovals must be obtained from
municipalityand from the other responsible institutionsand organizations.
lawsrelatedwith waterfronts also permit or prohibit the actions on the
er'sedge.The laws determinethe situationand place of the development
olherinterventionsIn Ontario, Canada, for example, in order to mal<enew
elopmentshere are agencies to get advice and be controlled by. They
inplayan importantrole in gelling permission for installation.(Colquhoun,
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According to the pros and cons of the project area, relaled laws and
responsibleorganizations take place in the development period wilh their
opinions.Some lands along waterfront have uses lhat are regulated by
federaluthority.In these cases, not only local authoritybut federal authority
areconcerned.They have to work out togetherto delerminethe new uses and
howlhe area will be developed in case of development.Differentauthorities
havedifferentresponsibility areas and to obtain a successful project and
developmenttheyshould work in harmony.
5.2.1.2.Determinationof The Waterfront Development Area
The c1arificalionof various jurisdictions is followed by the definition of
Ulewaterfrontarea in question.
There are some factors In the detenTllnatlonof the project area. A
comparisonwith alternative sites should be made. The factors given below
~louldbeexplainedbriefly.
• Generallocation
• Cosloflandacquisition
POlentialdirriculliesin assembly
Specialuse restrictionsand regulalorcontrols.
Polentialcompatibilityof surroundingland uses.
Requirementsfor supportingpublic improvements.
Unusedsite conditions that can provide special opportunities or cause
problems.
Thesizeandtheshape of the site.
theproperlyownerswillingness to sell or lease thepropertyor to participate
financiallyindevelopmentor as a threat.(Wrenn, 1983,p.80)
Thedefinedarea should be large enough to include uses that would
beindirectlyaffectedby waterfrontdevelopment.(They can support and
orceeach other.) Pedestrian and vehicular Iinl<smust be shown and
slood.
\.
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In planning process, the waterbodydeterminesthe shape and extentof
lhewaterfrontarea. For example, along rivers both banks are, but on a bay,
lilewhole bayfront is included. The extensions into the water ITlUStbe
consideredin different dimensions. In this case, regulations are the basic
direclorsand advisors.
5.2.1.3.Encouragement of Public Participation
A waterfrontdevelopment process involves a large number of interest
groupsand this makes the situation very complex. The landowners in the
projectarea, tile whole communityand representativesof organizations such
asThe Chambers of Architecls, The Chambers of City Planners, The
Chambersof Environmental Engineers, etc. must be contacted and got
pellnissionfromsome and involvedthroughoutthe process. If conflictsoccur in
pinions,municipalitytries to develop polic:es with the opinions of tile majority
ofthe local residents, property owners and the business people. The
lIlunicipalitycannotafford developmentso, privateenterprisemustbe attracled
andinvolvedin theevent.
In many waterfront cities abroad, a planning advisory committee is
establishedto review planning policy and new land use proposals. Also, it can
lacililalepublicdebate and provide the co-ordination of the communityin tile
planningprocess.If there is no council as defined above, this work mentioned
Iscaniedonby the local council that is assisted by the planninggroup. 'n
ordertoget the public involved in the process, public meetings, workshops,
surveys,walkingtours in thearea should be done.
5.2.1.4.Establishing Goals
Afterdefiningthe boundaries of the project area, goals should be set.
segoalsshould be approved by the members of general public and the
r interestgroups. While establishing the goals the ambitions of the
1I11unity,theirrequirements,the benefits and advantages that the city and
publicwillhavemustbe considered. They have to be general and provide
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longtermdirectionfor the improvementof lhe walerfront.So, some of lhe goals
slaledare:
, tocrealean accessible walerfronl
, 10 makewalerfronls liveableand allractivepublic spaces
, 10 provide new employment opporlunities wilh new developments or
revitalizedareas near or on thewalerfront
, toincreasethe level of lourism
, 10 protectexistingwaterfrontindustry
Inaddition10 these;
, 10 increaserecreationareas especially using water
, tocreatespecial interactionplaces
, 10 clarifythe imageof thearea/cily
, toperformeducativerole for lhe community
, 10 provideregularlyplanned and public orienled places,
canbelisted.
The humanization of waterfronls is striclly required in densely
developing,chaoticcities, and it should begin on walerfronts.
.2. Analysisof the Waterfront Development Area
Thephysicalfeatures, present and potentialusers, ownersbip patterns,
usepatternsare to be searched and found oul before the development.
I existingplanmustbe revised to be able to apply theprojectto lhat area.
Whilethesludies on development going on, some short IeI'mland use
'sionsandcontrol mecllanis/Tlsare applied to regulale uses in the area.
andregulationsmake easier the inlerim conlrols on the area and
r81Yuses are encouraged and placed in time of transition. So, the
ysisincludes:
Neighbouringlandand waler uses.
Access10 thesiteby lJighway or railroad.
Waterresourcecharacterislics.
Shorelineconfigurationand erosion potential.
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• Soiland subsoil conditions.
• Extremeclimaticvariations.
• Viewsof and fromthesite.
• Pedestriancirculation
• Thetypeand locationof utilityservices
• Districtivenaturalor culturalfeatures.(Wrenn, 1983,p,82)
5.2.2.1.Identifying Potential and Constraints of The Project Area
Identification of the potentials and constraints of the project area is
madeby gathering detailed information about the development and the
surrounding.
The first potential is the uniqueness of waterfront.Eacll waterfronthas
differentpeculiaritiesand may have other propertiesthatcome up as potential
usesto create a useful waterfront. Specialities can be the result of tile
walerfrontlocation.The locationalpotentialcan be listed in threeparts;
1)Locationon a waterbody: Being on a particularwaterbody provides
somespecialphysical characteristics to ttle waterfront.High cliffs rnal~estile
walerfrontor the riverfrontunique.
2) Regional Location: Tile importanceof the waterfrontmay occur with
lIsregionallocation. For example, an industrial port, a recreational boating
cenler,a greatculturalcenter may be atlractivenot for only the city itself but
fortheregionalso.
3) Beingnear or being part of a downtown:The crowded activityareas,
~ersandgreatbuildingsof downtownattractsmore people;both residentsand
Ill! visilors.
Indesignperiod, if the special features and potentialsare not defined,
I1e newdesign may provide the occasion for a community to assess its
lappedpotentialas well as to improvetheexistingresources of tile area.
Ofcourse,it is notcer1ainthateverywaterfrontcan/will becomea tourist
actionpoint. In these circumstances the aim is not to be increase the
Iberof visitors, but to satisfy the requirements of tile residents in
lomicalmeaning.This is mentionedas; "The potentialfor improvementor
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revitalizationmay lie in the enhancementof its existingopportunities,in order
tocaterbetter to the needs of local residents. For this, reason, the principal
functionsof the waterfront should be evaluated at the outset, so that
improvementscan be chosen which are both practicaland economicallyviable
inthecontextof the particularcornmunity."(Brennet aI., 1980,p.16).
If the waterfront is not appropriatefor the tourist facilities, the principal
functionshould be determined.Ttlese may be a port , a local recreational
area,a transportationcenter, a commercial-culturalfacilityarea etc. for the use
ofcommunity.The project can be applied with the determinationof potentials
butheessential thing is to learn the physical characteristics,special features
ofthewaterfront.Else, the estimations could be complete or sometimes the
areamaybe in bad conditionsbecause of unfitteduses.
The inventoryof the physical characteristicsof thewaterfront includes;
• "Landuse
• Uniquefeatures
• Environmentallysensitiveareas
• Significantnaturalfeatures
• Engineeringstructures
• Buildings, public and private
• Beachingand relatedfacilities
• VacantI underutilizedspaces
• Parking
• Roads and sidewalks
• Recreationalresources I facilities
• Streetfurniture/lighting"(TheMinistryof MunicipalAffairs,1987,p.16)
Inorderto reach to correct solutions the detailedexaminationof the area
mustbedone by gathering whole informationabout the list above. Also the
problemsof existingfacilities and uses must be considered in the repairment
andimprovement.
Ingeneral,the use of shoreline space, buildings and the water, as well
ascondition,locationand design qualities should be evaluated.At this point if
landowners,boaters, and other waterfont users provincial agencies have an
acliverole, it would be more useful for the design and development.Other
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specializedstudies such as traffic patterns , environmental concerns and
conditionsshould be studied underthis topi~to get the moreuseful project.
5.2.2.2. Determination Of Users And Their Needs
After the analysis of the site finishes the second step begins. Once
foundoutwhat to be done at the waterfront. For whom the developmentthe
questionmust be .The users, the residents, business and industry and their
needsdirectly influence the development. On the other hand the potential
usersvariesaccording to the aims statedbeforehand.
So theusers and needs can be separated intotwo parts.
1-Local residents& theirneeds housing ,jobs, shippingand recreation.
2-Tourists and visitorsand theirneeds
Accommodation on land or water, shopping ,etc. (The Ministry of
MunicipalAffairs, 1987)
The divisions of these two categories may not be always possible
because,thewaterfrontmay not Ilave tile potentialto attractvisitors , and this
havetobeestimatedbefore the design process.
Inthisperiod the municipality,after identifyingthe users must mal~ethe
analysisof ;
Theexistingwaterfrontfacilities and the attractions
A profileof the present users (age, income, place of residence, frequency
ofuse,amountof moneyspent, transportationtypethey choose, etc.
Competingfacilitiesor attractions
TIlepotentialmarketthatmightbe attractedto any new development
Transportationroutes thatreach to thewaterfront.
Ifa newfacility is dedicatedto be located in the area, the users, and the
owth,potentialof the facility area must be undertaken. For example if a
rinaincludedin the project the boat ownership must be considered. The
allamountof owners and little potential for growth and expansion can
inishtheideaof constructingmarinas.
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5.2.2.3.Developing Objectives
In planning process, after the completion of the determinationof the
potentialsof the area is followed by the objectives that are developed to
implementgeneral goals related with the area . These objectives should
provideopportunity and encourage private sector . Some objectives can
probablybe ;
• Todevelopmarinafacilities.
~ Toencouragethe developmentof commercialuses on thewaterfront.
, Tocreatea walkway linkingdowntownand the public dock.
Tomakean efficient landscapingand townscaping.
• Tocreatea livableenvironmentalso for the handicapped.
, Toincreasethe public quality.
Tocreatecontinuouswalkways.
5.2.2.4.Preparation of a Development Strategy
Determinationof a developmentstrategyis one of tile main parts of the
designprocess.The developmentstrategycontains the principle functionof the
project,a development programme, the preliminary cost estimates and the
participantsof the project.
The development strategy is defined as "Business Plan" in in the IJ
EmbankmentProject in Amsterdam. This plan, as Jorna and Witbraad
explained,has different scenarios in its content. These are; programmatic
scenario;spatialscenario; financial-economicalscenario and social scenario.
ProQrammaticScenario: The project program requires knowledge about the
lJIalityof the site location and the characteristics of neighbouring sites. The
potentialsof the site determines the dynamic character of tile program. The
tionalchoicesof the functions also add dynamismto the program.
Theprogramshould be tlandledwithspatial scenario and flexibilityis the
rtantfactorin the scenario, as there can be social and economic changes
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SpatialScenario:Spatial scenario is generally based on the programmatic
scenario.The buildings that also define public spaces have to be considered
togetherin order to increase the qualityof the site
Design quality is the basic issue in design, and has to be emphasized
especially,throughout the atmosphere of the public areas. Parks, piers,
squares,walkways and other pedestrian oriented places on the waterfront
increasetheenhancementof the area.
Financial-Economic Scenario: This scenario includes the economicalvalues of
theproject,from the determinationof the developers to implementationof the
projectandmanagementof the site in post developmentperiod.
Theexaminationof the examples in USA and other developedcountries
showedthat the successful financial programs were realized with public-
privatepartnership in various projects. The financial structure, that is, the
percentageof the investmentchanges from city to city and from project to
project.The increase in revenues, increases the investmentpercentageof the
privatedeveloper,however, increase in social benefits requires more public
investment.Federal and state funds and subsidies play an importantrole. As
givenin chapter 4, these values can be 1-4.5 or 1-6.5, due to the
characteristicsof the program.
These investment costs and revenues are the two basic issues in
financialstructureof the development.In addition the jobs provided in the site
wilhnewdevelopmentshould also be considered in revenues.
SocialScenario:Social demandsform the social scenario. Social organizations
andpeoplecan make proposals related with the project. The main aim of
preparinga social scenario has to be to provide increase in existing qualityof
space,to consider present and future users and their needs, to increase
accessibilityandto providesafe and secure integrationwith neighbouringsites.
(Witbraad,Jorna, 1993).
5.2.2.5.Preparation of Concept Plans
Theconceptsmake up the waterfrontplan. Location, relation with each
otherandthe time needed for implementationof the proposed changes are
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illustratedin the plan .The suitability of the functions located together, and
feasibility analysis must be tested. So a cost/benefit analysis of each
alternativewill be helpfulfor the selectionof the final plan.
Without going into detail, the alternative concept plans should be
preparedand be presented to the public in other to inform about the
proceedingimprovements.
Once the concept plans are presented, the most suitableone should be
selectedas a final plan. Suitability , cost and feasibility issues are to be the
criteriain selection.
Suitability involves the realisation of the goals and objectives
establishedin the beginning , the problem solving and potential utilization
capacity,the fitness of the goals in plan.
Cost involves the funds and improvementcosts.
Feasibility criteria answers the question about the carrying out of the
improvementswithin the determinedtime frame and the impedimentssuch as
propertyownership.
With t11esecriteria defined above, the final plan can be selected and
moredetailedstudies and drawings are done.
5.2.3.Implementation Process in Base of Policies and Controls
The selection of the most available plan, the implementationperiod
begins.Generally the municipalityand its private entrepreneurscarry out the
planbylaws,or else in foreign cities in additionwith municipalpolicies. At first
lhegoalsand objectives of the existing plan must be examined closely. If it
doesnotreflectthe goals and policies of the developmentplan it should be
amended.But in some cases, the revision of developmentplan mightbe done
asanamendmentplan as on purpose and the authorized group has to take
intoaccount.On the other hand , the new policies and goals related with the
waterfrontmayrequirechanges in the existingzoning and new by laws may be
neededtoactivatethe implementation
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5.2.3.1.Municipal Policies
Municipalities have to develop policies for developmental or
redevelopmentalguidance. For this , the goals are to be revised and if
necessarythe densities, land use and open space and other requirements
shouldbe increased, later to be applied to tile plan.
Each municipality approaches to waterfront development in different
waysand methods. For example , in a different city the waterfront can be
separatedintotwo or moreactivityareas. These are morethan one focal points
andtheydevelop policies and goals according to this situation.A commercial
area,a touristarea, a cultural area and a local oriented area may be different
zonesdefinedat the waterfrontand this requires special policies. So for each
lheofficialplan should show the zoning and the municipalityhas a chance to
Improvethe waterfront with three distinct areas but having incorporated
policies.
However municipality has a freedom to encourage the mix land use
includinghotels, restaurants , motels , commercial recreation facilities,
residential, marinas, local and tourism-relatedretail and offices. This doesn't
requiresspecificpolicies and thus withoutany change in the official plan, many
usescanbeaccommodatedon thewaterfront. (Wrenn, 1983)
5.2.3.2.Public and Private Initiatives
Inwaterfrontdevelopmentboth public and privatesectors can have
acliveroles.The public sector acts as a catalystand in everyattempttries to
stimulateth privatesector participationin a public projectand it requires time
lkld effort.In orderto maketheminvolvedin the developmentit should be
demonstratedhatthe potentialbenefitsare greaterthan the investmentrisks.
5.2.3.~ldentificationOf Operation Maintenance Responsibilities
A successful waterfront development needs programming for the
rationandmaintenanceof the public componentsof the new facilities. Not
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onlyparks but marinas may require special sl<illsand staff, e.g. a manager, a
securityguard etc.
5.2.3.4.Project Programming
Programming,defined as "The planningand organizingof the use of the
facilitiesand spaces" (Ministry of Urban Affairs, 1987, p.25) and it should be
doneby the organizers in the early periods of the waterfrontplanning process.
Therecan not be achieved a successful redevelopment and revitalization
projectif it is not prepared. The programmingof events and attractivenessmay
developthe waterfronts reputation and increase the number of visitors. In
differenttimesof the year programmingof seasonal activitiescan be done too.
lhe Rideaway Canal in Ottowa are both used for winter and summer
aclivilies.(Figure5.2.)
Figure5.2. WinterActivitieson Rideaway Canal
ISource:Ministry of Urban Affairs,"Urban Wale/fronts, Planning and
Developmenf', 4, 1987,p.26)
5.3. AnalyticalExamination of the Existing Conditions of The Waterfront
DevelopmentArea
It is essentialto study the existing conditions of the waterfrontarea as
nlionedbefore. The existing conditions includes the existing built
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environmentand the specific site conditions that are needed to prepare a
visibleproject for the future. During the analysis, the opportunities and the
constraintsshould be identifiedto determinethe potentialsof the area. After all,
conceptplans and cost/benefit analysis of each are carried out and the
financialprogramis made to implementthe projectwithoutproblems.
Among these stages of the developmentof the plan, the assessment of
thewaterfrontakes place in the first stage. At first hand, the land use issues
aretobe known and found out for assessing the performanceof the uses in
future.
5.3.1.Land Use Issues
The study on existing land uses assist in defining the study area , the
establishmentof goals and the analysis of potential and constraints. The
presenceof downtownand changes effect the futureof waterfront.If the dense
usageofthedowntown locates in an other part of the city , the waterfrontmay
looseits attractionand can change characteristic. This should be foreseen
Vvtliled velopinggoals and objectives.
Meanwhile, as mentioned in Part II, the urban contexthas to be known
andunderstoodto reach waterfrontto a correct and reliable project.
5.3.1.1.Examination of The Urban Context
Thehistoryand the developmenttrends in the past, effect the formation
of a particularwaterfront in context. As mentioned in the first part of the
waterfrontareas were used as industrial areas where the transportationwas
suppliedby rail, road and boat . Although these industries constitute a major
componentof he local or the regional economy in these places, they movedto
new industrialparks as they did not depend on rail and water access. As a
suit,manyindustrialbuilding abandoned and served generally for the poor
dhomeless.So , many waterfrontareas were leftwith vacant buildings and
ndonedplaces. If these areas are near downtown, generally be ignored
vertheyhave the potential for reuse, revitalization.To get benefit from
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thisabandoned area, these buildings can be reused and be the base with the
thoughtof a creationof a liveableand uniquewaterfrontin mind.
5.3.1.2.Effect of CBD in The Development
One other thing that determines the issue of the development of the
waterirontis the effect of surrounding uses. Especially the presence of the
businessdistrict becomes effective in ttle formation of the goals and aims In
thissituationthe main goal should be integratingpedestrian linkages and a
lookoutThis initiativescan help to create a majorfocal point in the city for both
thelocalresidentsand visitors. They maywish to pay a visit to the waterfront,
sothiscan create increase in tourismbased activities.
5.3.1.3.Property Ownership Patterns
Ownership is one of the major problems of the waterfrontdevelopment.
Themore fragmented land ownership, the more difficult implementation is
becausethe agreementof the whole owners may be difficultand it takes time
tocompletethe whole project as the negotiations last long. The disagreement
causes piecemeal land use changes and land divisions. As a result,
disorganizedand incompatible environments.
The more detailed examination the fragmented ownership it makes
changein landuses, the development rights and creation of land assemblies
harder.Once the assembly of land is successfully done, the key problemfor
thewaterfrontprojectis achieved.
5.3.1.4.Water Dependency
Water dependency is explained in detail in previous parts. This topic
involvesinformationabout the suitabilityof the differentuses to thewaterfront.
On thewaterfront,there are uses dependenton a waterfrontlocation or
usesenhancedby locating there. Marinas. boat rentals etc. depend on water
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andhave to be on water. Some other uses can be defined as water related
ones.These can locate even at a small distancefromthewater and this will not
makeits functioningharder. Except these two uses, there is anotherone which
is the waterfrontenhanced uses , such as restaurantsand commercialuses.
Thewaterfrontlocation is the heart of their living and generally these uses are
themain components of the waterfronteconomy and a popular waterfrontby
attractingmanypeople.
In some situations,some uses can be unsuitablefor waterfrontlocation,
especially,if it's a working waterfront consisting of ports, fisheries etc. If tile
newplan supports them, the uses that can prevent them to work efficiently ,
suchas housing and commercial activity areas should not be permitted to
chooseplace there. So , to foresee the probabilityof creatingunsuitableareas
fordifferentuses will provide tile mostreliable ,logical, waterfrontproject in the
end.
Than it is essential to understand and determine the prror land uses
waterfrontlocationbefore or while preparingthe plan.
5.3.1.5.ConsiderationsRelated To Existing Land Uses
In order to understand the existing land uses, the items listed below
shouldbe considered for the developmentof differentuses in order to achieve
lhegoals and objectives determined in the beginning of plan development
period.These can be listedas following;
"RESIDENTIAL
General
• age,condition,type, tenure
• availabilityof services and facilities (schools, day care, public transit
• needfor securityand privacy
• theretention!ensuranceof publicaccess to the waterfront
• built-inmarketfor other uses
• shareparkingwith commercialuses
• potentialconflictwith recreationalusers over parkingspace
SingleFamilyDetached
• limitspublicaccess to shoreline
• ownershipof water rights should be examined before any work is
carriedout for shoreline for protection
Multi-family
• publicaccess more easily achieved
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• can combine with commercialuses more readily
COMMERCIAL
General
• age, condition, type of business, floor area, rent
• profitability,economic impactUobs,taxes)
• traffic patterns,access, deliveries
• permitsyear-round public use of the waterfront
• assess for continuingviabilityand appropriatenessto future plans
• may providegoods and services for boaters
Offices
• provides year-round daytimeclientelefor services and retail
• best located in a mixed use area
Retail/Restaurants / Fitness Clubs
• best located in a mixed use area
Hotels
• can benefit from views and location
• providesa 24 hour, year-round market
• best located in a mixed use area
• essential for tourism promotion (Wrenn, 1983)
INDUSTRIAL
General
• number,type, economic viability
• must be carefully assessed/may be crucial to the local economy
(taxes,jobs)
• May be dependent on a waterfrontlocation e.g. docks necessary for
deliveryand exportof goods and raw materials
• may be basis for the waterfront's attractionto visitors (e.g. fishing
fleet)
• if notwater dependent, could be susceptible to relocation
• can impede or preventpublicaccess
• maylimitrecreationalboating opportunities
• mayhave major negative impacton land, air and water quality
• couldhave access problems and littlespace for expansion
NoxiousIndustry
• adjacentdevelopmentshould be undertakenwith care
• prevailingwinds and currents should be considered when locating
adjacentuses
• adjacentuses will have to be buffered to screen from visual or noise
pollution
INSTITUTIONAL
General
• providesa built in clientele for other uses
• ensurespublicaccess to the water's edge
• mayrepresentsite of community'sbeginnings
Museums,Art Galleries, InterpretationCenters
• can serve as a focal point for redevelopment
• oftenoldest and most scenic part of the community, therefore, an
appreciatelocation for these attractions
• canbe located in old buildings
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Utilities
• facilities such as water and sewage treatment plants must be
located near the water
• existing plants must be considered when siting new uses, such as
beaches or playgrounds
• bufferingwill be necessary
RECREATIONAL
General
• mostwidely accepted waterfrontuse
• generally, does not interfere with environmental and/or plain
requirements
• can serve as a naturalbuffer area
• not every communitycan have a recreationalwaterfront/otheruses
maybe more importantto the local economy
• oftendoes not have drawing power in winter
• mayrequireextensive managementand operatingcosts
• effectiveprogrammingis essential for success
ActivePlaying Fields
• should exists as a complement to covered facilities, such as a
communitycenter
• maynot be appropriatefor a waterfrontlocation
PassiveOpen space
• appropriateas a complementto other facilities
Marinas/BoatLaunch ramps
• integrationwith complementaryservices and retail
• designof public access and circulationareas
• transientmarinas require parkingonly for visitorsand deliveries
• boatlaunch ramps and permanentmarinas require parking for boat
trailersand cars
• permanentmarinas also requireareas 'or winterstorage
• securityis an importantfactor
Beaches
• assess location in relation to other uses (industrialeffluents, sewer
outfalls)
• should occur with other recreational support facilities, such as
changerooms, washrooms, parking/public transitetc."
(TheMinistryof Municipal Affairs, , 1987, p.32-33)
5.3.1.6.Existing Services on The Area
The examination of existing utility services and determination of their
locationcondition and capacity are needed for the development and future
needsofarea. It may satisfy the needs of new activities but also it may not. In
Ilissituationthe existing services should be upgraded or else, it is hardly met,
litissatisfactory, can be left as it is. 'IZMIR YUKSEK TEKNOlOJi EHSTiTUSO
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With this aim of the analization of storm drainage , sanitary system,
roadsand trafficpatternsand some otherutilitiesin the projectarea be useful.
Storm drainage is not as importantas others but the nature of existing
drainagesystem and the stormwatershould be examined in relation with the
newdevelopment.
The analysis of the sanitary system should include the present and the
proposedsystems and plants and the impact of new development to the
system.That is to say, the itemsto be knownare the type, capacityof the local
sanitarysystem and the handling and loading of proposed developmentfrom
thearea.
Exceptthe two problems explainedabove, tile basic issue thathas to be
analyzedis the traffic and road patterns around in the area. As there are
denselyused activities exist on waterfrontthe traffic problem occurs at most.
Thereis alwaysa poor access of both pedestrianand vehicular.
Therefore a detailed analysis of the existing road system Sllould be
madesinceits ability to handle any extratraffic could be a prime constrainton
thenatureof the waterfront plan. The basic analysis should include the
following:
• "typeof local sanitarysystem(piped, septicetc.)
capacityof the existingsystemand any planned improvements
• capacityof any existingpollutioncontrol plants
• sewageloadingof the proposed development
• methodof handling sewage from the proposed development (municipal
system.Private). "
(TheMinistryof Municipal Affairs, , 1987,p.35)
Afterincreasing the accessibility of tile waterfront,water , gas , hydro
andtelephoneservices should be controlled. These are less effectivethan the
othersandit is easy to determinetheir capacities.
5.3.1.7.Public Access To The Waterfront
Publicaccess is one of the importantissues of the development.It is a
strictlyrequiredconnection that unite the waterfrontwith the otller parts of the
cityPeopleshouldhave the maximumpossible access to thewaterfront.
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In some cases, although accessibility to the waterfrontis an important
issuesome interventions may be requiredfor the securityof the area. People
arepreventedto go near by the water but the creationof outlookscan increase
theuseof the area makinguse of visual aspects. The restrictionof the access
indangerousparts can be got over by the overlooks created nearby.A marina
forexamplecan be enjoyedwith green outlooks as shown in the figure5.3.
Publicaccess should also have a direct route to the waterfront.Tile minimal
intersectionof the roads and pedestrian paths should be provided for the
creationof secure areas
The security should be supplied by the plan especially In working
waterfrontareas and industrial waterfront areas barriers as physical and
psychologicalre used as restriction.(Figure 5.4)
Psychological barriers involve real or perceived threats to safety, such
asvulnerabilityto crimeor lack of protectionfromdeep water. If the users feels
uncomfortableor threatenedby other users groups or feels the area to be dirty
orneglected,this also constitutesa formof psychologicalbarrier.
Besides the psychological barriers , physical barriers can also interfere
lhepeople'saccess to the waterfront.Thes·; are generallythe waste treatment
facilitieselectrical generating plants, roadways, railway lands, and the
waterbodyitself,as mentionedin part 3.
The first two prevents people use the area. The roadways abundantly
createsdanger and visual pollution so that vegetationfor usual pollution and
overpasses,underpasses and lightingfor safetyare needed.
Railwaylands themselves are the barriers. They are very large in area and
constitutea significantaccess barrier.
The last physical barrier is the waterbodyitself, if there is no connection
betweenthe two banks . The pedestrian links, bridges and walkways can
disappearthis barrierpropertyof thewaterbody.
Finallyboth physical and psychological barriers are for the security of
lhepublic.The aim is to make the use of more safer and increase tile
enjoymentof thewaterfront.So , accordingto tile uses of locatedon I along the
walerfronttheneed for barriers should be considered and applied on the plan.
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Figure 5.3. A Green Outlook
(Source: Ministry of Municipal Affairs, "Urban Waterfronts planning and
Development', 4, 1987,p.8)
. .:1.1.
".
Figure5.4. Physical Barrieron The Water's Edge and Observation Decks
(Source: Ministry of Municipal Affairs, "Urban Waterfronts planning and
Development',4, 1987,p.8)
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5.4.Physical Characteristics And Features Of Both Land And Water
At Water's Edge
The natural characteristicsof waterfrontis given in Part II in general. In
thistopic, the effect of these physical and naturalcharacteristics on goals and
objectiveswill be examinedin detail.
Once the environmentalconsideration and examinationsare done, the
sitespecific analysis showing potentialsand constraintsof the area should be
finished.These include;
• Topography
• Hydrological Properties
• Environmentalquality
• Existing shore structures
Microclimate
• Users and theirneeds
5.4.1.Topography
The waterfront sites are generally the land filled, so that they require
specialcare according to the functions that will be constructed on. Also, the
preservationof the wetlands and natural coasts can be provided with the
preparationof the analytic studies related with the topography. The water
tablesshould be learnt, as the type of construction depends on the water
levels.There are some other factors that should be considered. These are,
waterquality,slopage and erosion problemsand the propertiesof soil in water
bottomand in the projectsite.
5.4.2.Hydrological Properties
I-Iydrologicalproperties of the waterbody also affects the development
typeon the site. These are; The changes in water level, climatic changes in
waterbody,ice problemand directionof the waves. Natural processes affect
lhewater level of the waterbody. Changes in temperature, effect of winds
knownas Ule wind set-up , precipitation and evaporation can also have an
effecton.Damscan be built to decrease the effects.
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5.4.3.Environmental Quality
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The locational choice of the uses on waterfrontdepends on the studies
oflheenvironmentalqualityof the projectarea. This land susceptibilitystudies
includeinformationabout,
• "qualityand quantityof water in waterbodies
•existingindustrialwaste managementpractices
•existingair quality
•soilcontamination
•airmanagementpractices
•naturalresources,wildlife habitatin water."
(TheMinistryof Municipal Affairs,1987,pAO)
The waterfrontareas generally have poor soil conditions as they land
filled.So,special techniques should be used for the availabilityof the land for
construction.
Figure5.5.The Effect of Wind (Wind Set-up)
(Source: Ministry of Municipal Affairs, "Urban Waterfronts planning and
Development', 4, 1987, p.38)
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Figure5.6.The Soil Condition on Waterfronts
(Source:D.Wrenn, " Urban Wate/front Development': Urban Land Ins., USA,
1983, p.41)
5.4.4.Existing Shore Structures
Existingstructureson waterfrontIlave effectiverole in planningprocess.
Piers,docks, seawalls etc. are some of these. Their location, condition and
effectivenesshould be analysed in order to estimate the usefulness in the
new development.The interestshould be on the,
• "Typeof construction(concrete,wood etc.)
Generalconditionof structure
• Adequateheightfor waterfluctuations
• Toeprotection
• Relationshipto proposed development
• Effectiveness(alignment,placement,etc.)
• Co-ordinatedprotectiondesign
• Costof repairand replacement."
(TheMinistryof Municipal Affairs, 1987,p.41)
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5.4.5.Microclimate
Microclimateis one of the key issues thataffect the location,orientation
ollheuses. If it is ignored, the uses can be unpreferablei differenttimesof the
year.For example,the prevailingwind is impoltant for the localion of marinas
andalsofor theorientationof thebuildings.
5.4.6.Users and Their Needs
As well as the other analysis, the identificationof the users impress the
development.The users as explained in previous subjects involves local
residenlsand tourists. They require different kinds of things, as the local
residenlsalways been there, bul the touristsjust for specific time period. Not
onlyIllepresentusers but thepotentialones should be given allention.
Walerfrontusers often requires commercial,residentialand recreational
uses.Recreationaluses can be examined in two dimensions. First one is
waler-oriented-boating, watersports, fishing elc. and the second one is land-
orienled- tennis, park spaces and pedestrian activityareas etc. Commercial
andrecreationaluses can be bolh serve the visitors and the residents but the
residentialuse is definitelyfor the residentsonly.
5.5.WaterfrontDesign Process
Walerfrontsare so fragile and sensitive to changes that the design
requireexaminationof some issues which are essential for the creation of
~propriate projects. Tl1ese studies should be on the protection of the
.1Oreline,directand safe accessibility to the waterfront,beaches, recrealional
usesandlandscaping.
.5.1.ProtectionOf The Shoreline
Tileprotectionof the shoreline is the most imporiantsubject thathas to
considered.The designer should protect the shoreline from the adverse
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impactsof thedevelopment.So, by treatingthe water'sedge against tIIe shore
erosionand developing the land with the knowledge of the properties of the
naluralcoast, he can satisfactorilyachieves his aim on the protectionof the
susceptiblewaterfrontarea.
"Edge treatment includes the various ways in Wllich tile interface
belweenland and water is trealed. The purpose of edge treatmentis to both
proleelthe waterfront from hydrological forcr's and provide a firrn slructural
baseforwaterfrontactivities."(The Minislry of Municipal Affairs, Vol.4, p.46)
Edgelreatmenthas two types.One is the hard edge treatmer)t,and the other is
sort edgetreatment.Hard Edge Treatment: Construction of shorewalls and
breakwateretc. Sort Edge Treatment:Various landscapingare used.
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Figure5.7The Factors of Shore Erosion
Source:Ministry of Municipal Affairs, "Urban Waiefironls planning and
Development",4, 1987,p.46)
.5.1.1.Hard Edge Treatment
I\s said above, hard edge treatmentis done against the /lydrologica/
lorsactingon the waterfront.Under this topic the revetments,sllorewalls,
oynessandbreakwaterswill be explainedas trealmentelements.
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Revetments
" A revetmentis a facing of stone, concrele, etc. build to protecl an
IIIbankmentor shore structure against erosion and collapse as a result of
veactionand currents. It is usually designed to withstand llle full force of
veactionsince it is built right on the water line." (Mc.Graw Hill Book
npany,1992, vol. 4, p. 78). They are the hardening of the existing slopy
ewillIsomematerialsto resist the erosion and wave actions. They are not
rmful forthewater qualitybut limitthe access to waterwith the steepedges.
Wovenplastic
filler c1ulh
Siolle filled
galJiuns
filler male, ial
ure5.8Revetment
rce: Ministry of Municipal Affairs, "Urt3n WalelflOnls planning and
velopmen(", 4, 1987,pA7)
Shorewallsand revetmentsare considered to Ilave the same purpose.
yareconstructedparallel to the edge and stabilization of tile edge and
ventionfromerosion can be supplied by them. Different from revetments
yact as a base for waterfrontactivitiesand direct access to water can be
aynes
,.-
Concrelefoundation
~~- Concretecap
lie rod
Oriqinal
gro~ndline. .
Oacklill
shoreperpendicularto.the beach at various intervals which interceptcurrent
!lows to capture littoral drirt (material transported from erosion zones) and
enhancesand deposits"(Mc,Graw Hill Enc. of Science and Tech. Vol. 4, p. 78)
lhey varyaccording to the constructiontype and must be used with extreme
cautiondespite the nabbing of sand under. They do not cause danger in
environmentalconcerns.
-lInchor piles -Sheet piles
Figure5.9.Shorewalls
(Source:Ministry of Municipal Affairs, "Urban Waterfronts planning and
Development,4, 1987,p.47)
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8real{waters
Breal{watersare the mostly used and the most important protection
elementsof water's edge. They are used in the protectionof marinas, some
partsof harbours etc. Breakwaters can be used togetherwith revetmentsand
shorewallsto reduce the eHectof waves, by interceptingand disparcing,on the
shore.They may cause some environmentalproblems as the wave energy
reachingto the shore is effected.The change in nalural processes may effect
siltationand erosion in the partwhere a breakwateris constructed.
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Figure5.11. Breakwaters
(Source:MC,Graw Hill Enc. of Science and Tech. Vol. 4, USA, ·1992,p.79)
Landfill
Landfill can be easily met in waterfront developments to create new
walerfrontareas. It occurs as in edge treatmentoperation but if it is applied
withoutdetailedanalysis of tile shore, the problems occur. The alternationof
naturalshore of these. Landfill generally necessitates revetments, shorewalls
and landscaping elements. The construction of these structural protection
devicesmay have impacts on the shore itself and also the facilities and
activities
In such cases if it is essential, landfillhas to be done with great care the
prolectionof the fishing and spawning areas, the alternationof littoraldrift, the
changesin sedimentationin thearea
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Along lhe filling nalural should be chosen depending lhe function lhal
willbelocaled on. Dirrerenlfunctions requiredifferenl lypes of fillingmalerials.
Activitiesgenerally demand hard and rigid malerials, somelimes empowered
wilhspecificelemenls but lhe ones used in beaches are less suilable for lhe
constructionf buildings elc. They also have 10 be unhazerdous willl no
harmfulcontaminanlsmixedin.
~.5.1.2.Soft Edge Treatment
Sort edge shoreline lrealmenl includes landscaping. Although
walerbodiesvary, all have lhe slopage, drainage and flooding problems in
coillmona d face wilh wave actions, groundwater seepage, wind easier,
surfacerun-offand ice. Wave aclions creale er0sions bolh on lhe surface and
11 wateron lhe shore, the groundwater seepage cause lhe decrease and
contaminationof lhe waler quality, lhe wind especially cause problems in
teachesbeingeffectiveand sandy areas. The ice problem should also be got
overandthenumberof icy days should be learned to guess the impacton the
~wdevelopment.In order 10 decrease the effects of the problems mentioned
Ilovelandscapingelemenls, orlen lhe vegetationshould be used in shores
Shoreline vegetation not only improves lhe visual appearance,
especiallyfromthewater, but also performsthe followingfunctions:
Absorbstheimpactof falling rain
Slowsthewind velocily and lraps wind-blown sedimenl
Helpsmainlainlhe absorptivecapacityof lhe soil
Reducesfrostpenetration
Providewildlifehabitats(Reiner, 1972,p.43)
It is obvious that vegetation solve the problem. Once the decision is
en,thelypeof the plants should be determined.While designing the area
determinantsof the planls chosen, are lIle proposed aclivily. Soil limitations
slopeavailabilityof plant species, aestheticsand micro-climateare important.
lIlisperiodof thedesign, lhe designer should be in conlacl with a landscape.
Vegelalionis also requiredwhere lhe walerfrontedge is lreatedby hard-
lreatmentdevicesagainst the wave action. In SLlcha case, the hard-edge
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treatmentdevices should be supportedby vegetationof the adjacentbackshore
inorderto reduce the effect of wave. Also, if the developmentarea is really a
problemarea having of steep slopes, groundwater seapage problems, no
naturalbeach and no vegetation soft and hard-edge treatment should be
combinedto make the area developable and liveable and to overcome the
possibleproblems.
Sand dunes are naturallythe best features of the shore that have to be
protected. They are susceptible and can be easily affected by the activities.
Thedesign can be effective in the protectionof these areas. The only thing to
proposeis the vegetation.
Although they can hardly be met in urban areas being part of specific
environment,has to be mentionedas partof this subject.
The gravel can be used with vegetation as a buffer area In order to
preventdirect entrance of people and vehicles. So, clean beaches never be
lost.
5.5.2.Pedestrian Routes to Waterfront
Public accessibility to urban waterfrontis one of the major goals of the
design.It has generally a recreational property , both active and passive.
Thesepedestrian oriented places should have tightlyconnectedwith linkages
aswalkways,bikepaths etc. provide the continuity of the action. The open
spacesalong the waterfrontare the parts of the whole and should be linked
together.
The parts mentionedabove are the public activityneeds such as parks,
amphitheatre,a plaza or square etc.
These needs are placed development on the presence of waterbody
gettingthe advantages of marvellous issues. Also the relation with the
developedareas on shore should be considered as well. Below picture shows
publicactivitynodes and the pathways and other activityareas. As seen, the
parkingareas are along the traffic routes without disturbing the pedestrian
freedom.The pedestrianpaths connectwhole activityareas and the downtown
tothewaterfront.
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The pedestrian open space areas at waterfront may include plazas ,
parks,links, pathways,bikeways,viewingareas, fishing piers, beaches.
Plazas can be people places or for transportationneeds. They can be in
relationwith offices, providing open space and seating for the workers, and
alsoitcan be the partof a park that includeactiveopen spaces. Therefore, the
plazascan be the local activityarea of thewaterfront.
They also be integratedwith museums, libraries,communityhalls. If it is
witha commercialactivityarea at waterfront,it can be an attractivefocal point
fortheresidentsand the visitors.
Parks at waterfrontare also in great demandserving the needs of public
intheform of large open spaces and often of picnic areas in order to make a
parklivelyin all seasons of the year.
The plan should provide all kinds of open and closed activityareas as a
whole.The parks, especially in linear forms, can be advantageous as they
providecontinuouswalks along thewaterfrontand permanentin all timesof the
year.
5.5.2.1.Pedestrian Paths And Walkways And Bikeways
Pathways increase the relation between differentuses. They should be
consideredboth individually and as a part of a pedestrian system of the city
considered.Meanwhile, the unique character can be obtained by specific
furniture"fencing, lightingand sculpture.
Informativesigns having cultural and enhancementalrelation and other
structureson walking should assist the pedestrians. In the way to their
destinationwith the feeling of the power of the waterfront.Besides the directive
signs,plantingmay also be used to provide exclusive and indicate direction
andsupportpats usage in aesthetical meaning, flowers and plants should
maximizethe liveabilityand attractivenessof thewalkways.
The other thing to mention about walkways is the provIsIon of the
waterfrontvIew from different perspectives. Elevated walkways are
considerablymoreattractive.
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.4.LandscapeandTowllscape Elementsas a Part or Good Design
VlewlIlg areas and overlool<s increases the enhancement of the
lerfronl. They can be elevatedor decked, secluded or publicized.They may
e the view of natural environment a crowded focal point working
5.3.Viewing Areas andOverlooks
Figure5.12. Pedestrian Walkway Along The River
Soulce:C.,A, Flinl<,R., M., Seams, "Greenways, A Guide To Planning
IJesign and Developmenf', Island Press, USA, 1993)
Waterfrontsare unique places that have aesthetic importance also.
er landscapingprovides increase in allractiveness of the waterfrontarea.
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Appropriateplant malerials , paving and street furnilure are the equipments
lilatareused in aestheticalconcerns.
Landscapingof walerfrontalso;
t unifies the overall development. concerning IIle waterfront to olller
communityareas.
t Modifiesmicroclimateto make the waterfront more pleasant place to be.
(connectsthe walerfrontto other communityactivityareas (being the partof
an overall development) and causes microclimatechanges to make the
waterfronta liveableenjoyableand a pleasantplace)
The efficient townscaping can prevent vandalism and provide secure
andsafeplaces with adequate lighting.
5.5.4.1.Plants
Landscapingincludes tile rigl1tplans to be selected and be planted.The
microclimaleconditions the soil type and the goals to be obtained determines
lheplantypes.
In cold climates, the plant should be selected for the walers edge. So,
lheyhaveto able to withstanda high water table and compactedsoils. If its a
landfillareathe toxicityshould be considered.
Theselectedplants should be youngerbut not fasl growingtreesas they
areweakwooded. In relation to these trees shrubs can be planted,and plays
anattractiverole in having songbirds
In some cases landscaping requires more delailed sludy in large
developmentareas to create continuous and idenlifiable places along
waterfronts.Therefore, a landscape architect should be helpful. The plants,
furniluresand paving malerials should be delermined in the beginning for the
wholedevelopmentarea and specific items con be used in specific planls to
dlangetheenvironment.The properly landscaped waterfronts easily orients
peopleand provides microclirnaticconditions in every time of the year and
aestheticallyenjoysand relaxes people. (Rulhledge, 1971)
In themeantime,the vegetalion can soften a buildings hard edge and
cancamouflagea parking enclosure and create sense of place and direct
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circulationcreating barriers with bushes. Trees and tree groups can be used
forshelterboth in rainy and snowy days.
5.5.4.2.MicroclimaticEffects on Planting
The waters edge always have a warmer climate because of the
interactionof water and air but sometimes the effect of winds can not be
preventedby landscaping.
The prevailingwind causes problems for some activities in order to get
overthe trees , shrubs, terrains, berming so , solid barriers, paving materials
shouldbe used to create and comfortablesites.
Trees are generally used to block to channel the wind and to hold the
warmerair near ground especially in summer. Deciduous trees block some
windwithoutpreventingthe views. The use of coniferous trees are also for the
blockageof wind but, it causes problems when the sun light is desired along
thewaterfront.However, the deciduous trees are useful the some situation
createdby coniferous trees is truefor themtoo.
Trees also provide shade in hot days of summer for cooling. The
protectedseatingarea, along the waterfrontcan be shaded with shade planting
but,plant materials must be selected carefully against the probability of
creatinguninviting,unpleasant,dampand cool places.
The solid windbreaks can be used within the trees and other natural
features.It is best to use them in small areas as they cause turbulence
Plexiglasis one of the solid windbreaksand does notobstructthe view.
The groundcover also causes microclimaticchanges in the waterfront.
Thewaterfrontcan have a glare problembecause of reflectionfromwater
Grass and other dark coloured paving materials such as brick or clay
absorbunwanted sunlight and make the uses more enjoyable. (Ruthledge,
1971)
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5.6.Urban Design Process
The development process has three stages . First is the planning of
waterfrontsecond is the design of waterfrontand the third is the urban design
period.
Urban design is the base point of whole development. The right
considerationsof the waterfront may provide the unification of the whole
developmentand success. These can be with a number of design criteria
consideredbeforehand.These criteriarelatedwith;
• Compatibilityof mixeduses,
• Focalpoints and needs
• Topography
• Incorporationof existingand proposed development
• Characterizationof the area.
• Equipmentsneeded to increase attractionand interest
• Securityand convenience concept.
• Vehicularand pedestrianaccess in and out.
• Landscaping(furniture,plants, paving.)
5.6.1.HumanScale
The waterfrontdevelopmentmust be at human scale. In order to attract .
andmakepeople spent time in the area humanscale is essential.
The humanised environments are more perceptible, intimate and
liveablevenif the developmentsare differentbutnot at humanscale.
The use of colours , signage, plants and awnings make the area more
qualifiedand qualitative. Also, shelters and the recesses of building create
humanscale and also are used in sunny and rainy days. The human scales
alwaysare more intimateand inviting. People fell comfortableand relaxed in
lheseareas.
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5.6.2.Compatibility Of Mixed Uses
The waterfront is having mixed-uses/activitiescreate more interesting
places.Commercialand leisure orientedrecreationalactivitiesand also places
ofworkmake the waterfrontinitial by providingfocal points. The interactionof
differentuses can be problematic,as it can be advantageous. For example,
industrialuses on a waterfront that have to be related because of being
incompatiblefin conflict with the other activities, may sometimes be left in its
place.The reason is its being the mainstayof the communityand can not be
abandoned.Meanwhile, if the industry is not noxious or noisy it is not
necessaryto camouflagewith landscaping or relocation.(Breen, et aI., 1980)
Mixedactivitiessupport each other. Once the people enterthe area, the
usesprovidedifferentopportunitiesand mure extensive , more variable use of
land.The users benefitfrom their locatingtogether,and so they do. Sometimes
thisco-operation can not be obtained because of some reasons. Conflicts
beginwhenthere is,
• Thecompetitionfor space (e.g. Parking)
• The safety and enjoyment of the users is jeopardized by contact with
industries,traffic,etc.
• Theindustriescannotoperate effectivelybecause of uses of other facilities
• Passiveand active uses are locatedtoo close to one another.
• Theusers are from differentage groups.
These conflicts can be got over with some preventions around. These
are;
• II The creationof bufferzones with good landscaping.
• Clearsignage
• Developmentupwindof industries.
• Adequatedistances betweenuses
• Developmentof complimentaryuses
• Wellthoughtout parkingschemes
• Wellthoughtout road networksschemes."
(TheMinistryof Municipal Affairs, VolA, 1987,p. 64)
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Some activitiesof people oriented spaces that demandopen areas can
excludethe buffer zones. In this case, aestheticalconsiderationsmay help to
solvetheproblem.
5.6.3.Focal Pomt And Zones
Focal points give identityto thewaterfrontareas. A plaza, a restaurant,a
marina,lighthouse can be focal points at waterironts that attract and gather
people.Generally, the use that is dominantin the are becomes the focal point.
If[hereis no dominance between the waterfront uses we can not mention
abouta node.This causes loss of identity.
In some cities, bridges act as nodes that provide visual attractiveness.
(NewYorkhad 29 bridges in 1983).(Wrenn,1983)A plaza in heavy relationwith
commercialactivity ani near water also may be the destination point that
peopleIllal~euse of and irresistibleplace. So, the creationof focal pointsgives
identityand orientusers towaterfrontarea
5.6.4.VisualAttractiveness of The Waterfront
What bring to people to the waterfrontis the views obtained. The views
orvislasare as importantas the natural and historical fealure in the city. The
visualttractionshould also be given importanceand care in the plan. So the
walerfrontplan should protect tile views. The new development must be
respectfulto water. From both sides, lhe view from the builtarea to water and
lromwalerto the waterfrontmustnot be aslonishing and it is inevitablethatthe
good views can be created by good, sufficient and satlsfaelory physical
developments.The view and tile physical propertiesare essential for the favour
ofIhedevelopment;it is enhanced by these qualitativebelongings.
The waterfront views are generally effective in rivers and lakes. This
effectivenessi limitedin seafronts as the view lTlaybe unlimited.If it is a bay,
Iheimpactof views from both sides can be disturbing or enhancing. In a
riverfrontfor example,the uses on opposite banks attractor disturbeach other.
A promenadehaving the views of a restaurant a shopping area or a park
enhancesand also enhanced by the use on the opposite bank A parking lot
maybedisruptiveto a use such as , a restaurant,a holel etc.
On the other hand, the waterside r:>adswi,ich is parallel to the
waterfrontprovide views, unless there is uncontinuousdevelopmentall along
~ewatersedge. They should also have less traffic.Also, new buildings, in the
areashouldnot block the vista and the roads can ael as the view corridors on
walerfronts.(Figure 5.14)
5.6.5.llIteractionof Waterfront Location and ~~eritage
Thehistoryof waterfrontcities begins at water's edge. So, the historical
heritageof thecity can be clearly seen in the existingand historical buildings
dlhewaterfront.In this case, while protectingthese values the incorporation
d Ihesebuildingssuch as warehouses, representing the industrialwaterfornt
IIlJslbeoneof thegoals of the new development.
Theheritageof the area and the new waterfrontlocationtogethercreate
enormousand powerful attraelionfrom all paris of the city, the region and
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also fromtourists.The old buildings give authenticismto the area, informthe
usershowtile area had been looked before.
The active and supportive use of these old structuresmay sometimes
make theplan more fitted to the area. The adaptive re-use of ferry buildings,
lighlhouses,warehouses, etc. and the use of the same and local materials in
new buildingscan create an effectivedevelopmentand increases the sense of
idenlily.
As a result, the preservation of heritage and flavour of the community
can besupportivein creating new susceptibl3 waterfrontdevelopmentplans.
Thesatisfactorilyrestored buildingsand incorporateduses always be the base
ollhesuccessful,identifiablewaterfrontareas.
Figure5.14.WaterfrontViews
ISource:TheMinistryof MunicipalAffairs, VolA, 1987,p. 65)
1.6.6.Characterizationof Waterfronts
The waterfront have natural properties that attract many people.
sidesnaturalproperties,topography,landscaping,humanizedenvironments
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(human scale), historical features and views are needed for the
characterizationof waterfronts.Special landscaping, unique historical values,
andmarvellousviews form and to, can crede unique characteristics for the
waterfront.Also, some additional uses can increase interest ill the area.
Amphitheatre,skating, tot lots,exhibilion space and sculptures can be useful
forthiskind. The colours, materialsduplicate the values listed above giving a
walerfronta pleasant, attractivecharacter.Above all, these considerations on
characterizationshould be in coordinationand with a comprehensive and en
elricientdesign.
5.6.6.1.Sarety and Convenience
The waterfrontareas are needed to be safe and convenient for uses in
everylime of the day. The basic features that are essential to create safer
placesare:
• lighting
• theneedfor open views
• properlydesigned landscaping
• walkways
• furniture
• stairs
• ramps
• sittingplacesetc.
Adequatelighting,both over and ground, the convenience of walkways
andrampsfor old people and handicapped, children and also for the heallllY
peopleare importantconsiderationsin design. Easy access of pedestriansand
easycirculationof both motor vehicles and bicycles and surriciencyof their
parkingareas enrich the waterfrontarea. Also, tile protectedrest areas from
rainand strong winds are required for safe and convenient waterfront for
people.(TheMinistryof MunicipalAffairs, 1987)
For a waterfrontcity where recreational boating activities are enjoyed
much,thedevelopmentshould involve marinas and archillaries. The marina
constructionshould be invested.and be under the control of municipalityor
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publicIprivate initiativeor only private development.They can enhance tile
marketabilityof a municipalityand its very waterfront.The marinas also be
supportedby restaurants,shops and recreationalactivities.These are must to
increasethewaterfronttourismatlributes if a municipalityatlemptsto marketits
walerfront.
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Chapter 6
A REGENERATION PROJECT IN iZMiR
6.1.The Effect of Changes for Regeneration on izmir's Waterfront
Izmir is a developing city and faces many changes in the innercitywith
lhedemandboth from outside and inside. The changing trends in economy, in
socialand culturalactivities, improvementsin industrializationand urbanization
asinmanyothercities and countriesaffectedits waterfront.
In many developed countries the factors that cause the implementation
oftheregenerationprojects in the last quarter of the 20th century,which also
affect~dour coastal cities, can be listedas following:
• Thetechnologicalchanges and industrialimprovementsin shipping industry
Manywaterfront areas and buildings have been left, abandoned and
underusedwith the new requirementsof shipping. Containerazation of cargo
madethe dock facilities obsolete as it required larger spaces and wider and
deeperchannels for ships. As a result, the port facilities left the central city
locationsfor larger areas where containeraz3tionand storage were possible.
Thesenew places have generally been at just the outside tile city but not
muchaway from. This relocation caused the decline of central city economy
aslessuse of these areas occurred.
• Theincreasein automobileindustryand usage.
Theincrease in number of automobiles encouraged and required the
developmentof new and wide highways and bridgesalong thewaterfrontareas
preventingpublic access.
Ports and transportationfacilities serving these areas became obsolete
anderelict.The roadways thatwere constructedalong the waterfrontcaused
problemsas they acted as barriers between the city and the waterfront.
Nowadays,the importanceof waterfronts in cities and in lives of citizens have
beenunderstood and in many cities the roads are directly constructed
underground.
The water pollution,caused both by the sewage and industrialdisposals
andthe discharges of the ships entering to the port, is the other important
factorin the regeneration process. The changing perception of the waterfront
fromlivable,walkable, enhanceable area to undesirable and unbearable site
madepeople leave these areas.
The factors listed above had also impacts on the evolution process of the
waterfrontsin izmir.The differentform of reflectionsand the results of ttle listed
basicfactors that affected the change in Izmir have can also be given as
following:
• The Change in Functional Localities with Technological Changes and
IndustrialImprovements
As known, the regenerationprocess has firstly developed in post-industrial
citiesof North America and England. The rapidly improvingtechnology and
industryaffectedand changed the socially and economicallyactivewaterfronts
inthesecities. The evolutionof the Izmir 's waterfront do not have the same
characteristicsof change as the developed cities. Firstly, as an industrialcity it
hasnot a very long historical past. Therefore, the development of port and
otherrelated port facilities and the transportation network have different
characteristics.
In post-industrialcities, the innercitydock facilties and the whorehouses
thatsupportthem and the grain elevators of the past left their places to the
newcontainerports which require vast spaces in outer parts of the waterfront.
However,Izmir lives this period in a differentway. The lacking space of the old
smallportand the technological changes thathad effect in all the world caused
therelocationof the new containerport in the innerbayof izmir. The early port
andthe old warehouses on waterfront have left their places to luxurious
residentialunits and office developments. Today, some of the warehouse is
alreadybeing used for storage and with adaptive re-use can be converted to
bars,nightclubs, etc.
However,the abandoned grain elevators of the foreign cities are being
constructedin Izmir port. That is to say, the warehouses have been lost
importancewith containerazationtechnology but grain elevators have priority
inportareas.
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• TransportationNetwork
The increase in automobile usage encouraged the construction of new
highwaysand roads in the innercity. In spite of the fact thathas occurred in the
foreigncities, the highways not acted as barriers on waterfrontbut became a
factorfor public use of the waterfrontsite in izmir. The lining of the residential
areasjust at the water's edge prohibitedthe public access. So, the waterfront
roadsprovidedpeople to reach to the waterfront,therefore increased the public
useofthe area and providedpublic rights.
In addition to this, the construction of the highways made the
accessibilityeasy and rapid, so, that the industrial uses that require
transportationfacility leftthe centralcity localities preferringto be more close to
therawmaterial.With this aim, some of the industries leftfor new localities at
thehinterland. (Some of the industries prefer centercity locations for
inexpensivework power and discharge possibilities to sea.)
Therefore, the commercial, residential, office functions and nowadays,
culturalnd recreationalfunctions are being locatedon waterfrontsto increase
publicqualityand amenitiesand public use of thewaterfronts.
• InnerCity Migration
Inoppositionto the decrease in the coastal foreign cities, the employment
opportunityis much more available in izmir. This encourages migrationto the
city.The demandon the waterfrontareas cause increases in land values that
makepoor and migrants to locate in inner-cities different than the post -
industrialcities.Therefore, not the condominiumsfor poor and unemployed but
residencesfor high income groups are being constructed as the result of the
economicalsystem(Capitalism).
As a result, however the effects are different in izmir, the problems
causedbythese factors can be statedas same in manycities. These are:
• Theproblemsin the inner citytransportationcreatedby the portfacilities.
• Thedamagein the ecological system.
• WaterPollution
• TheDeathof Water Life
• Thelackof Public spaces on waterfronts.
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6.2.General Layout of Regeneration and Design Process
The previous chapters inform us about the danger that confronts the
waterfrontcities and the procedure that has to be realized in redevelopment
processof waterfronts,both in foreign cities and waterfrontcities in Turkey.
It is significantand obvious that water had been the basic factor in the
improvementof civilizations and the waterfront had been their living
environment,as it provided many opportunitiesas defense of cities as in Ur,
locatedalong Euphrates, in getting water products, later on, in commercial
activities,transportation etc. This long evolution period changed the
characteristicsof waterfronts, in land and in water direction and also, the
activitieson it. The changes in economical and social life and improvementsin
lechnologyaffected these specific sites. Ports and harbours had been
constructedand supported by railroads and by highways. The changes in
physicalcharacteristics,functions,environmentalquality and the governmental
policies(generally the populist policies), jurisdictional responsibilities affected
thewaterfronts. Filling operations, increase in degree of water pollutants,
competitionbetween functions for waterfront localities continuously
deteriorated these areas. Many institutions and organizations have the
authorityin developing decisions about development issues related with the
waterfronts,however, these are not rooted from a strong base, such as the
requirementsand needs of public.
The different governmental policies change the development and the
featureand the image of the waterfrontsites. It is made clear that market-led
approachas in England and in U.S.A. mentioned in chapter 4, generally
resultsin with failure due to the lack of objectives that involve local citizens
andthelacking accessibility and the public space quality. On the contrary, in
Europe, strategic planning by governments, considering the public
requirementshave been successfully realized. In Europe there is a determined
coastallanddefined in legislationsand in detailedplans that USA and England
donothave.However, the lack of informationabout the waterfrontsmake the
authoritiesincapable of redeveloping these sites successfully. Especially, in
Turkey,thepopulist policies (tourismpolicy), the economical benefits get over
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thenatural values and historical heritage of waterfronts. Additionally, the
coastalacts can not clearly determine the details relatedwith the development
issuesin rural and urban waterfrontareas. The characteristicsof these urban
andruralareas require new definitions and regulations. The urban waterfront
landsin big city centers are in need of regeneration and redevelopmentbut
theact prohibits any new construction except a few mentioned in chapter 4.
Therefore,the waterfronts are declared as untouchable areas in Turkey,
however regeneration and redevelopment of urban waterfront sites are
encouragedand financed by the governments in many developed countries.
Thedetermined shoreline in our urban waterfronts prohibits efficient and
requiredevelopments that should increase the public space quality, visual
andair rights, the enhancement of the waterfront and also, the inner-city
economy.
Although the policies are different in differentcountries, the planning,
designand implementationprocess of waterfronts should be the same. The
planningprocess that is given in chapter5 has to be considered and prepared
foralltypesof waterfrontdevelopmentprojectsfor achieving successful results.
Therefore,the waterfrontdevelopmentprocess is applied in this regeneration
project.
Redevelopmentprojectsas stated manytimesgenerally had taken place
inpost-industrialcities. Izmir which will become and also is giving clues about
becomingone of these cities has to be considered as a whole within the
scopeof waterfronts.A detailed planning approach should be supplied for the
redevelopmentof the waterfront. The unique characteristics, user group,
demandsand requirements, potentials and constraints, the existing and
neighbouringuses, pedestrian and vehicular traffic should be determined.
Developmentand implementation process should be handled with care
integratedwith the neighbouring sites, providing higher public quality and
amenitieswitha detailed urban design process.
Therefore, for a successful regeneration project the social, physical,
environmental,geological and historical evolution of each different waterfront
sileshouldbe examined. So, for to realize a regenerationproject in izmir, the
historicalevolutionperiod at first hand should be given informationabout.
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6.3.The Historical Evolution of The izmir's Waterside
The historical evolutionof the waterfrontcities generally show that the
waterfrontshave been under developmentin every time period. The social and
economicalchanges that have taken place, especially seen in USA, caused
redevelopmentof these sites. The naturalcoasts have always been preserved
butthe urban waterfronts having central locations have continuously gone
underchange with specific purposes such as to increase the inner-city
economy,to increase the qualityof life, etc.
The urban waterfronts serve public, not a ulllque person and the
successof the redevelopmentprojectsthat have been implementedin foreign
countriesas mentionedin previouschapterswere based on this issue. This aim
alsoallowed land fill process in some parts of the waterfronts, such as the
BatteryPark City Project, in New York. The developmenthas taken place on a
reclaimedarea. It is again importantto impress that the natural coasts and
beaches,althoughthey have centralcity localitieshave been preserved.
In this historical content and the development attitude of the foreign
cities,itwill be helpful to examine the historical evolutionof the waterfront in
izmirbothfor comparisonand to realize a redevelopmentprojectin izmir.
izmir has very long historical past. Although there are some other
decisionsabout the first settlementplace, it can be said that it had been first
evelopedin 3000 BC, in Tepekule, with the name of Symrne. Menderes and
edizRivers were flowing through the city and had many impacts on the
evelopmentand in changing of thewaterside.
AlexanderThe Great, mentionedin manyhistorybooks as the developer
f izmir,has chosen Pagus Mountain for the new location of the city. Later on,
mirbecamea port city in Byzantine period and has been developed more on
efootsof the Pagus mountain.It had an importantrole in the transportationof
griculturalgoods, in trade activity. This fact affected the waterside and
terfrontdevelopmentand changed themmore. The filling process has taken
lacemanytimesto create land for new uses.
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Figure 6.1.The Plan of Izmir City and Izmir Bay in The Prehistoric Period
(Source: E. Canpolat, "/zmir'in Kurulu§undan Bugune Kadar", istanbul, 1953,
.17)
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ure 6.2.Plan of Antique izmir in 7 BC.
urce: Prof.Dr.<;.,Atay, "/zmir'in IzmirT, ESiAD, izrnir, 1993,p.98)
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"Tonlol's Cemc:er)'
igure6.3.The Plan of Antique izrnirCily in 7 BC
ouree:ProLor. <:;., Alay, "izmir'in/zmir'I", ESiAo, izrnir,1993, p.98)
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Figure6.4. The plan of izmir City in The Roman Period
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1953)
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6.5. The plan of izmir in 18th Century
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Figure6.6.The Filled Part of The Fonner Basin in 18thCentury
(Source:E. Canpolat, "Izmir'inI(urulu§undan BugOne Kadar", 1.1.0., istanbul,
1953)
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In the second half of 19th century, the railways and roads have been
constructed. Tllis event caused the development of many other
neighbourhoodsin other partsof the city,such as, Kar~lyaka,Bornova,etc.
The trade activityand the unproductiveland, exceptthe productivelands
alongthe rivers, encouraged migration to the waterfront zones where
agriculturewas available.
Izmir has been one of the most importantports in the region, where
tradeactivityhas taken place, so, thatcarav.Jnserai and inns were constructed
forthemerchants.
The city's old inner basin was surroundedwith many trade activityunits,
mosques,inns, a harbour castle, residential units, customs offices, etc. The
neighbouringsites includedgenerally residentialunits as follows:
KORDON is the name of the place from Kanak to the new harbour. It
wasconstructedfor the preventionof smuggling,and the first part was opened
topublicin 1875. It was and is the attractionpointand walking place along the
waterfrontfor high income groups, especially the foreigners and businessmen
livingin izmir.
Ithas two parts. The first part of I<ordonfrom Pasaport in northdirection
hadsocial and cultural activities. There were beerhouses, wooden houses,
postoffice, sport clubs, health service areas, hotels, theatres, cinemas and
consulatebuildings. That is to say, generally cultural functions situated along
lhewharves.Many people has been fished on this part. There was also a
railwaysystem along the waterfrontwhich was constructedon reclaimed area
of6m.inwidth.
The second part was occupied by the port activities. Marine agencies,
postoffice,hotels, restaurants and grocery stores have been situated along
thispart.The road along the waterside has been being used for loading and
unloadingactivities.
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Figure6. 10. Wall\ing Place along I<ordon
(Source:Prof. Dr. C:;., Atay, "izll7ir'il7 iZll7ir't", ESiAD, iZlllir, 1993, p.98)
Figure6."'1. Trolleys on Kordon
(Source:Prof.Dr. C:;., Atay, "izll7ir'il7 iZll7ir'l", ESiAD, iZlllir, 1993, p.113)
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Figure6.12. Buildings on I<ordon(all The First Part)
(Source:Prof.Dr. ~., Atay, "/zmir'in IzmirT, ESIAD, /zrnir,1993,p.l5)
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Figure6.13.Railway and The residentialunits in First Part or I<ordon
(Source:A Postcard by Rend Color)
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Figure6.14. Pasaport - The Entrance to The Harbour
(Source:Prof. Dr. ~., Atay, "Izmir'in /zmirt, ESiAD, iZlIlir, 1993, p.78)
Figure6.15. izrnir Quay and The Entrance
(Source:Prof.Dr. ~., Atay, "Izmir'ill/zmir't", EsIAD, iZlllir, 1993, p.95)
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Figure6.16. Tile iZl1lirPort
(Source: Prof. Dr. ~., Atay, "izl11ir'inizmir't, ESiAD, iZlllir, 1993,p.155)
Figure6.17. iZlllir Port - Loading ar,d Unloading
(Source:Prof. Dr. ~,Atay, "izmir'in iZlllir't", ESiAD, izrnir, 1993,p.1S7)
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Figure6.18. Docl<sat IzrnirPort
(Source:ProLDr. C;., Atay, "Izmir'in IzmirT, ESIAD, izrnir, 1993,p.159)
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Figure6.19.The Quay in izrnir - People Fishing
(Source:Prof.Dr. (;., Atay, "/zmir'in/zmir't", ESIAO, Izmir, 1993,p.135)
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Figure6.20. The GovernmentBuildingand Clock Tower in I(onal<
(Source:A Postcard by Renci Color)
In Kanak, in the beginning of 1900s, the militaryservice area, Sartl<l~la
has been constructed on the waterfront just about 100 m. away from the
waterside.
Figure6.21. 1910 - Sartkl~lain Kanak
(Source:Prof.Or. ~., Atay, "Izmir'inIzmirT, ESIAO, Izrnir,1993,p.73)
I<ARATA$ was and KO~OKYALI ,I<mantina)were residential areas.
The higll income groups, especially the merchants,have chosen I<ur;ul~yallto
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live in. There were mosques .and churclles on the waterfront that sat in
harmony.
Figure6.22. Karata~
(Source:Prof.Dr. C., Atay, "/zmir'in /zmir't",ESiAD, Izmir, 1993,p.51)
Figure6.23. Karata~
(Source:A poslcard by Renci Color)
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Figure6.24. KOyOl<yal1
(Source:Pror.Or. c;., Atay, "izmir'in izmir't", ESiAO, izmir, 1993,p.50)
GQZTEPE involved residential areas on waterfront. Waterside houses
werethe basic features of G6ztepe.
Figure6.25. Waterside Houses in G6ztepe
Source:Pror.Or. c;.,Atay, "izmir'in izm;rT, ESiAO, izmir, 1993,p.54)
In ~<arata~,I<OyOl<yalland G6ztepe the waterfront has been surrour~ded
y tileresidential uses, that means private landownership and the construction
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of houses just on the water's edge proved that there was no public use and
accessto the waterside.
MELES CREEK was another place where people benefited from.
Generally,the place attractedthe middle income groups rather than the ~ligh
incomegroups that preferredto be in Kordon. People had baths and swam in
Melescreek.The banks were also used for picnicing.
KAR~IYAKA (Cordelia) is the place developed as the result of the
constructionof railways and roads. It was developed On filled land and the
sandybeach of the first times of the settlementhas been destroyed and the
waterfrontbecamea rocky area in late 1800s.
Figure6.26. Waterfrontof Kar~lyaka(Cordelia
(Source:Prof.Dr. c;.,Atay, "izmir'in Izmir'P', ESIAD, izmir, 1993,p. 38)
In the near past, the waterfrontof Kar~lyakawas full of treefull gardens
and1-2storeyedhouses at the back and 2-3 storeyedones at the front with a
roadpassing in front of them. There were a lot of vacant land. the waterfront
wasused by the public. The wide sidewalk just near the sea provided an
enhancingwalks along the waterfront. There were also tlleatres and sport
clubs.Many otherculturalactivities have been situatedon thewaterfront.
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Figure6.27. Houses on Walerfronl The Pier in l<ar~lyaka
(Source:Poslcards by Renci Color)
I=igure6.28. The Pier In Kar~lyal<a
(Source:Poslcards by Renci Color)
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6.4.The Existing Situation of The Urban Waterfront in izmir
Many activities have chosen place on urban waterfront.Their localities
will be given in partial explanations and the examination areas include the
walerfronlfrom Inciraltl to Kar~lyaka.
Nar"dere-inciraltl-BaI90va-09kuyularRegion: Restaurants, dormitories of
university,gardens educational inslitutions (Lyces), a marina, a department
slore,militaryservice areas, residentialunits varying in heights from 2 to 8 and
vacantlands in which recreation facility is proposed exist in this part of tile
waterfront.
In Bal90va, from the D.E.O. hospital to 09kuyular , there lies a highway
onwaterfront.Many vacant lands along the highway are under constructionfor
retailactivities.Also, Migros, the departmentstore, some petrol offices and an
openbazaar on the waterfront limitingthe public use of the waterside in some
parts.People do not really preferwalking along the waterfrontin this part, any
way.Middle and high income groups are the residents in this zone. Through all
olher parts of urban waterfront wide vehicular roads pass along. From
091~uyularto Kanak there is a line of 8 storeyed buildings in which many of
themhave commercial functions in their fir;:jtfloors. They blocl~the scene and
slandas a wall on the waterfront. The construction of the Mustafa Kemal
ShorelineBoulevard provided public use on waterfronts. People bike, run,
walkand do manyother things on the walkway along the sea. There is also a
militaryzone on waterfront. In this partgenerally the high incomegroup lives.
In Konak, cultural facility areas, a great Kanak urban square , the
governmentalbuildings, bank exist. The public use areas provide the
enhancementof the waterfront The Kanak square is a problem area but the
highrail transportationproject is continuingon this land.
In addition to the usage mentionedat'out there is a marinemilitaryzone
I port,workingareas, offices, bars and cafes, restaurants,residentialunits from
Kanakto the Harbour. A great public square exists. Although Kordon is used
muchlimitedspace serves the people.
Besides, from the square of Republic to the harbour, the sea is under
fillingprocess for the constructionof a highway.
Harbour is in the inner bay, in the center of city and is developing but
causesmany problems which effect the innercity.Transportationand pollution
are the fundamental problemsin this area. The oil and wastes that the ships
disctlarge and the chaos in vehicular transportation because of barriers
carryinggoods in and out of the harbour makes it a disturbing function. The
silos and the obsolete and the south of the harbour from unwanted scenes.
Thisarea is one of the problemareas and in base map its proposed as the part
of CBD. From this part, no one permittedto reach to the waters edge, no
publicuse. Melez Creek reaches to bay fromthe east of the harbour.
From Halkaplnar to Bayrakll, the listed functions take place in order;
autoshowgalleries, industrial highway and railway, estuaries of small creeks.
(pollutedwith industrial waste) vacant lands , large stores, governmental
institutions, the depots , residential areas and railway take place in land
direction.In the developmentplan , this region is proposed as the extension of
theCBD. In sea direction there lies a park and playgrounds are along the
waterfront (In order to provide the continuityof public areas along whole
waterfront) LIp to Turan, but efficiently used, as it is away from residential
areas, and is not cared for. In residences generally low and middle income
grouplive.
From Turan to the boundary of settlementarea of Kar~lyaka In land
direction, the forest zone, residential zones, having commerce beneath the
buildingsand as in the south, 8 storeyedcongruous buildings exist. There are
smallgaps for the access to waterfront.In the generally, 11ighincome groups
liveon waterfront sides in the sea direction , industrial plants which are
economicallyefficient, and small old houses. exist in Turan. The inner bay is
pollutedby the wastes of these industries. This development effects the
waterfrontview from the other parts. Shipyards in Alaybey is the functions in
entranceof Kar~lyaka.The civil and militaryshipyards prohibit the people to
reachthe waterfront.The construction and repair facilities create noise that
disturbthe residents. The water and noise and aesthetical pollutioncaused by
theships annoy people. Such a function at the entrance of a such a good
regioneffects the image . Also the walkway with an unexpectedview a high,
grayconcretewall.
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The whole waterfronthas parks and recreationalareas for public use .
BahribabaPark, Kar~lyakaPier ( in which cinemas and musicclub exists) , Olof
Palme recreation area, Suat Ta~er Theatre, H,fzl Velidedeoolu Park, A.A.
Saygun Park, Ferry Pier in Bostanl, ,and Archeology Museum have localities
on waterfronts. It is the most sensitive part of public use on Izmir's urban
waterfront,and provides manyopportunitiesto people.
In the north-eastdirectionon the last part of the waterfront, an area for
the treatmentplant and an area for the General Directorate Of The Railways
areproposed in the base map.
6.5.Coastal Zone Regulations and The Requirements for Special
legislation
The coastal act 3830 determinesthe developmentrules on waterfonts. It
declares that the coastal band from shoreline to land direction is 100m. In
width,and it is formedby two partsof bothSOm.in width.
The first half of the coastal band in sea direction is the part on which
only green areas, playgrounds, walkways, seating places and roads are
allowed to be constructed. The second half is only permitted for the
construction of temporarily used tourism facility areas, motorways, open
parking areas. On the other hand, if it is a land fill area, infrastructure,
recreationareas (parks, playgrounds,outdoorsports, picnic areas), sea and air
transportationunits are allowed.
In the city centers on waterfrontsthe shoreline determinesthe boarders
of the development. The construction in sea and also at water's edge is
prohibited,except the water-dependentuses.
However, the changing characteristics of cities, the demand on
waterfrontsfor people oriented activityareas includingculturaland commercial
activitiesthat increase the enhancement of these places in the chaos of the
congested city require new development issues and legislations for such
specificsites in city centers. Although there is not a determinedshoreline in
USA etc. Waterfront development/redevelopmentprojects are successfully
implemented,as in Battery Park City in New York and The Opera House in
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Sydneyexamples. There is nothing left to be preserved in naturalmeanings in
oururban waterfronts,hence the preparationof redevelopmentprojects which
havethe potential to provide public rights on waterfronts can be effective in
efficientuse of these sites. The new developments that consider public
amenitiesand the qualityand also the characteristicsof the waterfrontprovide
variousopportunities to both city and the citizens. The examples given in
previouschapters show thatnot the regulationsbutthe detailedanalysis of the
site,the urban context, the users and their needs, the preparation of good
planningand design strategieswith an efficient organizationalframe make the
waterfrontslivable.
6.6.Determination Of The Project Area
Determination of the project area requires companson between the
alternativesites according to criteriagiven below.
• "General location, A
• Cost of land acquisition, B
• Potentialdifficulties in assembly, C
• Special use restrictionsand regulatorycontrols, D
• Potentialcompatibilityof surroundingland uses, E
• Requirementsfor supportingpublic improvements, F
• Unusual site conditions that can provide special opportunities or cause
problems, G
• The size and the shape of the site, H
• The property owners willingness to sell or lease the property or to
participatefinancially in developmentor as a tenant."
(Wrenn,1983,p.78)
The alternative sites that were determinedwith the examinationof the
basemap are the Dalyan in Balgova on the south-west of the waterfront ,
proposedas a fair place and park, the hinterlandof the harbour on the south-
eastwhich is proposed as the part of CBD, the Bayraklt region on the east
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waterfront,lying in north-southdirection and the land on which the shipyards
exist.
The comparison shows that the shipyards' place is the most available
place for redevelopment. In addition to the mentioned criteria, some other
factors encourage developmenton this part of the waterfront in physical and
social terms.
In previous subjects the examinationof the waterfront in the base map
and ecological research showed that public activityareas, such as , cultural ,
especially, the recreationalfacilityareas are to be proposed.
The base map itself proposes the continuityof the public open spaces
along the waterfront, taking care of the public rights and environmental
protection.
Table 6.1 The Comparison BetweenThe AlternativeSites for Development
Criterias OalyanHinterlandofBayrakllAlaybey
Harbour Place
Shipyards
A
++
B
--
C0EFG
-
H
+
I
The base map proposes the growthof CBO throughnorthdirectionalong
tilewaterfrontup to Bayrakll, and also the developmentof public activityareas
justalong the water. It is decided that the whole waterfrontaround the bay will
bepubliclyused. This decision causes obsolescence in some parts.
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In addition to this proposal, there is the probabilityof the relocation of
the harbour in order to decrease every kind of pollutionand clearance process
of the inner bay. The interviewswith the local governmentsshowed that the
relocationthe harbourwas inevitablealthough its developmenthas not finished
yet. Therefore, the shipyards in Alaybey has to be relocateddue to this event
and also the removalof the militaryzone in the old part, in Pasaport. With the
shipyardsbeing obsolete, a regeneration process will be needed.
Shipyards have location just at the entrance of Kar~lyaka.Many people
prefer Kar~lyaka to enjoy being near water and wonder along the whole
waterfront.
The movingcranes, gray walls, the noise in day and night time and the
needfor moreopen spaces stress the regenerationof the area as a gate, as an
impressiveentranceto Kar~lyaka.
A closed commercial area is also, proposed in Turan within the
industrial district. The commerce activity encourages development on the
determinedarea. The integrationof two zones and the potentialforest land in
northdirectiondirect the area to be regeneratedfor people from all parts of the
city.Consequently, the waterfrontland in which shipyards exist is determined
asthe projectarea.
6.7.The Reasons of The Project Site's Selection
• Accessible from every part of izmir.
• Have not mixed land ownership pattern.
• Easily and rapidlydevelopable site.
• Have much usage potential.
• High potentialfor to increase the public quality than the other sites as they
can be proposed only as workingand culturalwaterfrontareas.
t Less finance for infrastructureas there is existinginfrastructure.
t Have potentially used waterfrontarea and developments in neighbouring
sites.
t The Municipality'sdemand in mixed-usedevelopmentin case of change.
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• The repositioningof the shipyards.
• The availabilityof the public-privatepartnershipfor development as there
will be great revenues.
6.8.Aims and Objectives of The Project
The aims and objectivesof the projectare determinedas following:
• To generate and regulate the vacant land with the replacement of the
shipyards.
• The beautificationof one part of the waterfrontof izmir and the entrance of
Kar~lIyaka.
• To provideenhancable area throughurban design.
• To create a livableenvironmentfor pedestriansand for all age groups.
• To supply the demands for a green zone along the waterfrontwith efficient
and intensive landscaping. (choose the trees according to the climatic
variations).
• To integratethe land to neighboringsites.
• To decrease the effectof noise and water pollution( with a treatmentplant),
environmentalprotection..
• To increase the public use and public realmwith increasingaccessibility.
• To increase the environmental,social and physical qualities.
• To provide the continuity of the public open green spaces along the
waterfront.
• To increase the local amenity.
• To increase the picturesqueaesthetic.
• To create an even public spaces to attractmanypeople.
• To propose year-roundactivities.
• to provide rapid developmentwith commercialactivities.
6.9.Analysis of The Project Area
Analysisof the projectarea includes;
• Locationof the area,
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• Situationof the area,
Neighbouringuses,
Access to the site by highwayor railroad,
Pedestrian circulation,
The type and locationof utilityservices,
• The Characteristicsof The ProjectArea
Existing Land use and Land-ownershipPattern
Exceptional views of and fromthe site,
Distinctivenaturalor culturalfeatures.
Geological Structure
Extremeclimaticvariations.
6.9.1.Location of The Project Area
The project area is located on the waterfront in the north shore of the
innerbay of Izmir , being a partof Kar~lyakawaterfront.
Kar~lyakacovers the whole waterfrontarea in northdirection.Gediz and
manyother small creeks open up to the sea from this region. The waterfrontis
on land filled area of about 100 m. in some parts. The projectarea is also on
filledpartof the waterfront.
It was on the route of izmir-<;anakkalehighway and is just at the
entranceof Kar~lyakafrom east direction. It is at the crossroads of many
transportationopportunities.
Intensive residential districts surrounds the area from both north and
west direction and tile sea forms a borderline on the south-east. The low
incomegroup live in the north and the high income group in the west. Also,
thereis the existing industrialdistrict in Turan, on the east of the area where a
commercialactivity area design is being prepared for, and a proposed CBD
extensionwhich already has departmentstores, governmentalinstitutitonsand
vacantlands exist on the east of the area along thewaterfront.
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6.9.2.Situation of The Project Area
The area is situatedbetweenthe eight storied buildings in the west, that
havecommercialactivityin the groundfloors, and the sea in the south-east.
The vehicular access is providedwith the highway passing adjacent to
thearea and with the railway systemwhich is in north direction.The vehicular
entrancefrom the highway to Kar~lyaka by an overpass also provides public
transportation.There is a bus stop on the south-west of the area. The nearest
railwaystation is in Turan district and in the center of Kar~lyaka.The Light
Rail Transportation system is being constructedin Izmir, and the provision of
thissystemwill makethe access fromotherparts of izmir moreeasier.
Educational services, parks, commercial and cultural activity areas,
theaters,sport areas, cinemas and playgrounds are all at accessible distance.
Thecentralzone lies on the south-westdirectionand has the potentialof many
users.Along the waterfrontthe Kar~lyakapier serves for marinetransportation
aheadof th~central area.Parks and public open spaces are situatedalong the
waterfrontbetweenthe projectarea and the pier. The pedestrianactivityis very
highin these places and encourage the use of waterfrontboth in day and night
time,in winter and in summer. Many people either from north or from west
directionenhances the walkway on the waterfrontand reaches to the project
area.
The Great Channel Project is being implemented,and is directedto the
treatmentplant which is on the west of Kar~lyaka.This channel is in the north
of the project area. There are also, pumping stations in Bayrakll and in the
northof C;anakkale- izmir highway, in the project area's neighbourhood. The
freshwater will be supplied from the existing system. There is also a fresh
watersystemparallel to the greatchannel.
The electricityrequirementis providedfromtile local system,which also
dependson the electric distributionunit in Bornova. The existingsystem is an
undergroundsystemand serves thewhole waterfrontin Kar~lyaka.
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6.9.3.Existing Condition of The Site
The project area is on land filled area as the other parts of the
waterfront.The project area involves a civil shipyard (belong to Maritime
Bank), and militaryshipyard. It covers a total area of 15 ha., of which 8ha. IS
forthe civil shipyardand 7 ha. for the militaryshipyard.
In the civil shipyard 5 storied administrationbuilding and 2-3 storied
ateliers take place. These are; Ship-building atelier, machine and motor
ateliers,electricityatelierand wooden equipmentateliers. The shipyard has an
achievement of the repairment of 20 ships and the skidding of 40 ships
annually.Also, the annual capacity in steel processing is 1300tons.
The interviewswith the managersshowed thatthe researches about the
newlocation is being made, and the residentshave complaintsabout the noise
and the scene generated by the shipyards and the image and perception of
their of their regions. The workers also mentioned about the difficulties in
accessibility,created by the traffic congestion ( the affect of lorries and trucks,
innercityand outercitytransportationvehicles) althoughthey live near.
No informationwas given by the naval militaryshipyard because of the
security,but 1 and 2 storied buildingsexist in this part.
Some regulations have been done after the filling process for the
shipyards. Therefore, it has a material filled base. The ground cover has a
stabilizedstructurewith the use of concrete and gravel in its content.The floor
area should be reinforced and strengthened with concrete piles for the
constructionof high buildings and for landscaping the concrete floor should be
brokendown and instead,soil in minimum1m. of thickness has to placed.
Illca creek passes throughthe area, in north-southdirection, providinga
discharge base for the shipyards. It is the boundary line between the two
separate shipyards. Populus, piper nigrum and eucalyptus trees form the
landscapingin the area, being plantedaround the buildings.
The view bothfrom inside and outside of the area is enhancing, but from
the residential parts this view is being prevented by the high walls of the
shipyard.
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The utilityservices as sewage disposal, electricity,etc. depend on the
existinginfrastructure.Later, the realizationof the Great Channel Project (some
pumpingstationswere constructed)will make the sewage disposal easier with
preventingthewastes to be dischargedto the inner bay. (Figure 6.35)
The microclimateis mentionedabout in previous topics, but in addition
thearea has a cooling breeze from south-westdirectionin summer.
6.9.4.Physical Characteristics of The Project Area
6.9.4.1.Topography
The topographyis examinedbothfor land and waterbody.
The projectarea is a landfill but strengthenedwithconcrete groundcover
and seawalls. It is a flat land in intensivelybuilt partof the city.Therefore, there
is no probabilityof slopage and erosion at water'sedge.
The topographical conditions of the waterbody is given in figures 6.36,
6.37 showing the bottomprofile of izmir Bay. The contours changes between
1m.and 20m. In the inner bay.The deepest partof the inner bay of 20m. is at a
distanceof about 7.5m. away from the bayhood. It can be understoodthat the
firstcontour line shows 5m. deep regions in adjacent areas to the project site,
however, it becomes more deeper in various parts of the inner bay. The Sm.
depth provides the availabilityof the access of manyships to the site.
6.9.4.2.Pollution and Properties of Water Bottom in izmir Bay
Izmir bay has five parts as seen in figure 6.38. The inner bay, central
bay, outer bay 1-2-3. The inner bay is the most polluted part .Figure 6.39
showsthe pollution and the change in the bottomof the bay. More than half of
thebay completelycovered withblack mud in 1980.
The pollutantsare:
• "Domesticpollutantscreated by the 3 millionpollutionequivalents.
• Pollution dragged by the surface run off due to precipitation incident upon
the cityand bay catchmentarea.
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• Industrialpollutantsgeneratedwithinand outside the city.
• Chemical fertilizer and pesticide residues brought by irrigation return and
drainage
• Pollutants discharged by creeks and Gediz River.
• Pollutantsdue to marinetrafficand portactivities."(1.8.$.8,1996 ,p.165)
In the shallow waters, there are pathogenic microorganismscaused by
the untreatedwaterfrontdischarge and lack of shore management.
Oxygen exist in manyparts exceptthe inner bay and the river mouths. In
other parts there are horizontal and verticalwater circulation.The wind, solar
radiation, tide and other effectson sea providethe reoxygenation.
Figure 6.38. The Parts of izmir 8ay
(Source:"izmir'inCevre Sorunlarl, LT.O., 1995)
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In mostly polluted parts of the bay nutrients,phosphorus and nitrogen,
are the basic determinantsof pollution.They are rich in the inner bay and at
the mouthof Gediz River. Urban and irrigationwastes are the causes. (1.8.S.8.,
1996p.165)
In Izmir 8ay "with its geological, morphological and biological
characteristics, was a very suitable place for inhabitance, growth and
reproductionof marineorganismsfor a very long time"(1.8.S.8. ,1996,p.166)
The outer bay has a potentialfor biological diversity. The central bay ,
although there is pollution, some living organisms try to live in this part but in
the inner bay no biological life can be seen as the result of hydrogen sulfur gas
(1.8.S.8., 1996)
Therefore, the pollution is based on domesticand industrialwastes and
there is biological life in some parts of the bay where possible.
In order to help the clearance of the bay and to prevent more pollution
recreationalopen spaces should be developed on waterfronts.
"Whencreatingopen publicspace recreationalareas for cityareas
aroundIzmirBay withnaturalpotentialfor thesepurposeshouldbe
primarilyconsidered.The nature- humanrelationshipcan develop
more positivelywhen naturalhabitatsof organismsare protected,
improved and openedto the visitof people... In additionof these
activities, new sightseeingand meetingplaces, such as marine
parks,cityaquariums,naturalhistorymuseums,botanicalgardens,
whichwillserveas meaningfulearnstoenrichthenaturalvaluesand
develop the conscience of environmentalprotection besides
recreationalactivitiesmustbeconstructed"(I.B.S.B.,1996,p.167)
6.9.4.3.Hydrological Properties
The wind has an intensiveeffect in izmir 8ay. It causes changes in water
level, in water temperatureand in directionof waves. It has also an important
role in the sanitary quality, generally causing the water qualityto increase but
only at air-water interface. (General DireCtorate Of State Hydraulic Works,
1971)
The direction of waves is determined with the prevailing winds. In
summerwesterlywinds and in winter easterly and mainly northerlywinds have
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effects in turbulanceand direction of waves trying to decrease the pollutionby
thisway.
The water temperature, salinity and density occuring due to the
microclimatic changes are also other specific issues that have to be
considered. (Figure 6.40) The types of plant species, the uses on the
development area are directly affected in design period according to the
properties mentioned above. The high salinity prevents plantationjust at the
water's edge, the pollution level prevents the proposal of water oriented
activities.
The water temperaturein inner bay has the lowest degree in November
on water surface but when the depth increases, the lowest temperature is
obtained in April, according to the figure 6.40. In May, it decreases as the
depth increases however, the density increases with the increase in depth.
The highest temperatureis seen in August at watersurface.
The density of water changes also due to the depth. It has the peak
value in Novemberfrom the surface to the depth of 10m.I and in August, it has
theleast values at water surface.
The salinity value in inner bay has the highest value at water surface
again in August, as evaporation mostlytakes place in this timeof the year. In
November 15 metres from the surface to the bottom has the most salinity.
However, in April the salinity level is same both at the surface and at the
bottom,althoughthe depth increases.
6.9.4.4.Existing Shore Structures in Project Site
Seawalls and piers have localities on the shore. They are both made up
of concrete and in some parts are in good conditions and available for new
developments.They can be actively used for increasing interactionbetween
people and water by way of constructing water-related and water-dependent
uses.They can be re-used as viewing areas and public activitynodes, so that,
theyprovide direct public access to the water's edge and public enhancement
onthewaterfront.
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6.9.4.5. Microclimate
27.6°e, January 8.5°e
August 42.JOe
January 6.5°e
693.2 mm
January 141.2°e
August 2.5°e
July-August 49 %
146.4Days.
August 27.6 days
January 3.7 days
56.8 days
July - August:O.1day
January: 10.8
Annual average precipitation:
Hot and sunny days in summer, cold and rainy days in winter form the
characteristics of microclimate in Izmir. The average temperatures are as
followings:
"Annual average temperature:July:
Maximumminimumtemperatures:
Average humidity:
Annual average sunny days:
Annual average rainy days:
The prevailin.gwind due to months:
SE: January, February, March, April, October, November, December
W: May, June ,July, August, September."(E.O.G.S.F. , 1976, p.8)
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6.10. Reasons for Redevelopment
The reasons are listed below:
• Noise: The interviews with the local residents showed that repair and
constructionfacilities created noise in everytimeof the day.
• Water pollution: The discharges of ships and oil are directly given to the
sea.
• Prevention of Public Access to Waterside: The shipyards acting as a barrier
along thewaterfrontpreventpedestriansto reach to the watersidefromwest
and northdirection.
• The Lacking Aesthetical Values and Views: The gray walls of the shipyard
block the view of and the winches working all the time disturbs the
nonexistingview.
• Blockage of The Continuity of The WaterfrontWalkway: The shipyards as a
castle have great walls that stand as guardians on waterfront where
pedestrians reach and dislike.
• Location: It is situatedvery close to the hearthof both l<ar~lyakand izmir's
proposed CBD.
• The rediscoveryof water as a source for urban recreation.
• The proposals of the developmentplan: The developmentplan proposes
the stretching of the Central Business District through the north direction
and public open green areas surroundingthe bay, in varyingwidths.
6.11. The Reasons for The Mixed-Use Waterfront Project
In the industrial development period, the waterfronts have extensively
been polluted by the ships and other port facilities. Later on, being abandoned
and polluted places, the waterfronts became unlivable and undesirable. The
peopleescaped from these places as theirwaterfrontperceptionhave changed
by the highways as unapproachable, by pollution as unswimmable,sewage
and industrialwaste disposal area, etc. In some big cities as poor lived in the
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abandoned buildings of the old port areas and in the inner city these areas
becamethe pointof crimeand danger.
To overcomethese problemsand revitalizethe citycenteras it had been
once, the redevelopmentprojectswere seen as the savers of these areas. The
different sites require different kinds of procedures and development issues.
The unique characteristics as social, physical, environmental,geological and
microclimaticfactors have to be considered in predevelopment period. The
propertiesof a waterfrontsite can also differ from one another althoughthey
are both the parts of the waterfrontof the same city. The surrounding uses,
infrastructure, land-ownership pattern, development opportunities, demands
and requirementsfor the site can be effectiveon the typeof the development.
The obsolete waterfront sites have generally inner city locations,
especially just adjacent to downtowns. Therefore, understanding the
importance of the public rights and use on these areas the mixed-use
regeneration projects have been implemented.The waterfronts have been
designed to perform an educative role both in historical and environmental
meanings, providing historical and environmentalpreservation.So, the mixed-
use developments including cultural and recreational facilities, excluding the
financial revenues in general, have been implementedwith public finance. The
mixed-use redevelopmentshave taken place to increase the public quality in
these areas and perception of the waterfrontattractingmany people to these
sites.
The reasons of mixed-usedevelopmentcan be listed as following:
• Surrounded by residentialuses.
• Increased leisure time
• Accessibility both by highways,railwaysand waterway.
• Have the potentialfor public use.
• Perform educativerole.
• Commercial and cultural uses for attractingvisitors and getting revenues
while providing green open spaces and providing social and cultural
interaction.
• Adjacent to the local commercialcenterand the proposed CBD.
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• Not residential because of the increasing trend in the constructionof high
rise luxurious residential units on waterfront sites only for high income
groups.
• Not office because already the CSD are has been stretchedto the east part
of the site and there is need for connectingother partswith the water'sedge
with a public activityarea.
• Not an environmentalproject because there is nothing left for preservation
in environmentalmeanings. (Not a wetland area).
6.12. The Development Opportunities And The Potentials Of The Project
Area
• The repositioningof harbour and shipyard activitiescloser to the open sea
but not muchdistantfromthe city.
• The replacementof the militaryport in Konak to a differentlocationwith the
effectof the highwaywhich will pass throughthewaterfront.
• The development of new highways all around the city that will provide
linkages and easy access between ships and truck transportationmodes,
proposing the replacement.
• The increase in the amount of leisure time available. The result is the
formationof thewaterfrontrecreation.
• The easy acquisitionof land.
• The existence of the IIlca creek.
• The availabilityof easy access withpublic transportation,by walking.
• The compatibilitywith the otheruses.
• The proximityto the center.
• The close relationwithwater.
6.13. Determination of Users and Their Needs
The redevelopment area will serve two different user groups. These
users can be classified as following:
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• Local residents
• Visitors fromdifferentparts of izmirand fromothercities.
These two mentioned categories show different characteristics and have
various needs.
The profileof potentialusers and needs are determinedaccordingto the
age groups, place of residence, frequencyof use and transportationtype they
choose. Therefore, all age groups visit the area. A detailed, one to one
informationabout the user groups could not be achieved as it required longer
time period and finance. The users on ne;ghbouring sites along the water's
edge, their activities, wishes are considered. The high accessibility and the
locality of the site encouraged the visits of foreigners, so that, besides local
residents anotheruser group is decided to get benefitformthe area.
Finally, it is approved that the local residents of all age groups, all
income groups and visitors from other regions and cities and also tourists can
make use of this area.
6.14. The Development Strategy
The developmentstrategycontainsthe principlefunctionof the project,a
developmentprogramme,the preliminarycost estimatesand the participantsof
the project. For a good and an efficient development,the determinantsof the
development strategy should be handed by preparing different scenarios for
each.
These scenarios are;
• The ProgrammaticScenario
• Spatial Scenario
• Financial-economic Scenario
• Social Scenario (Witbraad, Joma, 1993)
This regeneration project is a redevelopmentproject of the shipyards'
place which includes the recreational activity area design. The design will
include the mixed-useof the recreational,culturaland commercialactivities.
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The analysis of the developmentplan gives clues about the recreation
need along the waterfront. Limited waterfront land in izmir for recreational
activity encourages the shipyards' area to be redeveloped as a public open
space area on the shoreline. The potentialsof the area and the activitiesalong
the waterfrontalso, make it potentiallydevelopable with recreative aims. The
recreationalactivityareas in Kar~lyakaare the parks, Olof Palme (1980), Hlfzl
Veled (1990), Adnan Saygun, the theatrenamed as Suat Ta~er (1987) and the
museumof archeology.
Olof Palme (1980): It covers an area of 1.8 ha. It contains playgrounds, sport
areas, primaryschool and a cafe.
Hlfzl Veled (1990): It has an area of 0.35ha. Playgrounds and sportareas exist.
Adnan Saygun; It has an area of 0.7 ha. and designed with landscaping and
townscape elementsfor realization.
Suat Ta$er Theatre (1987): It has the total area of 0.8 ha. of which 350m2 is
for the theatrefor 1000 person and studiosfor handicraftsunderneath.
The Museum of Archeology: It covers and area of 0.9ha. there are studios for
painting and a exhibitioncenter.
6.14.1.The ProgrammaticScenario
The requirementsand the tendencies in Kar~lyakawaterfrontdetermine
the functions and their capacities. The project area has generally residential
areas in neighbouring lands. Also, an importantand a crowded pedestrian
promenadereaches to the site throughthe water's edge. The short distance to
the commercial and administrativecenter of Kar~lyaka make the site easily
developable and attractmany functions. These factors and the easy access to
the site both by vehicles and the pedestrians determinethe functions on the
projectarea.
A mixed-Use development(the reasons are given in previous sections)
is proposed for this special site. Commercial, recreationaland cultural activity
areas are involved in the program, as the compatibility of these uses
encourage visits to the site. The functions have the potentialto attractboth the
local people and the foreigners.
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Therefore, the project program is based on a mixture of activities
togetherwitha new infrastructure.The totalsite has a surface area of 15 ha.
The projectprogrammeis as following:
Table 6.2. The Project Program
Activity Type UsageSurfaceAreaTotal AreaPERCENTAGE
(m2)
(m2)(%)
Sport Houses
615615.41
Recreational
Open Sport Fields2 402 401.42
Activity
Pl yground1717
Open Green Area
3 6503 65025.
TOTAL
421 5421 58 03
Shops
3077
Cafeteria
2
Commercial
Restaurants7752 Kiosks5051 466
Art Galleri s
8
in ma
0
heat r
8
ExhibitonCenterBirdc g
3
qu rium
5
ultural Activity
S Museum35
H ndic ftAteliers
883
Glassh useAir Theat r
83800 (1000
person)TOTAL
77.
d inistration
dministration
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Table6.2.The ProjectProgramme(Continuing)
Activity Type UsageSurfaceAreaTotal AreaPERCENTAGE
(m2)
(m2)
(%)
Marine
Se busPier400400.27
Transportation ParkingLots
86 086 05.
270Cars)PavedAreas,pool
434543 56.54
OTAL
1500001 2100
This programshowsthatthis kindof a waterfrontdevelopmentshould
involvemorepublicareas and opengreenspaces ratherthanhighbuildings
that prevent views. The percentagesgive clues about the development
characteristic.The site mainlyserve culturalactivitytogetherwith passive
recreationareas.The commercialactivityis limitedbecauseof beingnearto
theothercommercialareas.The passiveand activerecreationareas provide
relief andtheenhancementofthesite.
The programwill beheldby public-privatepartnership,thatis approved
in orderto realizetheprojectsrapidlyandeasilyand to reachsuccess,as in
manywaterfrontcitiesindevelopedcountries.The priorityof thiscollaboration
is rootedfromtheexperimentsmentionedinpreviouschapter.
6.14.2. Spatial Scenario
Designqualityofpublicspacesareas importantas thebuildingsthatwill
be constructed in the area. The complementarydesign within the urban
contextandthecontinuityof thewalkwaysandpublicnodesandactivitypoints
areprovidedinthedesign.
The spatialscenarioof thisprojectincludesthefollowing:
• The connectionof publicplaces withanattractiveroute.
• The provisionof viewsfrombothinwardsandoutwardswithviewcorridors,
(themainpedestrianaxis).
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• The provisionof efficientand sufficient landscapingand townscaping.
• The provisionof easy access to the sitewith pedestrianbridges.
• The creation of activeand passive activityareas serving all age groups.
• The provisionof opportunitiesfor the handicapped.
• The intensivelandscaping in the northpart.
• The secure and safe sittingplaces.
• The elevatedwalkways reachingto the squares.
• The attractivepublic nodes and squares serving people as gatheringpoints
for differentaims.
6.14.3. Financial-Economic Scenario
Financial-economic scenario is based on the municipal policies and
efforts due to the wish to realize the developmentproject in Turkey. So, in this
project the Great City and Kar~lyakaMunicipalities will be in charge of the
redevelopment. The organizational frame will be prepared by the two
municipalities. A redevelopmentauthoritywhich consists of the members of
differentcommunitygroups; the municipality,the universitiesetc. will be given
the right for developing the site. The private enterprisewill be encouraged by
the development authority. The implementationwill be provided by public-
privatecollaboration. So, publidprivate partnershipwill be profitablefor a high
qualityregenerationprojectin the determinedarea.
The municipalitiesplay an importantrole in regulatingthe acquisition of
land, clearance of the projectare, etc. So, the public part is responsiblewith;
• Acquiring and clearingthe land,
• Getting planningpermission,
• Preparing the programmaticscenario,
• Provide 70% finance (for social benefits),
• Maintain the area in post- developmentperiod.
There will be differentkinds of costs. These are the site acquisition cost
and the site developmentcost. The site acquisition cost can not be estimated
as it can be transferredat no costs from the site owners.
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For the constructionof the buildingsspecial methodsare needed for the
stabilization and the strengtheningthe base, as it is a land filled area. The
concrete piles will cause high expenditures. Also, the transformationof the
concrete covered ground to a soil base is required for the availability of
landscaping,and it needs additionalinvestment.
The amountof initial investmentcan not exactly determinedbecause of
the lack of knowledge about the costs of filling, strengtheningthe base with
concrete piles for constructionof buildings, landscapingetc., but depending on
the examinedprojectsdue to the similarityin functions, the developmenttype
and the total area in many foreign cities an investmentcost of approximately
about 40 million dollars will be needed for the realization of the project.
Therefore, the amount that the local governments should invest will be28
milliondollars, and as a result, privateenterprisewill invest 12 milliondollars.
In addition, the maintenanceand operationcosts will be provided by the
local governments. The activities that will be located in the area will provide
less benefits in economical terms,as the main aim is to increase social values,
public rights and use within the projectarea. The social benefitsovercome the
economic benefits.
6.14.4.SocialScenario
The considerationof the waterfront'sbeing a public orientedspace make
the social scenario to include the proposals and opinions of the community
organizations thathave rightsto interveneand makesuggestions.
In this project , The Chamber of City Planners, The Chamber of
Architects, The Chamber of EnvironmentalEngineers and The Chamber of Civil
Engineers can be contacted and can make decisions on the developmentof
the area. Other social groups that are relatedwith the social demands , about
public transportationto the area, about the provision of more green areas and
accessible, attractive places. The developer should guarantee the social
characteristicof the developmentarea.
IIMIR YUKSfK TfKNOlOJi ENSTiTUSO
RfKTORlUGU
KijtUpnane ve DokiimontosyonDoire 8~~ 6
Therefore, the social scenario is prepared according to the demands of
public and includes the following:
• Increase in qualityof life and qualityof space.
• Easily accessible from everypartof the city.
• Provision of humanscale, safetyand security in the site.
• Provision of more open green areas along thewaterfront.
• Consideration of the handicapped in design.
6.14.5. Management and Operation in Post- Development Period
The functions proposed in the projectwill be administered by a special
organization, called as the Management Authority, which includes members
from the municipality.This authority directly be in connection with the local
municipalityand chargedwith the maintenanceand managementof the site.
The shops will be sold and the restaurantsand other commercialactivity
units will be rented for specific time periods. Cultural activity areas will be
operated by the municipality.
6.15. Design Concept
6.15.1. Zoning
The activity spaces are located together due to the frequency of use
and the user type aiming to create easily perceptable areas forming clearly
defined transformationpoints. Therefore, the plan includes three basic zones
such as recreation,commercialand culturalareas. Recreation and commercial
zones are located in direct relation with the residential areas in neighbouring
sites. The culturalactivityarea is proposed form the center to the northof the
site considering the specific characteristics of the facilities, the frequency of
use and the need for wider spaces to serve for especially crowded visitor
groups.
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Recreation activitytakes place in two forms: Passive and Active. Active
recreation in the site is a land oriented activity including sport areas and
playground,and, the passive recreationincludeswalkways,sittingplaces along
the water's edge, on the theater hill and in the land-fill area for better
perceptionof the cityand the greenery in the northpartof the site.
Commercial activity and active recreation areas are proposed in
integration with residences, just at the south-west of the site, in order to
provide the continuityof the pedestrianusage. The compatibilityof residential,
commercialand sport areas provides the year round use of the site.
In addition to the defined activityzones, the administrationtakes place
at the geographic center of the site for better control of tile site. It is not
mentionedas a uniquezone as it occupies only an administrationbuilding.
6.15.2.Circulation Pattern
The site is made accessible both for pedestrians and the vehicles.
Additionally, a railway station in the north and a sea bus pier in the south
provide an entranceto the site.
The motor vehicle route is proposed in the area parallel to the main
inner city road serving the basic uses that require vehicular service. Also,
limitedvehicular circulation is permittedin the area for urgent needs. The car
parks are generally located within the uses that are mostlypreferredand used
in night times that serve generally the visitors from tile other parts of the city
and the tourists.
Public transportation, by bus, by train by taxi and by sea buses are also
providedfor the easy access of the site formeverypartof the city.
Pedestrian circulation that is supplied by three main entrances
increases the public enhancement of the area. The linearity of the site
supported the linear pedestrian axis that provides the continuityof the existing
pedestrian circulation route coming from the commercial and administrative
centerof Kar~lyaka.It also consists of various spaces for public gatherings on
route.The second and the third main open ended walkways are directedto sea
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providing views. They are designed as view corridors both for the users and
the local residents.
These three routes are defined with specific planting and townscape
elements. The arcaded paths direct the pedestrians to the water's edge and
also house lightingelements in their structure.
There is also a bikepathproposed along the whole water's edge for the
cyclists considering the existing path following the existing waterfront uses
from the central area of the region.
6.15.3. Allocation of Buildings
The water'sedge is dedicatedto people in order to obtaingood views, to
wonder around, to feel relaxed,to talk and to meetwith other people and to get
the relieved effect of water. Therefore, the proposed buildings are located
generally at a suitable distance from the waterbody.Although the uses are not
all water dependent, some of the buildings are located on water or just on the
edges, except the pier, in order to be in directrelationwithwater.
The buildings are lower Ulan the residential buildings in neigtlbouring
areas not to obstructthe sea view. The huge buildings in the site are occupied
by the culturalfacilities and have localities in the northpartwhere no one suffer
form their scenery. These buildings also decrease the directeffectof the winter
winds on people benefitingfrom the site without preventingvisual access to
and out of the area.
6.15.4. Pedestrian Routes and Activity Nodes
The site performing a pedestrian oriented, pedestrianized character
have linkages between the walkways, bikepath etc. For the continuityof the
action. So that, the proposed walkways gather and distributemany people to
various facility areas with the provision of different types of public squares.
These routes are also provide the pedestrian freedom between the activity
nodes in neighbouring sites, especially reaching from the north, from south-
west and north-westdirections.
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There are mainly three basic squares for directing people in the site.
They all have differentcharacteristicsin size, in activity,in texture,in physical
form and in other properties.
The Clock Tower Square gathers people coming from the south-west
and north west direction and direct them to shopping area, to the pier in the
south, to culturaldistrict in north,and to the water'sedge in the south-east. It is
the distributionpoint to all parts of the site and mostlyused.
The Tower Square provides access to naturealley in the north. It can be
defined as the most attractivesquare as many handicraft ateliers and selling
units located around a pool are proposed. This square opens up ways to
nature section including natural amenities and performance areas such as
glasshouse, birdcage, aquarium and additionallya sea museum.Accessibility
to thewater's edge is also availablefromthis node.
6.15.5. Visual Perception
Visual perception is provided with viewing areas and overlooks. The
proposed buffer hill with a viewing terrace increases the perception of the
whole site. The viewing tower, supportedbf a restaurant,the open theatre hill
gives opportunitiesto all visitors to get the best vistas formthe site. The whole
waterfrontcan easily be seen, so that, the integrityshould be supplied in visual
meanings.
The Tower Square itselfwith the stretchingsteel structures throughSea
Museum gives the image of a sail when inside views are considered. This
scene from the outer districts increases visual perceptionand enhancementof
the site.
The overlooks in the proposed landfill area provides different kinds of
enthusiasm. The green areas and on the other hand the crowded scene of a
open and closed public spaces serve many age groups. Also, the viewing
nodes along the water's edge encourages people to sit and talk to each other
within the sound of waves.
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The views obtained from the paths and the respectful location of the
buildings at a considerable distance from the water's edge providegood views
from the site and increase the success of the project.
6.15.6.Landscaping
The site previously had a concrete surface that prevents plant species
and trees to grow in many parts. Therefore, in order to obtain available ground
for plants sufficientsoil is supplied.
In the north, landscapingis properlyused in order to decrease the effect
of winterwinds. Also, in parkingareas, vegetationis used to provideenclosure
and trees are plantedto preventtile directeffectof sunrays on motorvehicles.
Trees and tree groups are used on hills and in other public nodes to
relax underneath and enjoy being near water's edge, also, are used as shelter
in manysunny days of the year as shading elementsfor seating.
A green buffer parallel to the innercityvehicular road and the buffer hill
are createdto decrease the effectof noise and visual pollution.
Deciduous trees are used to block the prevailingwind and cool the air in
site especially in summerwithoutpreventingthe views. Palm trees are selected
in order to strengthen the directive and attractiveproperty of the pedestrian
path. In addition, flowerous trees such as acacia are planted at main
intersectionpoints of paths for visual enhancement.
Finally, it is given importanceand care to plantation,and trees are used
for the blockage of the prevailingwind, for providinggood views, for siting and
relaxing under as shading elements and shelters and for defining the main
paths in the area. They are specifically chosen considering the toxicityof the
soil and the microclimate.
In many parts, the concrete groundcover is avoided except the vehicular
roads. The main pedestrian paths are covered generally with brick paving
elements and in green areas blocks of rocks are used in order to increase the
sunlightabsorption and mal~epeople to enjoy being there. Ramps are supplied
for tile handicappedand old people
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6.15.7. Townscaping
The efficienttownscapeelementsare tried to be chosen for the security
and safetyof visitors both in day and nighttimes.
Four kinds of lighting elements are used; The first one is for the main
pedestrian paths, the second one is for the nodes, the third one is for the
secondarily used paths and the fourthone is ground lighting.
The seating elementsmade of wood and metalare preferred in the site.
The wooden elementsare generally used in intensivelyused gathering points
where more action takes place and in silent , less visited parts metal seating
elements are chosen to decrease vandalism. Each seating place occupies the
waste basket in its content.Also, along the water's edge physical barriers such
as low walls and chains are used for creating safety of the pedestrian
esplanade.
Advertisement boards are placed in main intersection points without
preventingpeople to pass through.The informationboards serves vehicles and
pedestrians in the entrances.
Group of telephone boxes are located in two points in site. They are
placed in the shopping districtand adjacent to the cafeteria near Illca creek in
the north.
Many flower boxes in various forms, shapes and colours are used in
defining different functions , providing colourful scene and enhancing the
people.
The townscapeelementsare chosen to decrease the effectof vandalism
in the site. The efficientuse makes people orient themselvesand benefiteasily
fromwhat is supplied in the area.
6.15.8. Design Principles Related With The Water's Edge
The water's edge need special care and differenttreatmenttechniques
for to increase the availabilityof the uses. Hard- edge and soft -edge treatment
structuresare used in differentpartsof the area.
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The existingshoreline is primarilytreatedby walls except the part of the
land where the ships are taken off the water for repairmentactivities.The plan
also proposes the hard edge treatmentagainst the hydrologicalfactors such as
the effect of waves (althoughthey are not strong), pollutedwater and against
the site's being a landfill land to prevent the slopage effect on densely used
sections. Shorewalls are used up to the north, to the proposed landfill
recreation area due to the usage of the water's edge by pedestrians and the
cyclist for protectionfromthe pollutedwater.
Soft-edge treatmentis applied in the north where a passive recreation
area takes place with the proposal of high dense shoreline vegetation and
suitable landscaping in order to improve the visual quality in the site for the
insiders and also for the outsiders.
6.16. The Overall Design Issues of The Site Plan
The site has a mixed-use facilities including cultural, recreational and
commercial activities.The integrationof the activityareas are provided in the
design.
The design issues are determinedas following:
• Commercial,culturaland recreativeactivitiesare located.
• Commercial activityarea is composed of shops having a shopping square
in the middle,adjacentto the pier.
• Cultural district involves an open aIr theater, art galleries" theater,
exhibition center, handicraft ateliers, open exhibition and selling place,
glasshouse, birdcage, aquariumand sea museum.The district is located in
the northof the site away fromdirectcirculation.
Aquarium houses different kinds of fish, dolphin performance pool and a
small shark thank.Visitors will learn moreabout the marine life. Children will
be encouraged for conservationof marine life by experiencingthe aquarium
and in addition, the birdcage and the glasshouse. The aquarium also
includes research and office spaces, courses about marine life, gift and
bookshops and a restaurantviewingthe sea.
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• The recreation is in two forms: passive and active. The meanderingpaths
and the greenery along the water'sedge, and a sport area, which is located
near the entranceand the residences, are provided.
• The administration and management will be provided In the area. The
control, maintenanceand managementof the qualityof public spaces and
infrastructurewill be done by site administration.
• The entrances to the area are determinedby the existingwall'(wayand the
busstop in the south-westdirectionand by the railwaystation in the north.
Public transportationroute, railwayand the walkway along the sea and
the pedestrian access are the determiningfactors of the entrance to the
projectsite.
• The elevated entranceon the small hill fromthe railwaystationprovides the
surprising perceptionof the area and sittingopportunitieson the man made
stairs. It also serves as a viewingpoint.
• The small hill contains the treatmentplant.The treatedwater discharged to
the small creek. It also block off the scene of motor vehicles and the
elevated highway from the area, and acts as a barrier against the cold
winter wind flowing through the north direction. The aim is to block the
northernvista and to open the southernvista.
• The water's edge of about 7 m. is used for pedestrianwalking and cycling
with tree plantedand benches situatedalong for all age groups.
• Outside views are preferred as the sea is the main factor. So, the
pedestrianpaths in some parts are directedto the waterbody.
• The buildings are generally located in the northwest direction, oriented to
the sea and the linear form of the site, preventing the winter winds and
holding the cooler summerbreezes.
• Ramps and stairs, walkways are designed to give a dynamiccharacterand
easy perceptionof the area.
• The open space hierarchycreates definableand perceivableplaces.
• The restauranttower and the enclosed promenadeare the basic focal point
of the area and also providea viewing terrace.
• The playground is made usable by the handicappedchildren.
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• Intensive plantingtakes place, especially in north, in order to decrease the
cold wind effects and the disturbing scene of the highway and the noise
and, to increase the enhancementof the green from outside. A green buffer
and the bufferhill is createdwith this aim.
• The plants are chosen for the climatic variations and among the fast
growing species. The northern part includes high trees followed by wider
but low trees.
Palm trees along the main paths, magnolia and acacia in some determined
green areas where walking and sittingare provided.
• The vehicularentrance is providedfromthe inner-cityroad on the north.
• The parking lots have organic forms and located adjacent to the functions
with trees and shrubs plantedaround.
• No constructionis preferredat undergroundlevel because of the high water
table.
• The paving elementswill providetexturesthatorientpeople in the site.
• Benches, lighting, information boards, dustbins, telephone boxes and
toilets are provided along the pathways. Statues are located on the
walkways again to orientand increase the perceptionof the area.
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Figure 6.42. Concept Plan
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Figure 6.44. The Vehicularand PedestrianCirculation
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Figure 6.46. Visual Perception
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CONCLUSION
Urban waterfrontsare under regenerationin manywaterfrontcities and
various kinds of redevelopmentprojectshave been implementedfrom the time
the ports' and industrialactivityareas' repositioning.These projectswere the
results of social, environmental,cultural,economicalchanges in thecommunity
and the city. Also, increase in urban valutjs such as historical preservation,
environmentalquality affected the revitalizationof waterfrontareas. Pollution
problemsand sensitivityto the environmentare the importantbases.
The technological changes and the increase in the variation of the
transportationsystemscaused the relocationof the port activityareas leaving
their sites obsolete and derelict, togetherwith the economic recession in the
city. The politicaldecisions put the redevelopmentof waterfrontsin the center
of the improvementof the innercityeconomy.Therefore,the politicalstralegies
had effectson thedevelopmentand also the type._
The first projects were done for gaining financial revenues wilhout
considering the waterfronts'being naturalresource and social activityareas..rj
Additionally, as there is no importancegiven to planning and urban design
studies or the wrong application strategies, due to the administration,the
waterfrontsites were redeveloped in isolation, not accessible by pedestrians
having no visual poverty.The lackinghumanscale and public space concept
and the imageof isolation madetheprojectsunsuccessful.
Consequently,theachievedconclusionsare;
• The importanceof planningand urbandesign in redevelopmentprojects.
• The local and central governmentscan deterioratethe waterfrontswhile
having the aim of creatingfinanciallyactiveareas with wrong development
strategies.
• The necessity of the determinationof the unique characteristicsof each
waterfrontsite.
• Whatever the kind of the redevelopmentprojects is the public space,
accessibility,qualityof thepublicspaces should be considered.
The redevelopmentprojectsgenerallytakeplace in urban centersdue to
the rapid change according to the demands on these sites. The recreational,
residential,cultural,environmental,workingand mixed-usewaterfrontprojects
are applied. The mixed-use is for the provision of both financial and social
values, for public attraction,for regenerationof life, for improvingthe image
and increasingthepublic access to thewater'sedge in the innercityareas. The
cultural and historical waterfrontdevelopmentsare for tourist attractionwith
increased accessibility in the innercity.Recreationalprojects especially take
place in theresidential districtson waterfronts.The wetlandareas near the city
center are redeveloped as environmental waterfronts including picnics,
walking, nature education. Therefore, it can be understood that public
oriented activityareas are developed in the innercities.The increase in water
and visual pollutionhave effectson thissubject.
Izmir having residential districts surrounding the waterfront have
potentialfor tile developmentsof culturaland recreationalactivityareas. So, a
mixed-usedevelopmentis proposedas a case studyin Alaybey, Kar~'yaka.
The achieved conclusions, apart fromthe ones given before, in general
can be givenas following:
• Long time period is requiredfor the regenerationprocess from conception
to completion.
• A developmentplan and urban design st,,dies should be done and applied
for a high publicqualityin the siteand for easy and rapiddevelopments.
• A good programmingis needed.
• Efficient and co-ordinated management and administration process is\.
needed.
• Public and privatepartnershipshould be suppliedfor a developableproject.
• Existing services and infrastructureshould be used and improvedfor tile
feasibility.
• Public participationwill encouragethe success of the projects.
• A waterfront redevelopmentproject should provide social benefits and
public access both by vehicles and walking and increase the imageof the
.
waterfront.
• pfJblic space conceptshould be a mustin theprojects.
• Specific design guidelinesshould be developedfor specific sites.
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• The elements of the plan should be complementaryto each other in terms
of economicviabilityand urban design.
• Environmental,cultural,historicalvalues should be reflected.
• The educationalrole should be achieved.
• The establishmentsto the outer partswill increase the public use.
• Not the buildingsbut the open spaces should be designed.
On the other hand, the projectspecific conclusions are as following:
Physical Conclusions:
--The difficultyin developingthe urbanwaterfrontscaused by the coastal act.
--The lack of knowledge and the difficulty in reaching the knowledge related
with the waterfrontland and thewater.
--The wishes of the municipalities to attract people to the waterfront with
people orientedactivitieson these sites.
--The ease of pedestrianand vehicularaccessibilityfromevery partof the city.
--The location of the compatible uses, recreation, commerce and culture,
togethermakethe site moreactiveand liveable.
--The visual perception is provided with the construction of viewing tower,
terraceand overlooks and, also with the view corridors.
--The location of the great buildings away from the water's edge for the
pedestrians wonderingalong thewaterfrontin green areas.
Social Conclusions:
--All income,all age groups, are considered in the project.
--The increase in cultural values, public quality, environmental quality, the
provision of air rightsare achieved.Public transportationis improved.
Economical Conclusions:
--Although the initial investment will be higher, the functions will provide
revenues in short time period after the development. The site itself will be
economicallysufficient and also provideeconomicbenefitsto the municipality.
Finally, the main aim has to be the increase of social benefits and the
enhancement of the waterfront sites. Urban waterfronts, being the most
dynamic district in the city has to be considered in many dimensions and
designed withefficient and sufficientstrategies.
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